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Abstract

The longstanding dream of many roboticists is to see robots perform diverse tasks in diverse environments. To build such a robot that can operate anywhere, many methods train on robotic interaction data. While these approaches have led to significant advances, they rely on heavily engineered setups or high amounts of supervision, neither of which is scalable. How can we move towards training robots that operate autonomously, in the wild? Unlike computer vision and natural language in which a staggering amount of data is available on the internet, robotics faces a chicken-and-egg problem: to train robots to work in diverse scenarios, we need a large amount of robot data from diverse environments but to collect this kind of data, we need robots to be deployed widely - which is feasible only if they are already proficient. How can we break this deadlock?

The proposed solution, and the goal of my thesis, is to use an omnipresent source of rich interaction data – humans. Fortunately, there are plenty of real-world human interaction videos on the internet, which can help bootstrap robot learning by side-stepping the expensive aspects of the data collection-training loop. To this end, we aim to learn manipulation from watching humans perform various tasks. We circumvent the embodiment gap by imitating the effect the human has on the environment, instead of the exact actions. We obtain interaction priors, and subsequently practice directly in the real world to improve. To move beyond explicit human supervision, the second work in the thesis aims to predict robot-centric visual affordances: where to interact and how to move post interaction, directly from offline human video datasets. We show that this model can be seamlessly integrated into any robot learning paradigm. The third part of the thesis focuses on how to build general-purpose policies by leveraging human data. We show that world models are strong mechanisms to share representations across human and robot data coming from many different environments. We use a structured affordance-based action space to train multitask policies and show that this greatly boosts performance. In the fourth work of the thesis, we investigate how to use human data to build actionable representations for control. Our key insight is to move beyond traditional training of visual encoder and use human actions and affordances to improve the model. We find that this approach can improve real-world imitation learning performance for almost any pre-trained model, across multiple challenging tasks. Finally, visual affordances may struggle to capture complex action spaces, especially in high-degree-of-freedom robots such as dexterous hands. Thus, in the final works of the thesis, we explore how to learn more explicit, physically grounded action priors from human videos, mainly in the context of dexterous manipulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

General-purpose agents are the biggest goal of robot learning research. How can we build such AI agents that can solve hundreds of tasks in diverse complex visual environments, such as rearranging objects or completing chores in a kitchen? In recent years, there have been significant advances in various areas of building autonomous agents: manipulation tasks such as grasping to pushing and pick-n-place tasks \([12, 234, 171]\), from manipulating a Rubik’s cube \([9]\) to opening cabinet doors or makeshift doors \([359, 309]\), or locomotion tasks such as humanoid control to quadrupeds that walk run or jump \([190, 201]\). While there has been substantial progress, most experiments in this area have still been restricted to simulation \([236, 35, 403]\) or table-top experiments \([207, 85]\) in lab settings. This invokes the pressing question: why hasn’t this progress transferred to manipulation in the real world and why do we still see most experiments in lab setups or simulations? Although there have been efforts to perform grasping in home setups \([130, 385]\), general manipulation is still studied in lab-like settings. Through this proposal, we delve into how could robot learning move from lab experiments to in-the-wild setups across complex environments.

The biggest bottleneck for learning manipulation \textit{in the wild} is the lack of scalable and safe frameworks. Traditionally, designing a controller or policy for manipulation tasks requires learning via reinforcement (RL) \([393, 300, 395, 203, 355, 136]\), which can be data-hungry and unsafe, especially in the real world. While RL has had success in simulated tasks, real-world tasks do not have structured rewards, thus making the problem that of sparse search. A popular alternative is to use imitation learning (IL) based approaches \([348, 326, 278]\), but common IL approaches rely on lots of kinesthetic or teleoperated demonstrations per task. However, this data can be expensive to obtain in the real world and may not be generalizable to new settings or different robots. There have been attempts at one-shot imitation at inference, but these methods require thousands of demonstrations or interactions during
training [96, 106, 290]. If the robots were to work in realistic scenarios in the wild, we argue that they must be trained in the real world itself but how to do so in a safe and efficient manner remains an open question.

Unlike computer vision and natural language where a staggering amount of data is available on the internet [453, 316, 323, 93, 38], robotics faces a chicken-and-egg problem: to train robots to work in diverse scenarios, we need a large amount of robot data from diverse environments but to collect such kind of data, we need robots to be deployed widely which is feasible only if they already work at the first place. How do we get around this deadlock? Our proposed solution to this problem is to learn by watching humans act either in the real world or through passive human interaction videos which are abundantly available on the internet. This data can help bootstrap robot learning by side-stepping the expensive aspects of the data collection-training loop.

However, there are major challenges when aiming to leverage human data [381, 356, 367, 364, 50]: 1) there is a large embodiment gap, 2) it is unclear how to represent action information of humans in a useful manner, 3) there is no concrete way to obtain actions from human videos and train generalizable policies, and 4) it is difficult to incorporate knowledge of the physical world into the policy learning setup. This thesis presents works attempting to address the above challenges, in order to enable in-the-wild manipulation.

1.2 Contributions

1.2.1 Bridging the Embodiment Gap

In order to overcome the fact that humans and robots have different morphologies, in Chapter 2, we propose that the robot mimic the effect the human had on the environment and not the human directly. We leverage advances in perception to obtain mid-level priors from a human video: hand-object interaction and hand motion information. We project these to the robot’s action space and execute the primitives. Due to possible inaccuracies in the pipeline, the robot must practice. We leverage a novel sampling-based optimization framework to improve our policy in an iterative manner. In order to compare robot and human videos, we introduce an agent-agnostic alignment objective function, which relies on in-painting the agent out of the scene. To not be restricted by the prior, we employ a novel task-agnostic exploration policy which allows the agent to sample interesting actions leading to more efficient discovery. We demonstrate our framework on 20 different tasks and environments. We show in-the-wild generalization and success in various real-world settings and day-to-day tasks. This approach is able to scale to many tasks in the wild but is largely limited to the human being in the same scene as the robot. How can the robot infer what to do when the human is not present?
1.2.2 Behavior Priors from Humans

In order to move beyond explicit human supervision, it is crucial to obtain action information from offline human videos. When placed in new settings, humans already have a good understanding of how most objects should be manipulated. How can we represent this innate concept and how can we learn it from human video data? In Chapter 3, inspired by the fact humans heavily rely on visual affordances of objects to efficiently perform day-to-day tasks [118, 119], we propose formulating robot-centric visual affordances. We argue that contact points and post-contact are excellent robot-centric representations of visual affordances, since these are omnipresent in manipulation tasks, and can be easily extracted from human videos. We reformulate human videos to focus on frames without humans for predicting affordances. We utilize off-the-shelf tools for estimating ego motion, human pose, and hand-object interaction. In Chapter 3, we show how to seamlessly integrate this affordance model with different kinds of robot learning paradigms – imitation and offline learning, exploration, visual goal-reaching, and using affordances as a parameterization for action spaces. We perform real-world experiments on 10 in-the-wild tasks and 2 robot hardware platforms. Our affordance model outperforms state-of-the-art affordance learning approaches [123, 216, 265], and enables high-performance robot learning in the wild without requiring any simulation.

In Chapter 4, we scale our affordance model to complex dexterous tasks. We propose a novel approach, DEFT (DEXterous Fine-Tuning for Hand Policies), that leverages human-driven priors, which are executed directly in the real world. In order to improve upon these priors, DEFT involves an efficient online optimization procedure. With the integration of human-based learning and online fine-tuning, coupled with a soft robotic hand, DEFT demonstrates success across various tasks, establishing a robust, data-efficient pathway toward general dexterous manipulation. While affordances can help learn general (high-level) action strategies, is it possible to even go further and learn exact control from watching humans, and obtain more explicit supervision?

1.2.3 Learning Generalizable Policies

Structured World Models from Human Videos An efficient way for us to operationalize affordances, human data, and robot is to build a model of the world. This can allow us to train policies that can operate in many different environments and do multiple tasks. The key question is what actions will we model? Low-level predictive models do not transfer well between humans and robots, or to new tasks. In Chapter 5, we thus leverage knowledge from our visual affordance model and create a high-level, human-centric action space, trained on human videos, and finetuned with real-world practice. World models can work in an unsupervised manner, across many tasks, allowing for large-scale generalization. We find that our pre-trained world model achieves higher success (∼2X) than prior approaches while being very
sample efficient, requiring less than 30 minutes of real-world interaction data on multiple robotic platforms and tasks.

**Actionable Pre-trained Representations** We are also able to scale these ideas to more flexible settings, as our structured action space may not be useful in every setup. In Chapter 6, we show that affordances can be used to improve existing pretrained representations for control. We present a simple framework for pre-training representations on hand, object, and contact affordances that highlight relevant objects in images and how to interact with them. Our approach can efficiently fine-tune any existing representation, and results in models that are more actionable across the board. We experimentally demonstrate (using 3000+ robot trials) that this affordance pre-training scheme boosts performance by a minimum of 15% on 5 real-world tasks, which consider three diverse robot morphologies (including a dexterous hand). These representations improve performance across 3 different camera views. Quantitatively, we find that our approach leads to higher levels of generalization in out-of-distribution settings.

**Pre-training Policies with Human Videos** Instead of only training representations with affordances, can we also extend these ideas to models that predict explicit actions that can be deployed on the robot? Learning more explicit action priors can lead to more grounded, safer, and more efficient policies. For continuous control, the action space is exponential in the number of actions and timesteps, and even more difficult for high degree-of-freedom robots, such as dexterous hands. Thus learning actions from humans can greatly empower robotic systems to learn much faster. In Chapter 7, we aim to build a system that can guide robot motions using human videos. This requires understanding the scene in 3D, figuring out human intent, and transferring from human to robot embodiment. First, we propose using 3D human estimation, which works decently well in general human videos. We can leverage such approaches to gather 3D understanding. Second, there have been large-scale datasets that break down the human intent via crowdsourcing labels [73, 127], which can be used to train the policy. Finally, to handle the embodiment transfer, we use human hand to robot hand retargeting as an energy function to obtain explicit action priors from human video data. We use actions from the respective videos to train a behavior cloning policy and finetune it with a few real-world demonstrations. We deploy these in complex real-world dexterous manipulation tasks.

### 1.2.4 Action Priors for Robot Learning

**Neural Dynamical Policies** Inferring physical knowledge from passive human data is very challenging, as we only have access to a single sense, vision. Nevertheless, it is possible to design learning algorithms that are aware of the physical world. Thus, in Chapter 8, we propose embedding the structure of dynamical systems [349] into deep neural network-based policies so that the agent can directly learn in the space of physically plausible trajectory distributions. Our key insight is to reparameterize the policy network with nonlinear differential equations corresponding to a dynamical
system and train it end-to-end over time. Our approach is able to perform dynamic
tasks such as throwing or catching (Chapter 8). We are also able to scale to dynamic,
real-world tasks with raw high-dimensional images as inputs, with large variations
in object positions and goal locations.

Learning Skills from Play In Chapter 9, we take the idea of structured actions
further into the field of skill learning. Learning from unstructured and uncurated
data has become the dominant paradigm for generative approaches in language
or vision. Such unstructured and unguided behavior data, commonly known as
play, is also easier to collect in robotics but much more difficult to learn from due to
its inherently multimodal, noisy, and suboptimal nature. We leverage advances in
diffusion models to learn a multi-task diffusion model to extract robotic skills from
play data. Using a conditional denoising diffusion process in the space of states and
actions, we can gracefully handle the complexity and multimodality of play data and
generate diverse and interesting robot behaviors. To make diffusion models more
useful for skill learning, we encourage robotic agents to acquire a vocabulary of skills
by introducing discrete bottlenecks into the conditional behavior generation process.
In our experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach across a wide
variety of environments in both simulation and the real world.
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Part I

Addressing the Human-Robot Morphology Gap
Chapter 2

Human-to-Robot Imitation in the Wild

Figure 2.1: We present WHIRL [23], an efficient real-world algorithm for one-shot visual imitation in the wild. WHIRL is able to directly learn from unstructured human videos and generalize to new tasks as well. Videos and webpage at: https://human2robot.github.io

2.1 Motivation

In recent years, there has been significant advances in robot manipulation: from grasping to pushing and pick/place tasks [12, 234, 171]; from manipulating a rubik’s cube [9] to opening cabinet doors or makeshift doors [359, 309]. While there has been substantial progress, most experiments in this area have still been restricted
Figure 2.2: Our method (WHIRL [23]) provides an efficient way to learn from human videos. We have three core components: we first “watch” and obtain human priors such as hand movement and object interactions. We “repeat” these priors by interacting in the real world, by both trying to achieve task success and explore around the prior. We “improve” our task policy by leveraging our agent-agnostic objective function which aligns human and robot videos.

We believe the biggest bottleneck for learning manipulation in the wild is the lack of scalable and safe frameworks. Traditionally, designing a controller or policy for manipulation tasks requires learning via reinforcement (RL), which can be data-hungry and unsafe especially in the real world. While RL has had success in simulated tasks, real world tasks do not have structured rewards, thus making the problem that of sparse search. A popular alternative is to use imitation learning (IL) based approaches, but common IL approaches rely on lots of kinesthetic or teleoperated demonstrations per task. However, this data can be expensive to obtain in the real world and may not be generalizable to new settings or different robots. There have been attempts at one shot imitation at inference, but these methods requires thousands of demonstrations or interactions during training [96, 106, 290]. To move towards general robot manipulation out of the lab and tabletop settings, we believe visually imitating humans provide a safe and scalable alternative. Rather than asking humans to teleoperate, robot should observe humans to learn as they interact in the world. Humans provide a rich source of data as they often act in interesting and near optimal ways given a task or an environment. In the visual imitation framework, the agent observes other agents perform action without access to actions (just the pixels). This data is then used to guide their own exploration and learning. However, there are several challenges in making visual imitation learning work: first, there is the issue of embodiment mismatch (robots and humans are different agents...
and have different bodies). Second, there is no access to actions from humans, which have to be inferred. Third, there is no access to task information including rewards beyond pixels. Current approaches use end-to-end learning [367, 436, 381] which requires a lot of samples during training and are hence restricted to lab/simulation settings.

In this chapter, we propose to revive this visual human-imitation framework to move robot manipulation out of the lab and into the wild. Instead of learning end-to-end from scratch, we propose leveraging advances in computer vision and computational photography to (a) infer a trajectory and interaction information from the human, thus obtaining a prior; (b) learning an improvement policy via interactions in the real world; and (c) bridging the embodiment gap between human demonstrations and robot videos. But above all, we only use imitation data as priors for our policy. Naively using priors will not result in success due to a host of issues, e.g. varying morphologies or inaccuracies in detections. It is crucial to interact with the real world to learn generalizable manipulation. We introduce a sampling based optimization framework, similar to the Cross Entropy Method (CEM), in order to iteratively improve the interaction policy. To make WHIRL operate without supervision, we introduce an agent-agnostic alignment objective function for the described optimization approach. In order to not be too restricted by the prior, we employ a novel task-agnostic exploration policy which allows the agent to sample new and interesting actions. This all leads to an efficient framework for manipulation tasks in real world.

We demonstrate our framework on 20 different tasks in 3 different environments. We show one-shot, in the wild generalization and success in various real world settings, including manipulation tasks such as opening and closing doors or fridges, putting objects in shelves, folding shirts, cleaning white boards, opening taps and a variety of other tasks. We analyze our approach thoroughly in terms of task success, generalization, and performance compared to state-of-the-art baselines. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort that takes robot manipulation out of the lab and into the real world at this scale.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Detecting Humans

The field of computer vision has studied the problem of detecting humans in a wide variety of approaches. Most such applications are contained in the domain of graphics, but many have applications in real world robotics as well. There are many possible uses of such, for example modeling human bodies, detecting poses, inferring dynamics or understanding interactions between humans and the world. From a modeling perspective, works such as MANO [336] and SMPL [224] have proposed analytical models of human hands and bodies respectively. Hand and
body pose estimation [412, 172, 337] can be useful in the context of robotics, as it can allow for spatially grounding a demonstration, which is something that we leverage in our approach. Estimation and detection of humans, while useful, does not help in understanding what the human is doing. For this, large annotated video datasets can help detect and infer human actions, such as the Something-Something [124], YouCook [80], ActivityNet datasets [103] or the 100 Days of Hands [362] (100DOH) dataset. 100DOH [362] is particularly useful as it contains object level interaction annotations. WHIRL aims to remain as general as possible in terms of the human prior used, using only object interaction data. We employ both the models from [337] and the hand-object detector from Shan et al. [362] for estimating hand position and interaction information. It is possible to combine WHIRL with stronger priors for human hands, for example, building a knowledge graph of objects and functional grasps [259] or using heat sensing [34] to understand interactions.

2.2.2 Imitation and Reinforcement Learning from Videos

Learning From Human Videos A large field of robot learning (Learning from Demonstrations: LfD) is focused on learning from expert demonstrators [287, 326, 308, 339]. However, most of the work in this area tackles the problem of learning from demonstrations that humans provide directly to the robot via kinesthetic teaching or teleoperation. This is an expensive way to gather data for teaching robots. On the other hands, videos of humans performing daily activities are widely available on the internet and can provide good semantic supervision for robotics tasks. However, extracting the right knowledge, for example aligning human videos with robot videos, is challenging. One solution is to learn a direct correspondence. The use of paired human and robot data [367, 366, 222] is a common approach in this line of work. For example, Sharma et al. [367] aim to learn to produce subgoals in the robot’s perspective, conditioned on a human video. Liu et al. [222] seeks to learn a translation model based on the paired demonstrations directly. Collecting paired demonstrations is challenging, and only a limited amount of data can be collected. Thus, previous work [381, 440] has employed cycle-consistency [456, 97] to learn an unsupervised pairing. Similarly, Seranet et al. [358] uses a contrastive loss between frames close to and far away from the anchor point in the video, in order to obtain a representation. Seranet et al. [359] trains a classifier using human demonstrations, which is then used to build a reward function. Unsupervised methods can learn a translation model for single tasks, however they have to be trained in every new setting, which is time consuming. Most such approaches require many random interactions to learn representations, and this process often yields unstable models [381]. WHIRL, on the other hand, does not need any random data to learn representations, and can work with even a single demonstration, in a variety of in-the-wild settings.
Offline Videos and Datasets  Instead of using human videos, recent approaches have attempted to employ a reacher-grabber tool as the demonstration collection device [385, 435, 283]. These approaches have the advantage of having a smaller domain gap between robot and human actions, since the videos are in first person view. However, such a setup limits the number of tasks that are achievable, and adds considerable effort in collecting the data, since the approaches are not able to use large-scale human datasets, for example Youtube videos. On the other hand, advances in many computer vision tasks such as action recognition [449, 124, 148, 49, 414, 104], video understanding [104, 211, 223] or self-supervised representation learning [151, 282, 59, 276] have leveraged videos collected offline. These video datasets include the Something-Something [124], Epic Kitchens [73] or ActivityNet datasets [103]. These can provide important semantic information as well as a high amount of visual and task diversity, which can aid in generalization. Similarly, works such as Chen et al. [50] and Shao et al. [364] find that using a large-scale human datasets, augmented with a few demonstrations from the robot as well as task labels, can help learn a semantic action classifier which generalizes to new tasks. Unlike these approaches, we do not use any task labels or robot specific fine-tuning for the feedback module. Embedding task specific knowledge into reward classifiers does not scale to in-the-wild settings, contrary to our approach.

Learning Action Policies from Priors  While learning reward functions and representations from offline videos can be useful in robotics, videos of humans contain stronger priors. Learning keypoints [51, 189, 425] or object-level [305, 347] from videos, and using these as input to a control policy has been shown to be useful for certain tasks, but requires knowledge of the task and careful design, for example knowing the number of objects or keypoints. This can be a limiting factor when trying to scale to a general robot setup. Previous approaches have also used hand [200, 275] and object tracking [429] to learn action policies, however, these have been limited to simple settings and require very structured planning algorithms that are task specific. Our approach on the other hand is flexible and works for almost any manipulation task. Previous approaches do not perform any iterative improvement, contrary to WHIRL.

2.3 Human-to-Robot Visual Imitation In the Wild

We address the challenge of learning from humans by extracting priors from observing their actions, leveraging the priors to learn an interaction policy in the real world, and exploring around the prior in an efficient manner. We build a general robot learning algorithm that can work in many in-the-wild settings. We call this approach WHIRL: In-the-Wild Human Imitating Robot Learning. In this section, we describe how WHIRL works.
We perform various experiments in the wild. We select a subsample of tasks, as shown above, to perform a thorough study of our WHIRL as well as baselines and ablations. These tasks are: drawer, door and dishwasher opening and closing.

### 2.3.1 Human Priors

#### 2.3.1.1 Extracting Human Priors

Most trajectories ($\tau$) of interest for manipulation tasks can be broken down into smaller sub-trajectories: $\tau_{\text{pre-interaction}}$, $\tau_{\text{interaction}}$ and $\tau_{\text{post-interaction}}$. Throughout the chapter, we refer to these as primitives. A more complex task can be thought of as a composition of such primitives. Once we are able to use human videos to estimate these primitives, we can try to deploy these on a robot, despite any differences in morphology. Videos of the desired task ($V$), such as door opening, are used to obtain this trajectory parameterization. The key components of a video of a human performing a task include how the target is moving as well as where and when the interactions happen. We describe how we infer this information from third person videos below.

**Extracting Hand Information**  
We process each individual frame $V_t$ of the video ($V$) at timestep $t$ to obtain an estimate of the position of the hand: $x_t, y_t, z_t$. We obtain this pose using the 100DOH detection model \cite{100DOH}, built on top of Faster-RCNN \cite{FasterRCNN} and trained to output hand bounding box ($b_t$). This is a continuous vector of coordinates in image space. The hand position (in the camera frame) is referred to as $h_t$. In order for the robot to grasp and interact with an object, the orientation of the wrist and the force applied on the gripper are important as well. We use the MANO \cite{MANO} parameterization of hands in order to obtain these. Specifically, we use the part of the parameterization that describes the rotation of the wrist, $\theta_{\text{hand}}^{(t)}$.

**Extracting Interaction Information**  
Inferring the position of the hand can give useful information, but we also need to understand when the hand interacts with an object. Detecting contact is important in determining $\tau_{\text{pre-interaction}}$: it determines where the interaction occurs. Thus, we employ the 100DOH \cite{100DOH} model to detect when this interaction occurs. We use this information and previously computed hand poses to extract waypoints for the robot. Specifically, we use the 100DOH model.
Figure 2.4: We show the different components of the human prior. First we extract the position of the hand and possible object interactions (a). This indicates a possible area of interaction (b) and direction for moving the robot hand (c). We project these to the robot’s action space and execute the trajectory.

to obtain a discrete valued contact variable: $c_t$. This represents a possible contact that might be occurring at frame $t$ of the video. The possible options are: no contact, contact with portable or fixed object, and self contact. However, since out-of-the-box detections in unstructured settings can be noisy, we employ the Savitzky–Golay [345] filter for smoothing $c_t$ across timesteps. Using smoothed detection $\hat{c}_t$ we determine the time-step where the interaction started in the video: $t_{interaction}$ and when it ended: $t_{end}$. We denote the hand position at these timesteps as $h_{interaction}$ and $h_{end}$. In order to not overfit to the detections, we in fact sample from a distribution centered around the start and end points. We also sample intermediate trajectory waypoints, $h_{mid}$. We additionally use a simple binary representation of a grasp, determined from the contact variable $\hat{c}_t$.

Overall, our extracted prior from a video demonstration from a human can be described as a set of interaction waypoints: $h_{interaction}$, $h_{mid}$, and $h_{end}$, a grasp or interaction orientation measure $\theta_{hand}$, and commands to close or open the hand: $o_1:T$ (where $T$ is the length of the video). Figure 2.4 shows the different parts of the human prior we use. Note that some tasks may require a more densely sampled set of waypoints. For simplicity we think of $h_{mid}$ as a single point, but it can be also a set of midpoints in the hand trajectory.

### 2.3.1.2 Converting Human Priors to Robot Priors

Once we obtain the desired trajectories from human videos, we can convert them into the robot’s frame and obtain desired poses, using depth image ($d_t$) from the external camera. Our setup uses a depth image, but is compatible with any 3D pose estimation approach. Given a video $V_k$ of length $T$, we then project the obtained priors, $h_{interaction}$, $h_{mid}$, $h_{end}$, $\theta_{hand}$, $o_1:T$ to the robot’s frame via 3D pose estimation from depth data. For both the gripper open and wrist orientation parameters, we use a robot-specific heuristic function, as every robot’s coordinate axis is different. Let
the detected waypoints be \( h = h_{\text{interaction}}, h_{\text{mid}}, h_{\text{end}} \). This process can be described as:

\[
\mathcal{f}_{\text{map}}(h, \theta_{\text{hand}}, o_{1:T}) = w_{\text{interaction}}, w_{\text{mid}}, w_{\text{end}}, \theta_{\text{YPR}}, g_{1:T} \triangleq \Psi_k
\] (2.1)

where \( w \) are waypoints in the robot’s frame, \( \theta_{\text{YPR}} \) is a wrist rotation (yaw-pitch-roll format) in the robots frame, and \( g_{1:T} \) are robot gripper open/close continuous parameters. We refer to this vector by \( \Psi_k \).

2.3.2 Policy Learning via Interaction

Human priors from videos can give a rough guideline on how to perform the task. They are useful because they can be distilled into a neural network policy, which can possibly generalize beyond the training data. However, directly executing the prior on the task will not generally lead to success, due to differences in morphologies between human and robot hands, inaccuracies in detections, or errors in the calibration process. Thus, we need to learn a policy via real world interaction in order to succeed at this task. Such a learning procedure must have 3 important properties. (1) The real world interactions must be safe. (2) While safe, the interactions must not be too restrictive. (3) This process must be sample efficient.

The safety of the interactions can be ensured by the human prior. Following the prior, even one that has errors, will lead to somewhat reasonable behavior, and is very likely to be safe. However, being too close to the prior will restrict the reach of the policy, and thus it will be unable able to solve the task. In order to address this challenge, we employ a task policy which aims to solve the task and a task agnostic exploration policy that explores around the human prior so that we do not fall into a local minimum. We describe the objective functions of these policies in the following sections. Finally, in order to ensure the learning process is sample efficient, we introduce a simple and easy to use zeroth order real world optimization procedure (similar to CEM). Since our goal is to efficiently perform many manipulation tasks in the wild, traditional RL methods are infeasible. A summary is in Algorithm 1.
**Algorithm 1** Training Procedure for WHIRL

**Require:** Task videos: $V_1:K$, $f_{\text{map}}$: video to robot actions function, prior task and exploration policies: $\pi, \pi_{\text{exp}}$. Video-level ($\Phi$) and frame-level ($\Phi_f$) agent agnostic representation. $M$ real world interactions per task.

**while** not converged **do**

**for** $k = 1...K$ **do**

$\Psi_k = f_{\text{map}}(V_k)$

**for** $m = 1...M$ **do**

Sample $\Delta \Psi_{k,m} = \pi_{\text{exp}}(V_k, \Psi_k)$ (prob: $p$)

Sample $\Delta \Psi_{k,m} = \pi(V_k, \Psi_k)$ (prob: $1 - p$)

$a_{j,m} = \Psi_k + \Delta \Psi_{k,m}$

Execute $a_{k,m}$, collect video: $R_{k,m}$

**end for**

**end for**

**for** $j = 1...K$ **do**

rank Cost$(\Phi(R_{k,m}), \Phi(V_k))$ for every $m$

pick $E = \{\text{elite examples}\}$

fit $\pi(.)$ as a VAE to $\Psi_{k,m} \in E$

pick $E_{\text{exp}} = \{\Phi_f(R_{k,m}) \text{ with highest ”change”}\}$

fit $\pi_{\text{exp}}(.)$ as a VAE to $\Psi_{k,m} \in E_{\text{exp}}$

**end for**

**end while**

2.3.2.1 Policy Structure

When trying to achieve the desired task via interaction, it is easy to simply get stuck in the local minimum around the prior. Thus we not only need to train a task policy, but an exploration policy as well.

**Task policy** We would like to learn an interaction policy which will allow the agent to achieve the task. Given prior $\Psi_k$ extracted from video $V_k$, we propose learning a (task and exploration) policy $\pi(\Psi_k, V_k) = \Delta \Psi_k$, outputting the residual to the prior. Residual learning is common in robot learning [168] as it allow for the policy to search around the prior in order to avoid unsafe behavior. Using this residual structure also allows the policy to initialize close to the human prior, and then explore from the prior as a starting point. Both of our policies are neural network based. The task policy $\pi$ will try to maximize the robot’s performance with respect to the demonstration video.

To be able to sample around the prior, the policy needs to learn a distribution and not just a mean prediction. For a single human video, there are multiple different ways a robot can perform the task. A naive stochastic neural network policy would not be able capture this multi-modal distribution and hence has difficulty in generalizing to new videos. We leverage Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [179, 332] which are popularly used to capture multi-modal distributions. In particular, we fit a
Figure 2.5: We show a sample of our agent agnostic representation, using the video inpainting method by Lee et al. [202]. An image of a human performing the task is shown in (c) and (d) shows the human inpainted from the image. Similarly for the robot, (a) and (b) show the original and inpainted images. We train segmentation models [422, 331] to obtain human and robot masks.

Conditional VAE [383] to learn a mapping from a set of samples $\Delta \Psi_{k,m}$ and an embedding of the input demonstration video $\phi(V_k)$. We condition the distribution on the video, $V_k$ and learn to encode the prior residuals. The encoder, $q(z|c, x)$ takes input $x = \Delta \Psi_{k,m}$, and $c$ is an embedding of the human video $\phi(V_k)$. The decoder $p(x|z, c)$ takes a latent sample from $p(z)$ as well as the human video embedding. At inference time, we can use the policy, $\pi$ to output $\Delta \hat{\Psi}_k$ (the residual), conditioned on video $\phi(V_k)$ and latent $z \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1)$, where $\pi = p(x|z, c)$. Since this policy is conditioned on an input video, with enough collected data it is able to generalize to new human demonstrations as well.

**Exploration Policy** On the other hand, the exploration policy will try to explore around the prior. Many methods of exploration have been studied in literature, for example intrinsic motivation [289], or maximizing state coverage [110]. Instead, our exploration policy, $\pi_{\text{exp}}$, aims to maximize the change that the agent causes in the environment. Since our actions are close to the prior, it is likely that any changes caused by the agent in the environment will be meaningful and not destructive. Mathematically, for a given video $R_k$ this can be described as:

$$c_k = \max_{i,j} ||\Phi_f(R_{k,i}) - \Phi_f(R_{k,j})||_2$$

(2.2)

where $i$ and $j$ are different frames of the video and $\Phi_f$ is a frame-by-frame embedding of the video. This exploration policy uses the same exact inputs and setup as the task policy, as well as the CVAE architecture.

As the robot interacts with the environment, we want the task policy to improve to achieve more success. Thus, we need to have a notion of how good the robot is doing compared to the target human video. Given that human and robots have different morphologies, and perform tasks differently, how do we create a representation space for our objective function?
2.3.2.2 Representations for Human-to-Robot Video Alignment

Trying to learn correspondences between human and robot videos can be a challenging task. Prior works [367, 356, 381, 359] have attempted to achieve this via learning paired or unpaired videos from a single scene to learn a joint embedding. This would not scale to large set of in-the-wild manipulation tasks described in Figure 2.1. Instead of trying to learn a tight coupling between human and robots, we aim to get a comparison between human and robot video at a high level. We postulate that the effect that the agent had on the environment is more important than how the agent moved, since that can vary with different morphologies. We embed both robot and human videos into a space that is agnostic to the agent. We find that inpainting both human and robot from the video allows us to do so. We employ Copy-Paste Networks [202], which, given a mask of an agent, trains a network to copy information from other video frames and inpaint the area masked out. An example of this procedure can be seen in Figure 2.5.

Only inpainting the human out of the video is not enough to compare the two semantically, since the videos might be of different lengths, different speeds or may have other minor differences. Advances in action recognition [449, 124, 148, 49, 414, 104] have allowed models to determine if two videos which may look different are performing the same task. We use such an action recognition model from Monfort et al. [256], trained on large-scale passive data. This model takes in an entire video, and outputs an embedding. We call the composition of the action recognition model and the inpainting model our agent-agnostic representation. We denote this with $\Phi$.

Using this agent-agnostic representation, human video $V$ and robot video $R$, our objective function is the distance:

$$||\Phi(V) - \Phi(R_k)||_2$$ (2.3)

We use this function to train the task policy. The exploration policy objective (Equation 2.2) which is to maximize ”change” leverages frame-wise version of $\Phi$, denoted by $\Phi_f$. In order to increase robustness, we sample costs over multiple embeddings with different video-level augmentations. Given a good way to align robot and human videos, how do we optimize our policies in a sample efficient way?

2.3.2.3 Sampling-based Optimization Procedure

RL methods have shown promise in learning by interaction. However, they remain too sample inefficient for large scale robot learning in unstructured settings. Instead, we propose a simple zeroth order sampling based alternative, in a similar fashion to CEM [342]. In our sampling procedure, we initially extract the prior from a third person human video $V_k$, and samples residuals:

$$\Delta \Psi_k \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2)$$
We execute these $M$ samples $\Psi_{k,m} + \Delta \Psi_{k,m}$ in the real world, and capture resulting videos $R_{k,m}$. We aim to fit $\pi$ to the best performing samples. We repeat this process till convergence. In the following iterations, instead of sampling only from $N(0, \sigma^2)$, we sample from $\pi$ as well. Using the objective (agent-agnostic) functions described above, we rank trajectories based on these costs and fit the policy to the 10 highest ranking $\Delta \Psi_{k,m}$. This set, $E$, is the set of “elites” in CEM. The result of this procedure are trained exploration and task policies. We provide an overview in Algorithm 1.

2.4 Experimental Setup

2.4.1 Experimental Details

**Hardware** In order to perform manipulation in the wild, a mobile robot is needed. Thus, we use the Stretch Robot [176]. This is a mobile base with a 6 dof arm and gripper. Pictures of the hardware setup can be seen in Figure 2.3. We use a Cartesian position control to command the translation of the wrist, and an in-built orientation controller for the rotation. The default gripper comes with suction cups as fingertips. Our setup uses an Intel Realsense D415 depth camera.

**Environment and Data Collection** We perform experiments on every-day objects and settings, for example drawers, dishwashers, fridges in different kitchens, doors to various cabinets. Data collection is performed in various in the wild settings. Each of the tasks presented in Figure 2.6 was trained over three demonstrations. Our setup involves 20 tasks seen in Figure 2.1.

2.4.2 Baselines and Ablations

Our method relies on several key ideas, such as policy learning from interactions, the high-level video alignment to compare robot trajectories and human demonstrations, and the task-agnostic policy we use. We test both the performance and sensitivity of WHIRL to design choices. We compare against several state-of-the-art baselines. Performing RL in the real world is infeasible [455] for our large set of tasks and in diverse settings. Thus we compare against offline RL, which learn interaction policies from data, and do not interact with the environment at training time. We modify a SOTA method in offline RL, Conservative Q-learning (CQL) [193] to work with our extracted human priors. The policy predicts the residual to the prior, just like ours, even using the same inputs as well. The reward function used is the negative L2 error between the 3D ResNet [104] embedding of target and robot videos. This baseline is trained with same number of samples as WHIRL (30 samples x 2 training iterations). We call this approach CQL. We also train CQL with the same objective function as WHIRL (agent-agnostic). We call this baseline CQL-ours. We compare against competing SOTA approaches for learning joint human and robot embedding spaces. We train a Time Contrastive Network (TCN) [356] to extract a representation
from human and robot videos. We call this baseline CQL–TCN. The reward used for CQL is the distance (between human and robot videos) in TCN embedding space. Similarly, Cycle-GAN\cite{CycleGAN} has been shown to be useful translating robot and human demonstrations\cite{Smith:2016}. In the same fashion as Smith et al.\cite{Smith:2016}, we employ Cycle-GAN representations (trained on both human and robot videos) as an embedding space for the reward function. We refer to this baseline as CQL-CycleGAN. Finally, we compare to an off-the-shelf implementation of Behavior Cloning (BC). This approach is similar to WHIRL, however is without iterative refinement. A key difference is that the policy is trained with a standard L2 loss on the output actions, unlike our VAE-based policy.

2.5 Results

We evaluate WHIRL in various real world, in-the-wild settings in order to answer the following questions:

- Can WHIRL work for a large set of in-the-wild robot manipulation tasks?
- How can we use WHIRL to generalize to new scenes, objects and settings?
- How much do the individual components (i.e. policy learning and agent agnostic cost function) of WHIRL help?
• How does WHIRL compare agents SOTA approaches?

We attempt to answer these via various experiments on in-the-wild tasks, analyzing generalization capabilities of WHIRL on a few tasks, comparing to competing methods, and addressing the question of the importance of the individual components of our method, such as iterative improvement, our agent-agnostic objective and the exploration policy. In Figure 2.6 we present the results of our experiments on four tasks: opening and closing a drawer, door and dishwasher, as well as placing different objects in shelves. The setup is as described in Section 2.4.

2.5.1 Robot Learning in the Wild

We provide results on a large set of 20 tasks, ranging from turning on a water tap to folding a shirt. Images of these tasks can be seen in Figure 2.1. We show that WHIRL is able to scale to a wide variety of tasks that involve large fixed objects such as fridges, or smaller rigid objects such as our ball-in-hoop task, or handling soft objects such as our shirt folding and whiteboard cleaning tasks. We are able to train these in only a few hours, in diverse locations and settings. We provide videos of these tasks in the supplementary material and at https://human2robot.github.io.

2.5.2 Evaluation and Comparison to Baselines

Tasks We perform a drawer opening and closing task in a kitchen. We report results averaged across three human demonstrations on two drawers (Figure 2.3a), and 3 iterations of WHIRL. Similarly to the drawer task, we perform a door opening and closing task. Figure 2.3b shows the task setup. We train on two doors and test on the third one. We perform 3 iterations of WHIRL. The third task involves opening and closing a dishwasher, as shown in Figure 2.3c. Due to a lack of dishwashers in the kitchens, we only train on one dishwasher, and test on a held-out dishwasher in a different scene. For the fourth task we train a policy for picking and placing four objects in three different shelves. These objects vary in size and shape (bottles, cans, etc.). We provide a single demonstration for each object. We test on two held-out objects and a held-out shelf placement (starting point is top shelf and goal is middle shelf).

Training Evaluation We look into the (training) results running WHIRL on the various tasks described above. In Figure 2.6a, we show a learning curves of success rates over 3 iterations of WHIRL for the drawer task. The training curve (red) shows an increase from about a 43% success rate to 83% success rate after two iterations. The initial success rate is the success rate of the prior. We see a clear improvement during training with WHIRL. For the door task (Figure 2.6b, red), the training curve shows an increase in performance from about 40% success to 92% success, indicating that WHIRL is able to learn to improve iteratively. The training curve for
the dishwasher task (Figure 2.6c, red) shows that WHIRL also improves for this task, similarly to the drawer and door tasks. Figure 2.6d provides learning curves for the task of picking and placing objects from shelves. We can see that the train (red) curves show improvement. However, we did note that this task required a lot more precision than the kitchen tasks presented above, which is why we see the test success rate to be much lower than the train one. We found that precision mattered immensely: very small prediction errors would lead to failure.

**Comparison to Baselines** We compare WHIRL to both offline RL and Behavior Cloning. We present results of multiple instances of offline RL in Table 2.1 (we report and compare training results). All methods had the same amount of data to train on. We report success rates out of 1. Our method strongly outperforms all the baselines. Offline RL, especially with smaller datasets, has difficulty in learning without any online interaction. Learning both actor and critic require data that covers more of the action space than is likely available in the wild. Interestingly, CQL-ours tends to outperform other approaches such as CQL-CycleGAN (similar to that presented by Smith et al. [381]), CQL-TCN (similar to Sermanet et al. [356]), and CQL [193]. Similarly, Behavior Cloning, which uses our agent-agnostic cost function to filter the top trajectories, mostly outperforms the offline RL approaches. This indicates that our objective function is able to differentiate between good and bad trajectories in many algorithmic settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Drawer</th>
<th>Door</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No iterative improvement:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Cloning</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline RL (CQL-ours)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline RL (CQL-CycleGAN) [381]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline RL (CQL-TCN) [356]</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline RL (CQL) [193]</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No agent-agnostic objective:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHIRL (ours)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Exploration Policy:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHIRL (ours)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHIRL (ours)</strong></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: We present a set of evaluations on two real world tasks: drawer and door. The task is to imitate the third person demonstration of the human. The results presented our averaged over 30 trials.
2.5.3 Generalization to New Instances

We also evaluate how well policies trained with WHIRL are able to perform on new instances of the same task that they were trained on. In the drawer task, we test the policy on a held-out drawer. The learning curve for the held-out drawer (Figure 2.6a, blue) shows that the achieved success is lower than that on the training drawers. The detected prior for each demonstration may have different biases and errors. A policy may not necessarily transfer as well to a new demonstration without any training, however, as we see here, we expect improvement as there are commonalities in the structure of the task. Another common aspect is the camera and geometry information for both train and test demonstrations (since the view is the same). For the door task (Figure 2.6b, blue), interestingly, the success rate is higher here than the train one. As discussed previously, we expect that this is due to the strength of the prior for this specific door. For the object task, The policy was tested on two held objects and held out shelf placements. The test (blue) curves in Figure 2.6d shows a definite improvement in success rate over multiple iterations. From these experiments, we see that WHIRL does have the ability to generalize to new instances of the same task it was trained on.

2.5.4 Generalization to New Scenes:

To analyze how well WHIRL performs in a new scene, where the calibration and geometry are different, we try the trained policy on a drawer in a different part of the kitchen. Note that the camera angle and view also change. The resulting curve is shown in Figure 2.6a (purple). We see that similar to the test curve on the held-out drawer, there is definitely an increase in the success rate, however, the performance is still worse than the train drawers. In the case of the door task (Figure 2.6b, purple) the performance of this policy in a new setting is significantly worse, unlike the drawer task. This is likely due to mismatches in the train and test demonstrations. Although the performance is not as strong, there is still an improvement in success.

Figure 2.7: We ablate different aspects of WHIRL. We analyze the need for our task-agnostic exploration policy, as well as our agent-agnostic representations. (a) is the drawer task, (b) is the door task. In (c) we analyze the drawer task how our cost functions compare for different levels of success obtained by a trajectory.
rate from 20% to about 57%. For the dishwasher task (Figure 2.6c, blue) we see a strong improvement in the success rate, similarly to the other two tasks. As expected, the policy does not perform as well as it does on the train dishwasher. We see that WHIRL allows for generalization to new scenes, however, in most cases the performance is worse than running WHIRL on new instances, most likely due to large visual changes, as well as different geometry and calibrations.

2.5.5 Generalization to New Settings:
In order to test the generalization between tasks, we test the trained policy on a held-out door (Figure 2.3b), in order to test the task level generalization. We see a strong performance on the door, as shown in Figure 2.6f (red). We see generalization from the drawer policy to the door task. We suspect that the final high success rate is due to the fact that the prior for this specific door was much more accurate than for other instances or tasks. Nevertheless, we see an improvement on the held-out door as the policy is trained more, indicating that WHIRL is able to improve the performance for not only the task at hand, but also allows for some degree of generalization across tasks. For transferring the policy trained on the door task to the drawer task, we see in Figure 2.6f (blue) an improvement in performance on the drawer task, similarly to the policy trained on the drawer task. This definitely indicates that there is some degree of task-level generalization in WHIRL.

2.5.6 Multi-task Generalization
In the previously described experiments, we trained policies for one task only, even if it was tested on another one. With this experiment, we aim to answer how training a joint policy would work. Using a similar approach as described above for each of the 3 tasks (drawer, door and dishwasher) we train the same policy \( \pi \). We test this policy on the same test scenes as the previous experiments. We present results in Figure 2.6e. We can see clear improvement over all the iterations, both in the training and testing instances. However, the success rates are lower than policies trained for individual tasks which makes sense. We see a big increase from the first iteration. This is likely because there is more data thus generalization becomes a little easier as compared to individual policies. However, as more training happens this does not remain the case.

2.5.7 Sensitivity of WHIRL
We test the sensitivity of our method to both the inpainting process and the exploration policy. Firstly, We train WHIRL without the agent-agnostic representations. Secondly, We also compare WHIRL against a version which does not use the exploration policy. In Figure 2.7 we perform ablations to test the sensitivity of WHIRL to various components. In previous experiments, we have seen that the iterative
improvement provides a lot of benefit, as evidenced by the increase in performance over iterations in almost all of the tasks and scenarios shown in Figure 2.6, as well as the boost in performance over offline RL methods, as shown in Table 2.1.

**Agent-Agnostic Objective** We train our policy without our agent-agnostic objective function, on both the drawer and door tasks, as shown in Figure 2.7a and 2.7b (purple). We see almost no gain in success rate from the initial samples from the prior in either task. This is likely due to the fact that video alignment models focus too much on the agents, thus the true top trajectories might not be selected. We conclude that an agent-agnostic objective is crucial to the success of WHIRL.

**Exploration** We test a version of WHIRL without our exploration policy. We see this in Figure 2.7a and 2.7b, in the blue curve. While the performance of this version of WHIRL outperforms the ablation that does not use agent-agnostic objective, we still see a drop in success rate from the WHIRL with the exploration policy. This shows that the method can learn without biasing exploration around maximizing “change” in the environment, but it will be slower.

**Analyzing our Objective Function** In Figure 2.7c, we show a bar plot of distances in our agent-agnostic embedding space for the drawer task. We present the cost for three types of trajectory. Note that each category is averaged over multiple trajectories. “Failure” trajectories completely fail, and the robot never touches the drawer. “Partial Success” trajectories open the wrong drawer or do not open/close the drawer fully. “Success” trajectories match the human demonstrations. We see that the cost decreases between these three and that there is a big drop between “Partial Success” and “Success”. Since the cost is not close to 0, we expect there to be noise in the measurement of video alignment. However, empirically we found that our embedding space was robust enough to differentiate between successful and unsuccessful trials. In future work, we hope to train such an embedding space.

### 2.6 Conclusion

We propose WHIRL, an efficient real-world robot learning algorithm that can learn manipulation policies in-the-wild from human videos. We leverage advances in computer vision to understand human videos and obtain priors such as hand interactions, movement and direction. WHIRL is able to efficiently improve in the real world by using our sampling-based policy optimization strategy and agent-agnostic representations, as well as our proposed exploration strategy that maximizes the changes seen in the environment. We perform a thorough evaluation in terms of absolute performance, comparison to SOTA baselines, and generalization to new tasks and scenes on multiple tasks on real kitchens and see strong results. We show that our method is able to work on 20 different tasks in the wild (outside lab settings). While WHIRL can enable many tasks, how can the robot learn without online interactions and human demonstrations?
Part II

Behavior Priors from Manipulation
Chapter 3

Affordances from Human Videos as a Versatile Representation for Robotics

Figure 3.1: We leverage human videos to learn visual affordances that can be deployed on multiple real robots, in the wild, spanning several tasks and learning paradigms.

The meaning or value of a thing consists of what it affords... what we perceive when we look at objects are their affordances, not their qualities

J.J. Gibson (1979)

3.1 Motivation

Imagine standing in a brand-new kitchen. Before taking even a single action, we already have a good understanding of how most objects should be manipulated. This understanding goes beyond semantics as we have a belief of where to hold objects and which direction to move them in, allowing us to interact with it. For instance, the oven is opened by pulling the handle downwards, the tap should be
turned sideways, drawers are to be pulled outwards, and light switches are turned on with a flick. While things don’t always work as imagined and some exploration might be needed, but humans heavily rely on such visual affordances of objects to efficiently perform day-to-day tasks across environments \[118, 119\]. Extracting such actionable knowledge from videos has long inspired the vision community.

More recently, with improving performance on static datasets, the field is increasingly adopting a broader ‘active’ definition of vision through research in egocentric visual understanding and visual affordances from videos of human interaction. With deep learning, methods can now predict heatmaps of where a human would interact \[265, 123\] or segmentation of the object being interacted with \[362\]. Despite being motivated by the goal of enabling downstream robotic tasks, prior methods for affordance learning are tested primarily on human video datasets with no physical robot or in-the-wild experiments. Without integration with a robotic system, even the most basic question of how the affordance should be defined or represented remains unanswered, let alone evaluating its performance.

On the contrary, most robot learning approaches, whether imitation or reinforcement learning, approach a new task or a new environment \textit{tabula rasa}. At best, the visual representation might be pretrained on some dataset \[361, 271, 231, 423, 317, 426\]. However, visual representations are only a small part of the larger problem. In robotics, especially in continuous control, the state space complexity grows exponentially with actions. Thus, even with perfect perception, knowing what to do is difficult. Given an image, current computer vision approaches can label most of the objects, and even tell us approximately where they are but this is not sufficient for the robot to perform the task. It also needs to know \textit{where} and how to manipulate the object, and figuring this out from scratch in every new environment is virtually impossible for all but the simplest of tasks. How do we alleviate this clear gap between visual learning and robotics?
In this chapter, we propose to rethink visual affordances as a means to bridge vision and robotics. We argue that rich video datasets of humans interacting can offer a lot more actionable information beyond just replacing ImageNet as a pretrained visual encoder for robot learning. Particularly, human interactions are a rich source of how a wide range of objects can be held and what are useful ways to manipulate their state. However, several challenges hinder the smooth integration of vision and robotics. We group them into three parts. First, what is an actionable way to represent affordances? Second, how to learn this representation in a data-driven and scalable manner? Third, how to adapt visual affordances for deployment across robot learning paradigms?

To answer the first question, we find that contact points and interaction directions are excellent robot-centric representations of visual affordances, as well as modeling the inherent multi-modality of possible interactions. We make effective use of egocentric datasets in order to tackle the second question. In particular, we reformulate the data to focus on frames without humans for predicting contact points and the interaction directions. To extract free supervision for this prediction, we utilize off-the-shelf tools for estimating egomotion, human pose, and hand-object interaction. Finally, we show how to seamlessly integrate these affordance priors with different kinds of robot learning paradigms. We thus call our approach Vision-Robotics Bridge (VRB) due to its core goal of bridging vision and robotics.

We evaluate both the quality of our affordances and their usefulness for 4 different robotic paradigms – imitation and offline learning, exploration, visual goal-reaching, and using the affordance model as a parameterization for action spaces. These are studied via extensive and rigorous real-world experiments on physical robots which span across 10 real-world tasks, 4 environments, and 2 robot hardware platforms. Many of these tasks are performed in-the-wild outside of lab environments (see Figure 3.1). We find that VRB outperforms other state-of-the-art human hand-object affordance models, and enables high-performance robot learning in the wild without requiring any simulation. Finally, we also observe that our affordance model learns a good visual representation for robotics as a byproduct. We highlight that all the evaluations are performed in the real world spanning several hundred hours of robot running time which is a very large-scale evaluation in robotics.

3.2 Related Work

**Affordance and Interaction Learning from Videos.** Given a scene, one can predict interactions using geometry-based rules for objects via 3D scene understanding [149, 451, 260], estimating 3D physical attributes [100, 26, 131, 459] or through segmentation models trained on semantic interactions [340, 346], and thus require specialized datasets. More general interaction information can be learned from large human datasets [209, 74, 72, 219, 76, 128], to predict object information [460, 112] (RGB & 3D) [29], graphs [92] or environment information [266, 108] such as heatmaps [123, 265]. Approaches also track human poses, especially hands.
Similarly, in action anticipation and human motion forecasting, high-level semantic or low level actions are predicted using visual history [186, 334, 115, 160, 156, 410, 4, 74, 78, 161, 39, 113, 195, 409, 128, 114, 253, 245, 120]. Since our observations only have robot arms and no human hands, we adopt a robot-first formulation, only modeling the contact point and post-contact phase of interaction.

**Visual Robot Learning.** Learning control from visual inputs directly is an important challenge. Previous works have leveraged spatial structures of convolutional networks to directly output locations for grasping and pushing from just an image of the scene [303, 443, 442], which can limit the type of tasks possible. It is also possible to directly learn control end-to-end [203, 170] which while general, is quite sample inefficient in the real world. It has been common to introduce some form of prior derived from human knowledge, which could take the form of corrective interactions [133, 225, 86], structured policy spaces [273, 71, 327, 311, 11, 162, 25, 25, 364, 427], offline robotics data [99, 192, 193, 240, 319], using pretrained visual representations [361, 286, 271, 424, 426] or human demonstrations [356, 50, 23, 381, 367, 364].

**Learning Manipulation from Humans.** Extensive work has been done on Learning from Demonstrations (LfD) where human supervision is usually provided through teleoperation (of a joystick or VR interface) [387, 448, 255] or kinesthetic teaching, where a user physically moves the robot arm [311, 43, 62, 101, 233]. With both these approaches, collecting demonstrations is tedious and slow. Recently, works have shown alternate ways to provide human demonstrations, via hand pose estimation and retargeting [378, 17, 430, 369, 313] in robot hands, but are mostly restricted to tabletop setups. First and third person human demonstrations have been used to train policies directly, transferred either via a handheld gripper [385, 435, 283] or using online adaptation [23]. In contrast to directly mimicking a demonstration, we learn robot-centric affordances from passive human videos that provide a great initialization for downstream robot tasks, unlike previous work which require in-domain demonstrations.

### 3.3 Affordances from Human Videos (VRB)

Our goal is to learn affordance priors from large-scale egocentric videos of human interaction, and then use them to expedite robot learning in the wild. This requires addressing the three questions discussed in Sec. 3.1 about how to best represent affordances, how to extract them and how to use them across robot learning paradigms.

#### 3.3.1 Actionable Representation for Affordances

Affordances are only meaningful if there is an actor to execute them. For example, a chair has a sitting affordance only if it is possible for some person to sit on it. This
property makes it clear that the most natural way to extract human affordances is by watching how people interact with the world. However, what is the right object-centric representation for affordances: is it a heatmap of where the human makes contact? Is it the pre and postcondition of the object? Is it a description of the human interaction? All of these are correct answers and have been studied in prior works [265, 216, 149]. However, the affordance parameterization should be amenable to deployment on robots.

If we want the robot to a priori understand how to manipulate a pan (Fig. 3.1, 3.4) without any interaction, then a seemingly simple solution is to exactly model human movement from videos [216], but this leads to a human-centric model and will not generalize well because human morphology is starkly different from that of robots. Instead, we take a first-principles approach driven by the needs of robot learning. Knowledge of a robot body is often known, hence reaching a point in the 3D space is feasible using motion planning [196, 197, 174]. The difficulty is in figuring out where to interact (e.g. the handle of the lid) and then how to move after the contact is made (e.g., move the lid upwards).

Inspired by this, we adopt contact points and interaction directions as a simple actionable representation of visual affordance that can be easily transferred to robots. We use the notation $c$ for a contact point and $\tau$ for interaction direction, both in the pixel space. Specifically, $\tau = f(I_t, h_t)$, where $I_t$ is the image at timestep $t$, $h_t$ is the human hand location in pixel space, and $f$ is a learned model. We find that our affordance representation outperforms prior formulations across robots. Notably, the $c$ and $\tau$ abstraction makes the affordance prior agnostic to the morphological differences across robots.
3.3.2 Learning Affordances from Egocentric Videos

The next question is how to extract $c$ and $\tau$ from human videos in a scalable data-driven manner while dealing with the presence of human body or hand in the visual input. VRB tackles this through a robot-first approach.

3.3.2.1 Extracting Affordances from Human Videos

Consider a video $V$, say of a person opening a door, consisting of $T$ frames i.e. $V = \{I_1, ..., I_T\}$. We have a twofold objective — find where and when the contact happened, and estimate how the hand moved after contact was made. This is used to supervise the predictive model $f_\theta(I_t)$ that outputs contact points and interaction directions. To do so, we utilize a widely-adopted hand-object detection model trained on human video data [362]. For each image $I_t$, this produces 2D bounding boxes of the hand $h_t$, and a discrete contact variable $o_t$. Using this information, we filter for frames where $o_t$ indicates a contact in each video, and find the first timestep where contact occurs, $t_{\text{contact}}$.

The pixel-space positions of the hand $\{h_t\}_{t_{\text{contact}}}^{t'}$ constitute the interaction direction ($\tau$). To extract contact points $c$, we use the corresponding hand bounding box, and apply skin color segmentation to find all points at the periphery of the hand segment that intersect with the bounding box of the object in contact. This gives us a set of $N$ contact points $\{c^i\}_N$, where $N$ can differ depending on the image, object, scene and type of interaction. How should the contact points be aggregated to train our affordance model ($f_\theta$)? Some options include predicting the mean of $\{c^i\}_N$, or randomly sampling $c^i$. However, we seek to encourage multi-modality in the predictions, since a scene likely contains multiple possible interactions. To enable this, we fit a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the points. Let us define a distribution over contact points to be $p(c)$. We fit the GMM parameters $(\mu_k, \Sigma_k)$ and weights $\alpha_k$.

$$ p(c) = \arg \max_{\mu_1, ..., \mu_K, \Sigma_1, ..., \Sigma_K} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k N(c^i | \mu_k, \Sigma_k) $$

We use these parameters of the above defined GMM with $K$ clusters as targets for $f_\theta$. To summarize, 1) we find the first timestep where contact occurs in the human video, $t_{\text{contact}}$ 2) For $c$, we fit a GMM to the contact points around the hand at frame $I_{t_{\text{contact}}}$, parameterized by $\mu_k, \Sigma_k$ and 3) we find the post-contact trajectory of the 2D hand bounding box $\{h_t\}_{t_{\text{contact}}}^{t'}$ for $\tau$.

**Accounting for Camera Motion over Time:** Consider a person opening a door. Not only do the person’s hands move but their body and hence their head also move closer to the handle and then away from it. Therefore, we need to compensate for this egomotion of the human head/camera from time $t_{\text{contact}}$ to $t'$. We address this by using the homography matrix at timestep $t$, $H_t$ to project the points back into the coordinates of the starting frame. We obtain the homography matrix by matching
features between consecutive frames. We then use this to produce the transformed trajectory \( \tau = H_t \circ \{ h_t \}_{t=1}^T \).

**Addressing Human-Robot Visual Domain Shift:** The training videos contain human body or hand in the frame but the human will not be present in downstream robotics task, generating domain shift. We deal with this issue with a simple yet elegant trick: we extract affordances in the frames with humans but then map those affordances back to the first frame when human was yet to enter the scene. For videos in which a human is always in frame, we either crop out the human in the initial frame if there is no interaction yet or discard the frame if the human is always in contact. We compute the contact points and interaction directions with respect to this human-less frame via the same homography procedure described above. This human-less frame is then used to condition our affordance model.

### 3.3.2.2 Training Affordance Model

Conditioned on the input image, the affordance model is trained to predict the extracted labels for contact points and interaction directions. However, naive joint prediction does not work well as the learning problem is inherently multi-modal. For instance, one would pick up a cup differently from a table depending on whether the goal is to pour it into the sink or take a sip from it. We handle this by predicting multiple heatmaps for interaction points using the same model, building a spatial probability distribution.

For ease of notation, we use \((\cdot)_\theta\) as a catch-all for all parameterized modules and use \(f_\theta\) to denote our complete network. Fig. 3.2 shows an overview of our model. Input image \(I_t\) is encoded using a ResNet [154] visual encoder \(g_{\text{conv}}^\theta\) to give a spatial latent representation \(z_t\), i.e., \(g_{\text{conv}}^\theta(I_t) = z_t\). We then project this latent \(z_t\) into \(K\) probability distributions or heatmaps using deconvolutional layers; concretely, \(H_t = g_{\text{deconv}}^\theta(z_t)\). Using a spatial softmax, \(\sigma_{2D}\), we get the estimation of the labels for GMM means, i.e., \(\mu_k\). We found that keeping the covariance matrices fixed gave better results.

Formally, the loss for contact point estimation is:

\[
L_{\text{contact}} = \left\| \mu_i - \sigma_{2D} \left( g_{\text{deconv}}^\theta(g_{\text{conv}}^\theta(I_t)) \right) \right\|_2
\]  

To estimate interaction direction, we train a trajectory prediction network, \(T_\theta\), based on the latent representation \(z_t\). We find that it is easier to optimize for relative shifts, i.e., the direction of movement instead of absolute locations, assuming that the first point \(\hat{w}_0\) is 0, since the contact points are already spatially grounded. Based on the success of Transformers for sequential prediction, we employ self-attention blocks [407] and train to optimize \(L_{\text{traj}} = \| \tau - T_\theta(z_t) \|_2\). In a given scene, there are many objects a human could interact with, which may or may not be present in the training data. We tackle this uncertainty and avoid spurious correlations by sampling local crops of \(I_t\) around the contact points. These serve as the effective input to our network \(f_\theta\) and enables better generalization.
3.3.3 Robot Learning from Visual Affordances

Instead of finding a particular way to use our affordance model for robotics, we show that it can bootstrap existing robot learning methods. In particular, we consider four different robotics paradigms as shown in Fig. 3.3.

A. Imitation Learning from Offline Data Collection

Imitation learning is conventionally performed on data collected by human demonstrations, teleoperation, or scripted policies – all of which are expensive and only allow for small-scale data collection\cite{436, 23, 367, 16, 40, 203}. On the other hand, using the affordance model, $f_θ(·)$ to guide the robot has a high probability of yielding ‘interesting’ interactions. Given an image input $I_t$, the affordance model produces $(c, \tau) = f_θ(I_t)$, and we store $\{(I_t, (c, \tau))\}$ in a dataset $D$. After sufficient data has been collected, we can use imitation learning to learn control policies, often to complete a specific task. A common approach for task specification is to use goal images that show the desired configuration of objects. Given the goal image, the $k$-Nearest Neighbors ($k$-NN) approach involves filtering trajectories in $D$ based on their distance to the goal image in feature space. Further, the top (filtered) trajectories can be used for behavior cloning (BC) by training a policy, $\pi(c, \tau|I_t)$. We run both $k$-NN and behavior cloning on datasets collected by different methods in Sec. 3.4.1. Using the same IL approach for different datasets is also useful for comparing the relative quality of the data. This is because higher relative success for a particular dataset implies that the data is qualitatively better, given that the same IL algorithm achieves worse performance on a different dataset. This indicates that the goal (or similar images) were likely seen during data collection.

Figure 3.4: Qualitative affordance model outputs for VRB, HOI \cite{216}, Hotspots \cite{123} and HAP \cite{123}, showing the predicted contact point region, and post-grasp trajectory (green arrow for VRB, red for HOI \cite{216}). We can see that VRB produces the most meaningful affordances.
B. Reward-Free Exploration  

The goal of exploration is to discover as many diverse skills as possible which can aid the robot in solving downstream tasks. Exploration methods are usually guided by intrinsic rewards that are self-generated by the robotic agent, and are not specific to any task \([28, 289, 279, 398, 214, 309, 163, 322, 248]\). However, starting exploration from scratch is too inefficient in the real world, as the robot can spend an extremely large amount of time trying to explore and still not learn meaningful skills to solve tasks desired by humans. Here our affordance model can be greatly beneficial by bootstrapping the exploration from the predicted affordances allowing the agent to focus on parts of the scene likely to be of interest to humans.

To operationalize this, we first use the affordance model \(f_\theta(.)\) for data-collection. We then rank all the trajectories collected using a task-agnostic exploration metric, and fit a distribution \(h\) to the \((c, \tau)\) values of the top trajectories. For subsequent data collection, we sample from \(h\) with some probability, and otherwise use the affordance model \(f\). This process can then be repeated, and the elite-fitting scheme will bootstrap from highly exploratory trajectories to improve exploration even further. For the exploration metric in our experiments, we maximize environment change \(EC(I_i, I_j) = ||\phi(I_i) - \phi(I_j)||_2\), (similar to previous exploration approaches \([23, 285]\)) between first and last images in the trajectory, where \(\phi\) masks the robot and the loss is only taken on non-masked pixels.

C. Goal-Conditioned Learning  

While exploring the environment can lead to interesting skills, consider a robot that already knows its goal. Using this knowledge (e.g. an image of the opened door), it supervise its policy search. Goal images are frequently used to specify rewards in RL \([416, 122, 269, 290, 116, 12, 268, 458, 252]\). Using our affordance model can expedite the process of solving goal-specified tasks. Similar to the exploration setting, we rank trajectories and fit a distribution \(h\) to the \((c, \tau)\) values of the top trajectories, but here the metric is to minimize distance to the goal image \(I_g\). The metric used in our experiments is to minimize \(EC(I_T, I_g)\), where \(I_T\) is the last image in the trajectory, or to minimize \(||\psi(I_g) - \psi(I_T)||_2^2\), where \(\psi\) is a feature space. Akin to exploration, subsequent data collection involves sampling from \(h\) and the affordance model \(f\).

D. Affordance as an Action Space  

Unlike games with discrete spaces like Chess and Go where reinforcement learning is deployed tabula rasa, robots need to operate in continuous action spaces that are difficult to optimize over. A pragmatic alternative to continuous action spaces is parameterizing them in a spatial manner and assigning a primitive (e.g. grasping, pushing or placing) to each location \([444, 443, 371]\). While this generally limits the type of tasks that can be performed, our affordance model already seeks out interesting states, due to the data it is trained on. We first query the affordance model on the scene many times to obtain a large number of predictions. We then fit a GMM to these points to obtain a discrete set of \((c, \tau)\) values, and now the robot just needs to search over this space.
3.4 Experimental Setup and Results

Through the four robot learning paradigms, shown in Fig. 3.3, we seek to answer the following questions: (1) Does our model enable a robot to collect *useful data* (imitation from offline data)?, (2) How much benefit does VRB provide to *exploration* methods?, (3) Can our method enable *goal-conditioned* learning?, and (4) Can our model be used to define a structured *action space* for robots? Finally, we also study whether our model learns meaningful *visual representations* for control as a byproduct and also analyze the *failure modes* and how they differ from prior work.

**Robotics Setup**  We use two different robot platforms - the Franka Emika Panda arm and the Hello Stretch mobile manipulator. We run the Franka on two distinct play kitchen environments and test on tasks that involve interacting with a cabinet, a knife and some vegetables, and manipulation of a shelf and a pot. The Hello robot is tested on multiple in-the wild tasks outside lab settings, including opening a garbage can, lifting a lid, opening a door, pulling out a drawer, and opening a dishwasher (Fig. 3.1). We also provide support for a simulation environment on the Franka-Kitchen benchmark [111].

**Observation and Action space**  For each task, we estimate a task-space image-crop
Table 3.1: **Imitation Learning**: Success rate for $k$-NN and Behavior Cloning on collected offline data using various affordance models. We find that VRB vastly outperforms prior approaches, indicating better quality of data.

using bounding boxes [454], and pass random sub-crops to $f_\theta$. The prediction for contact points $c$ and post-contact trajectory $\tau$ is in pixel space, which are projected into 3D for robot control using a calibrated robot-camera system (with an Intel RealSense D415i). The robot operates in 6DOF end-effector space – samples a rotation, moves to a contact point, grasps, and then moves to a post-contact position (see Sec. 3.3.1).

**Baselines and Ablations:** We compare against prior work that has tried to predict heatmaps from human video: 1) Hotspots [265] 2) Hands as Probes (HAP) [123], a modified version for our robot setup of Liu et al. [216] that predicts contact region and forecast hand poses: 3) HOI [216] and 4) a baseline that samples affordances at random (Random). HAP and Hotspots only output a contact point, and we randomly select a post-contact direction.

### 3.4.1 Quality of Collected Data for Imitation

We investigate VRB as a tool for useful data collection. We evaluate this on both our robots across 8 different environments, with results in Tab. 3.1. These are all unseen scenarios (not in train set). Tasks are specified for each environment using goal images (eg - open door, lifted pot etc), and we use the data collected (30-150 episodes) for two established offline learning methods: (1) k-Nearest Neighbors ($k$-NN) and (2) Behavior Cloning. $k$-NN [283] finds trajectories in the dataset that are close (via distance in feature space [271]) to the goal image. We run the 10-closest trajectories to the goal image and record whether the robot has achieved the task specified in the goal image. For behavior cloning, we train a network supervised with (image, waypoint) pairs from the collected dataset, and the resulting policy is run 10 times on the real system. With both $k$-NN and BC, our method outperforms prior tasks on 7 out of 8 tasks, with an average success rate of 57%, with the runner-up method (Hotspots [265]) only getting 25%. This shows that VRB leads to much better data.
offline data quality, and thus can lead to better imitation learning performance. We additionally test for grasping held-out rare objects such as VR remotes or staplers, and find that VRB outperforms baselines.

### 3.4.2 Reward-Free Exploration

Here we study self-supervised exploration with no external rewards. We utilize environment change, i.e., change in the position of objects as a task-agnostic metric for exploration [23]. For improved exploration, we bias sampling towards trajectories with a higher environment change metric. To evaluate the quality of exploration data, we measure how often does the robot achieves coincidental success i.e. reach a goal image configuration without having access to it. As shown in Fig. 3.5, we obtain consistent improvements over HAP [123] and random exploration raising performance multiple fold – from $3 \times$ to $10 \times$, for every task.

### 3.4.3 Goal-Conditioned Learning

The previous settings help robots improve their behaviors with data without an external reward or goal. Here we focus on goal-driven robot learning. Goals are often specified through images of the goal configuration. Note that goal images are also used in Sec. 3.4.1 but as part of a static dataset to imitate. Here, the robot policy is updated with new data being added to the buffer. We sample this dataset for trajectories that minimize visual change with respect to the goal image. As shown in Fig. 3.6, VRB learns faster and better HAP [123] and Random on this robot learning paradigm, over six diverse tasks.

### 3.4.4 Affordance as an Action Space

We utilize visual affordances to create a discrete action space using a set of contact points and interaction directions. We then train a Deep Q-Network (DQN) [254] over this action space, for the above goal-conditioned learning problem. In Fig. 3.7, we see that with VRB, the robot experiences more successes showing that a greater percentage of actions in the discretized action space correspond to meaningful object interactions.

### 3.4.5 Analyzing Visual Representations

Beyond showing better utility for robot learning paradigms, we analyze the quality of visual representations of the encoder learned in VRB. Two standard evaluations for this are (1) if they can help for downstream tasks and (2) how meaningful distances in their feature spaces are.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VRB</th>
<th>R3M [271]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>microwave</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slide-door</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>door-open</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Imitation with VRB vs. R3M [271] representation.
Figure 3.6: **Goal-conditioned Learning**: Success rate for reaching goal configuration for six different tasks. Sampling via VRB leads to faster learning and better final performance.

Figure 3.7: **Action Space**: Success using DQN with the discretized action space, for reaching a specified goal image.

**Finetuning** To investigate if the visual representations are effective for control, we directly finetune a policy on top of the (frozen) visual encoder. We evaluate on three simulated Franka environments, as shown in Tab. 3.2, and we see that VRB outperforms R3M on all tasks. (We finetuned the policy only for 2K steps, instead of 20K in the R3M paper). This demonstrates that VRB visual representations contain information that is useful for control.

**Feature space distance** We record the distance in feature space between the current and goal image for every timestep in the episode, for both VRB and R3M [271] on successful cabinet opening trajectories. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the distance for VRB decreases almost monotonically which correlates well with actual task progress.
3.4.6 Failure Modes

While VRB and the baselines see qualitatively similar successes, VRB in general sees a larger number of them and the average case scenario for VRB is much better. For the cabinet opening task, we classify each collected episode into three categories: “Failure”, “Partial Success” and “Success”. While VRB has a higher number of successful trajectories compared to the baselines (almost $2 \times$), the number of partial successes is more than $6 \times$ (Fig. 3.9).

3.5 Conclusion

We propose Vision-Robotics Bridge (VRB), a scalable approach for learning useful affordances from passive human video data and deploying them on many different robot learning paradigms (such as data collection for imitation, reward-free exploration, goal-conditioned learning, and paramterizing action spaces). Our affordance representation consists of contact points and post-contact trajectories. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach on the four paradigms and 10 different real-world robotics tasks, including many that are in the wild. We run thorough experiments, spanning over 200 hours, and show that VRB drastically outperforms prior approaches. However, we do not deploy VRB more complex, multi-stage tasks or higher degree of freedom morphologies such as dexterous hands.
Chapter 4

Learning Dexterous Affordances

Figure 4.1: We present DEFT, a novel approach that can learn complex, dexterous tasks in the real world in an efficient manner. DEFT manipulates tools and soft objects without any robot demonstrations.

4.1 Motivation

The longstanding goal of robot learning is to build robust agents that can perform long-horizon tasks autonomously. This could for example mean a self-improving robot that can build furniture or an agent that can cook for us. A key aspect of most tasks that humans would like to perform is that they require complex motions that are often only achievable by hands, such as hammering a nail or using a screwdriver. Therefore, we investigate dexterous manipulation and its challenges in the real world. A key challenge in deploying policies in the real world, especially with robotic hands, is that there exist many failure modes. Controlling a dexterous hand is much harder than end-effectors due to larger action spaces and complex dynamics. To address this, one option is to improve directly in the real world via practice. Traditionally, reinforcement learning (RL) and imitation learning (IL) techniques have been used to deploy hands-on tasks such as in-hand rotation or grasping. This is the case as setups are often built so that it is either easy to simulate in the real world or robust
to practice. However, the real world contains tasks that one cannot simulate (such as manipulation of soft objects like food) or difficult settings in which the robot cannot practice (sparse long-horizon tasks like assembly). How can we build an approach that can scale to such tasks?

There are several issues with current approaches for practice and improvement in the real world. Robot hardware often breaks, especially with the amount of contact to learn dexterous tasks like operating tools. We thus investigate using a soft anthropomorphic hand [242], which can easily run in the real world without failures or breaking. This soft anthropomorphic hand is well-suited to our approach as it is flexible and can gently handle object interactions. The hand does not get damaged by the environment and is robust to continuous data collection. Due to its human-like proportions and morphology, retargeting human hand grasps to robot hand grasps is made simpler. Unfortunately, this hand is difficult to simulate due to its softness. Directly learning from scratch is also difficult as we would like to build generalizable policies, and not practice for every new setting. To achieve efficient real-world learning, we must learn a prior for reasonable behavior to explore using useful actions. Due to recent advances in computer vision, we propose leveraging human data to learn priors for dexterous tasks, and improving on such priors in the real world. We aim to use the vast corpus of internet data to define this prior. What is the best way to combine human priors with online practice, especially for hand-based tasks? When manipulating an object, the first thing one thinks about is where on the object to make contact, and how to make this contact. Then, we think about how to move our hands after the contact. In fact, this type of prior has been studied in computer vision and robotics literature as visual affordances [109, 24, 123, 265, 362, 216, 220, 413].

Our approach, DEFT, builds grasp affordances that predict the contact point, hand pose at contact, and post contact trajectory. To improve upon these, we introduce a sampling-based approach similar to the Cross-Entropy Method (CEM) to fine-tune the grasp parameters in the real world for a variety of tasks. By learning a residual policy [86, 168], CEM enables iterative real-world improvement in less than an hour. In summary, our approach (DEFT) executes real-world learning on a soft robot hand with only a few trials in the real world. To facilitate this efficiently, we train priors on human motion from internet videos. We introduce 9 challenging tasks (as seen in Figure 4.1) that are difficult even for trained operators to perform. While our method begins to show good success on these tasks with real-world fine-tuning, more investigation is required to complete these tasks more effectively.

4.2 Related Work

Real-world robot learning   Real-world manipulation tasks can involve a blend of classical and learning-based methods. Classical approaches like control methods or path planning often use hand-crafted features or objectives and can often lack
DEFT consists of two phases: an affordance model that predicts grasp parameters followed by online fine-tuning with CEM. Our affordance prediction setup predicts grasp location and pose.

Flexibility in unstructured settings [175, 188, 257]. On the other hand, data-driven approaches such as deep reinforcement learning (RL) can facilitate complex behaviors in various settings, but these methods frequently rely on lots of data, privileged reward information and struggle with sample efficiency [184, 298, 210, 310, 289]. Efforts have been made to scale end-to-end RL [207, 269, 6, 135, 170, 171] to the real world, but their approaches are not yet efficient enough for more complex tasks and action spaces and are reduced to mostly simple tasks even after a lot of real-world learning. Many approaches try to improve this efficiency such as by using different action spaces [244], goal relabeling [13], trajectory guidance [205], visual imagined goals [269], or curiosity-driven exploration [248]. Our work focuses on learning a prior from human videos in order to learn efficiently in the real world.

Learning from Human Motion

The field of computer vision has seen much recent success in human and object interaction with deep neural networks. The human hand is often parametrized with MANO, a 45-dimensional vector [336] of axes aligned with the wrist and a 10-dimensional shape vector. MANOtorch from [428] aligns it with the anatomical joints. Many recent works detect MANO in monocular video [412, 172, 337]. Some also detect objects as well as the hand together [362, 432]. We use FrankMocap to detect the hand for this work. There are many recent datasets including the CMU Mocap Database [2] and Human3.6M [159] for human pose estimation, 100 Days of Hands [362] for hand-object interactions, FreiHand [461] for hand poses, Something-Something [125] for semantic interactions. ActivityNet datasets [103], or YouCook [81] are action-driven datasets that focus on dexterous manipulation. We use these three datasets: [127] is a large-scale dataset with human-object interactions, [221] for curated human-object interactions, and [73] which has many household kitchen tasks. In addition to learning exact human motion, many others focus on learning priors from human motion. [231, 272] learn general priors using contrastive learning on human datasets.
Learning for Dexterous Manipulation  With recent data-driven machine learning methods, roboticists are now beginning to learn dexterous policies from human data as well. Using the motion of a human can be directly used to control robots [143, 379, 401]. Moving further, human motion in internet datasets can be retargeted and used directly to pre-train robotic policies [369, 238]. Additionally, using human motion as a prior for RL can help with learning skills that are human-like [321, 292, 237]. Without using human data as priors, object reorientation using RL has been recently successful in a variety of settings [14, 57]. Similar to work in robot dogs which do not have an easy human analog to learn from, these methods rely on significant training data from simulation with zero-shot transfer [5, 243].

Soft Object Manipulation  Manipulating soft and delicate objects in a robot’s environment has been a long-standing problem. Using the torque output on motors, either by measuring current or through torque sensors, is useful feedback to find out how much force a robot is applying [434, 19]. Coupled with dynamics controllers, these robots can learn not to apply too much torque to the environment around them [230, 213, 177]. A variety of touch sensors [374, 437, 31, 391] have also been developed to feel the environment around it and can be used as control feedback. Our work does not rely on touch sensors. Instead, we practice in the real world to learn stable and precise grasps.

4.3 Fine-Tuning Affordance for Dexterity

The goal of DEFT is to learn useful, dexterous manipulation in the real world that can generalize to many objects and scenarios. DEFT learns in the real world and fine-tunes robot hand-to-object interaction in the real world using only a few samples. However, without any priors on useful behavior, the robot will explore inefficiently. Especially with a high-dimensional robotic hand, we need a strong prior to effectively explore the real world. We thus train an affordance model on human videos that leverages human behavior to learn reasonable behaviors the robot should perform.

### 4.3.1 Learning grasping affordances

To learn from dexterous interaction in a sample efficient way, we use human hand motion as a prior for robot hand motion. We aim to answer the following: (1) What useful, actionable information can we extract from the human videos? (2) How can human motion be translated to the robot embodiment to guide the robot? In
internet videos, humans frequently interact with a wide variety of objects. This data is especially useful in learning object affordances. Furthermore, one of the major obstacles in manipulating objects with few samples is accurately grasping the object. A model that can perform a strong grasp must learn *where* and *how* to grasp. Additionally, the task objective is important in determining object affordances—humans often grasp objects in different ways depending on their goal. Therefore, we extract three items from human videos: the grasp location, human grasp pose, and task.

Given a video clip $V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_T\}$, the first frame $v_t$ where the hand touches the object is found using an off-the-shelf hand-object detection model [362]. Similar to previous approaches [24, 123, 216, 265], a set of contact points are extracted to fit a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with centers $\mu = \{\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_k\}$. Detic [453] is used to obtain a cropped image $v'_1$ containing just the object in the initial frame $v_1$ to condition the model. We use Frankmocap [337] to extract the hand grasp pose $P$ in the contact frame $v_t$ as MANO parameters. We also obtain the wrist orientation $\theta_{\text{wrist}}$ in the camera frame. This guides our prior to output wrist rotations and hand joint angles that produce a stable grasp. Finally, we acquire a text description $T$ describing the action occurring in $V$.

We extract affordances from three large-scale, egocentric datasets: Ego4D [127] for its large scale and the variety of different scenarios depicted, HOI4D [220] for high-quality human-object interactions, and EPIC Kitchens [73] for its focus on kitchen tasks similar to our robot’s. We learn a task-conditioned affordance model $f$ that produces $(\hat{\mu}, \hat{\theta}_{\text{wrist}}, \hat{P}) = f(v'_1, T)$. We predict $\hat{\mu}$ in similar fashion to [24]. First, we use a pre-trained visual model [271] to encode $v'_1$ into a latent vector $z_v$. Then we pass $z_v$ through a set of deconvolutional layers to get a heatmap and use a spatial
softmax to estimate $\hat{\mu}$.

To determine $\hat{\theta}_{\text{wrist}}$ and $\hat{P}$, we use $z_v$ and an embedding of the text description $z_T = g(T)$, where $g$ is the CLIP text encoder [316]. Because transformers have seen success in encoding various multiple modes of input, we use a transformer encoder $T$ to predict $\hat{\theta}_{\text{wrist}}, \hat{P} = T(z_v, z_T)$. Overall, we train our model to optimize

$$L = \lambda_\mu ||\mu - \hat{\mu}||_2 + \lambda_\theta ||\theta_{\text{wrist}} - \hat{\theta}_{\text{wrist}}||_2 + \lambda_P ||P - \hat{P}||_2 \tag{4.1}$$

At test time, we generate a crop of the object using Segment-Anything [182] and give our model a task description. The model generates contact points on the object, and we take the average as our contact point. Using a depth camera, we can determine the 3D contact point to navigate to. While the model outputs MANO parameters [336] that are designed to describe human hand joints, we retarget these values to produce similar grasping poses on our robot hand in a similar manner to previous approaches [144, 379]. For more details, we refer readers to the appendix.

Algorithm 2 Fine-Tuning Procedure for DEFT

Require: Task-conditioned affordance model $f$, task description $T$, post-grasp trajectory $\tau$, parameter distribution $D$, residual cVAE policy $\pi$. $E$ number of elites, $M$ number of warm-up episodes, $N$ total iterations.

$D \leftarrow \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2)$

for $k = 1 \ldots N$ do

$I_{k,0} \leftarrow$ initial image

$\xi_k \leftarrow f(I_{k,0}, T)$

Sample $\epsilon_k \sim D$

Execute grasp from $\xi_k + \epsilon_k$, then trajectory $\tau$

Collect reward $R_k$; reset environment

if $k > M$ then

Order traj indices $i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_k$

$\Omega \leftarrow \{\epsilon_{i_1}, \epsilon_{i_2}, \ldots, \epsilon_{i_k}\}$

Fit $D$ to distribution of residuals in $\Omega$

end if

end for

Fit $\pi(.)$ as a VAE to $\Omega$

4.3.2 Fine-tuning via Interaction

The affordance prior allows the robot to narrow down its learning behavior to a small subset of all possible behaviors. However, these affordances are not perfect and the robot will oftentimes still not complete the task. This is partially due to morphology differences between the human and robot hands, inaccurate detections
of the human hands, or differences in the task setup. To improve upon the prior, we practice learning a residual policy for the grasp parameters in Table 4.1. Residual policies have been used previously to efficiently explore in the real world [168, 23]. They use the prior as a starting point and explore nearby. Let the grasp location, wrist rotation, grasp pose, and trajectory from our affordance prior be $\xi$.

During training we sample noise $\epsilon \sim D$ where $D$ is initialized to $\mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2)$ (for a small $\sigma$). We rollout a trajectory parameterized by $\xi + \epsilon$. We collect $R_i$, the reward for each $\xi = f(v_i) + \epsilon_i$ where $v_i$ is the image. First, we execute an initial number of $M$ warmup episodes with actions sampled from $D$, recording a reward $R_i$ based on how well the trajectory completes the task. For each episode afterward, we rank the prior episodes based on the reward $R_i$ and extract the sampled noise from the episodes with the highest reward (the ‘elites’ $\Omega$). We fit $D$ to the elite episodes to improve the sampled noise. Then we sample actions from $D$, execute the episode, and record the reward. By repeating this process we can gradually narrow the distribution around the desired values. In practice, we use $M = 10$ warmup episodes and a total of $N = 30$ episodes total for each task. This procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. See Table 4.1 for more information.

At test time, we could take the mean values of the top $N$ trajectories for the rollout policy. However, this does not account for the appearance of different objects, previously unseen object configurations, or other properties in the environment. To generalize to different initializations, we train a VAE [382, 332, 333, 180] to output residuals $\delta_j$ conditioned on an encoding of the initial image $\phi(I_{j,0})$ and affordance model outputs $\xi_j$ from the top ten trajectories. We train an encoder $q(z|\delta_j, c_j)$ where $c_j = (\phi(I_{j,0}), \xi_j)$, as well as a decoder $p(\delta_j|z, c_j)$ that learns to reconstruct residuals $\delta_j$. At test time, our residual policy $\pi(I_0, \xi)$ samples the latent $z \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I)$ and predicts $\hat{\delta} = p(z, (I_0, \xi))$. Then we rollout the trajectory determined by the parameters

---

**Figure 4.4:** **Left:** Workspace Setup. We place an Intel RealSense camera above the robot to maintain an egocentric viewpoint, consistent with the affordance model’s training data. **Right:** Thirteen objects used in our experiments.
4.4 Experiment Setup

We perform a variety of experiments to answer the following: 1) How well can DEFT learn and improve in the real world? 2) How good is our affordance model? 3) How can the experience collected by DEFT be distilled into a policy? 4) How can DEFT be used for complex, soft object manipulation? Please see our website at http://dexterous-finetuning.github.io for videos.

Task Setup We introduce 9 tabletop tasks, Pick Cup, Pour Cup, Open Drawer, Pick Spoon, Scoop Grape, Stir Spoon, Pick Grape, Flip Bagel, Squeeze Lemon. Robotic hands are especially well-suited for these tasks because most of them require holding curved objects or manipulating objects with tools to succeed. For all tasks, we randomize the position of the object on the table, as well as use train and test objects with different shapes and appearances to test for generalization. To achieve real-world learning with the soft robot hand, we pretrain an internet affordance model as a prior for robot behavior. As explained in Section 4.3, we train one language-conditioned model on all data. At test time, we use this as initialization for our real-world fine-tuning. The fine-tuning is done purely in the real world. An operator runs 10 warmup episodes of CEM, followed by 20 episodes that continually update the noise distribution, improving the policy. After this stage, we train a residual VAE policy that trains on the top ten CEM episodes to predict the noise given the image and affordance outputs. We evaluate how effectively the VAE predicts the residuals on each of the tasks by averaging over 10 trials. Because it takes less than an hour to fine-tune for one task, we are able to thoroughly evaluate our method on 9 tasks, involving over 100 hours of real-world data collection.

Hardware Setup We use a 6-DOF UFactory xArm6 robot arm for all our experiments. We attach it to a 16-DOF Soft Hand using a custom, 3D-printed base. We use a single, egocentric RGBD camera to capture the 3D location of the object in...
Table 4.2: We present the results of our method as well as compare them to other baselines: Real-world learning without internet priors used as guidance and the affordance model outputs without real-world learning. We evaluate the success of the methods on the tasks over 10 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Pick cup</th>
<th>Pour cup</th>
<th>Open drawer</th>
<th>Pick spoon</th>
<th>Scoop Grape</th>
<th>Stir Spoon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>train</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>train</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>train</td>
<td>test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-World Only</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordance Model Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFT</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6: Improvement results for 6 tasks: pick cup, pour, open drawer, pick spoon, scoop, and stir. We see a steady improvement in our method as more CEM episodes are collected.

4.5 Results

Effect of affordance model We investigate the role of the affordance model and real-world fine-tuning (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.6). In the real-world only model, we provide a few heuristics in place of the affordance prior. We detect the object in the scene using a popular object detection model [182] and let the contact location prior be the center of the bounding box. We randomly sample the rotation angle and use a half-closed hand as the grasp pose prior. With these manually provided priors, the robot has difficulty finding stable grasps. The main challenge was finding the
correct rotation angle for the hand. Hand rotation is very important for many tool manipulation tasks because it requires not only picking the tool but also grasping in a stable manner.

**Zero-shot model execution**  We explore the zero-shot performance of our prior. Without applying any online fine-tuning to our affordance model, we rollout the trajectory parameterized by the prior. While our model is decent on simpler tasks, the model struggles on tasks like stir and scoop that require strong power grasps (shown in Table 4.2). In these tasks, the spoon collides with other objects, so fine-tuning the prior to hold the back of the spoon is important in maintaining a reliable grip throughout the post-grasp motion. Because DEFT incorporates real-world experience with the prior, it is able to sample contact locations and grasp rotations that can better execute the task.

**Human and automated rewards**  We ablate the reward function used to evaluate episodes. Our method queries the operator during the task reset process to assign a continuous score from 0 to 1 for the grasp. Because the reset process requires a human-in-the-loop regardless, this adds little marginal cost for the operator. But what if we would like these rewards to be calculated autonomously? We use the final image collected in the single post-grasp human demonstration from Section 4.3 as the goal image. We define the reward to be the negative embedding distance between the final image of the episode and the goal image with either an R3M [271] or a ResNet [154] encoder. The model learned from ranking trajectories with R3M reward is competitive with DEFT in all but one task, indicating that using a visual reward model can provide reasonable results compared to human rewards.

**Model Architecture**
We investigate different models and training architectures for the policy trained on the rollouts (Table 4.3). When we replace the conditional VAE with an MLP that predicts residuals, the model has difficulty learning the grasp rotation to effectively pour a cup. We find that the MLP cannot learn the multi-modality of the successful data properly. Our transformer ablation is an offline method similar to [54] where in addition to the image and affordance model outputs, we condition on the reward outputs and train a transformer to predict the residual. At test time the maximum reward is queried and the output is used in the rollout. While this method performs well, we hypothesize that the transformer needs more data to match DEFT. Finally, we train a VAE to directly estimate $\xi$ instead of the residual. This does not effectively distill the
Table 4.3: Ablations for (1) reward function type, (2) model architecture, and (3) parameter estimation.

Information from the affordance prior without the training time allotted. As a result, it often makes predictions that are far from the correct grasp pose.

**Performance on complex tasks and soft object manipulation** We investigate the performance of DEFT on more challenging tasks. Tasks involving soft objects cannot be simulated accurately, while our method is able to perform reasonably on food manipulation tasks as shown in Figure 4.7. Of the three tasks, our method has the most difficulty with the Pick Grape task. Because grapes are small, the fingers must curl fully to maintain a stable grasp. A limitation of our hand is that the range of its joints does not allow it to close the grasp fully and as a result, it has difficulty in consistently picking small objects. This also makes it challenging to hold heavy objects like the spatula in Flip Bagel, but with practice, DEFT learns to maintain a stable grasp of the spatula. For Squeeze Lemon, DEFT develops a grasp that allows it to apply sufficient pressure above the juicer. Specifically, our method takes advantage of the additional fingers available for support in hands.

### 4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigate how to learn dexterous manipulation in complex setups. DEFT aims to learn directly in the real world. In order to accelerate real-world fine-tuning, we build an *affordance* prior learned from human videos. We can efficiently practice and improve in the real world via our online fine-tuning approach with a soft anthropomorphic hand, performing a variety of tasks (involving both rigid and soft objects). While our method shows some success on these tasks, there are some limitations to DEFT that hinder its efficacy. Although we can learn policies for the high-dimensional robot hand, the grasps learned are not very multi-modal and do not capture all of the different grasps humans are able to perform. This is mainly due to noisy hand detections in affordance pretraining. As detection models improve, we hope to be able to learn a more diverse set of hand grasps. Second,
during finetuning, resets require human input and intervention. This limits the real-world learning we can do, as the human has to be constantly in the loop to reset the objects. Lastly, the hand’s fingers cannot curl fully. This physical limitation makes it difficult to hold thin objects tightly. Future iterations of the soft hand can be designed to grip such objects strongly.
Part III

Learning General Purpose Policies from Human Videos
Chapter 5

Structured World Models from Human Videos

5.1 Motivation

A truly useful home robot should be general purpose, able to perform arbitrary manipulation tasks, and get better at performing new ones as it obtains more experience. How can we build such generalist agents? The current paradigm in robot learning is to train a policy, in simulation or directly in the real world, with engineered rewards or demonstrations directly constructed for the environment. While this has shown successes in lab-based tasks [170, 303, 203], learning is heavily dependent on the structure of the reward. This is not scalable as it is very challenging to transfer to new tasks, with different objectives. Often, it is also difficult to obtain ground truth objectives for a task in the real world. For a robot to succeed in the wild, it must not only learn many tasks at a time but also get better as it sees more data. How can we build an agent that can take advantage of large-scale experience and multi-task data?

We aim to build world models to tackle this challenge. One key observation is that there is commonality between many tasks performed by humans on a daily basis. Even across diverse settings, the environment dynamics and physics share a similar structure. Learning a single joint world model, that predicts the future consequences of actions across diverse tasks can thus enable agents to extract this shared structure. While world models enable learning from inter-task data, they require action information to make predictions about the future. Furthermore, for planning in an
environment, the actions need to be relevant to the particular robot. Consequently, world models for robotics have mostly been trained only on data collected directly by a robot \[98, 419, 199, 82, 99\]. However, the quantity of this data is limited, which is very expensive and cumbersome to collect in the real world. Thus, the benefits of using large datasets as seen in other machine learning areas such as computer vision and language \[38, 316\] have not been realized for robotics, as no such dataset exists for robotics. However, there is an abundance of human videos, performing a very large set of tasks, on the internet. Is there a way to leverage this abundant data to learn world models for robotics, that will enable the robot to predict the consequences of its actions in any environment, enabling general-purpose learning? Due to the large morphology gap between robots and humans, it is challenging to obtain actions from human videos. Thus, previous approaches have mostly focused on learning visual representation features \[271, 424\] from observations alone. Using internet human videos to train robots requires us to define an action space that is applicable both in the human video domain and for robots. Consider the task of picking up a mug. To perform this task, the low-level signals sent to a person’s arm compared to that of a robot would be completely different, and so predictive models in low-level joint space will not transfer well. If the action space instead required predicting the target pose and orientation of the mug handle, with low-level control abstracted away, then target poses used by humans could be utilized by robots as well. Thus, we learn high-level structured action spaces that are morphology invariant.

For manipulation tasks, predicting a grasp location and post-grasp waypoints is an effective action space since it encourages object interaction. We can train visual affordance networks that produce these locations given videos leveraging techniques in computer vision \[216, 123, 362, 265, 24\].

Figure 5.2: Overview of SWIM. We first pre-train the world model on a large set of human videos. We finetune this on many robot tasks, in an unsupervised manner, and deploy at test-time in the real world to achieve a given goal. Videos can be found at https://human-world-model.github.io
We propose **Structured World Models for Intentionality (SWIM)**, which utilizes large-scale internet data to train world models for robotics using structured action spaces. Training the world model in the common high-level structured action space allows it to capture how human hands interact with objects when trying to grasp and manipulate them. This model can then be fine-tuned for robotics settings with only a handful of real-world interaction trajectories. This is because the world model can leverage the actionable representations it was pre-trained with due to the similarity in how the human hands from video data and robot grippers interact with the world. Furthermore, these interaction trajectories for fine-tuning do not require any task supervision and can be obtained simply by executing the visual affordance actions. We note that both pre-training on human videos and finetuning the world model on robot data do not make any assumption on rewards, and this *unsupervised* setting allows us to utilize data relevant for different tasks. This allows the robot to train a *single* world model on all the data, thus enabling us to train generalist agents. In our experiments, we show that we can train such joint world models through two distinct robot systems operating in real-world environments. Finally, we can deploy the fine-tuned world model to perform tasks of interest by specifying a goal image. The world model then plans in the affordance action space to find a sequence of actions to manipulate objects as required by the task.

To summarize, SWIM trains world models for robot control and consists of three stages: 1) Leveraging internet videos of human interactions for pre-training the model, 2) Finetuning the model to the robot setting using reward-free data, 3) Planning through the model to achieve goals. We evaluate this framework on two robot systems – a Franka Arm, and a Hello Stretch robot. SWIM is able to learn directly, is trained on data from multiple settings and gets better with data from more tasks. We perform a large-scale study across multiple environments and robots and find that SWIM achieves higher success (~2X) than prior approaches while being very sample efficient, requiring less than 30 minutes of real-world interaction data.

### 5.2 Related Work

**Efficient Real World Robot Learning**  Deploying learning-driven approaches on hardware is challenging and requires either large engineering efforts to collect demonstrations [36, 165], many hours of autonomous interactions [170, 171], or simulations [14, 402, 191]. A major constraint of continuous control is the extremely large action space. Prior methods have focused on reducing this search space by using skills or options in a hierarchical manner [71, 288, 21, 396, 75, 284, 75], physical inductive biases [258, 300, 187, 389, 185, 25, 244]. It is also possible to visually ground the action space, by parameterizing each observed location by a 2D [442, 443, 371, 164] or 3D [372] action. While these can speed up learning, we find that our structured action space, based on human-centric visual affordances allows
us to not only perform manipulation efficiently but also leverage out-of-domain human/internet videos.

**Model-based learning** To tackle the sample efficiency problem in robot learning, prior methods have proposed learning dynamics models, which can later be used to optimize the policy [87, 89, 138, 64, 263, 264]. Such approaches mostly operate and learn in state space, which tends to be low dimensional. In order to deal with the highly complex visual observations from real-world settings, prior methods have used *World Models* [134], which capture dynamics of the agent and its environment. Such models can plan in image space [105, 98] or fully in imagination space [417, 137, 139, 198]. Such world models have been shown to be useful on a large set of tasks [329], including on hardware [420]. We argue that world models can be helpful in modeling the real world, especially if they can understand how the environment will behave at a high level and model the intentions of the agent.

**Visual and Action Pre-Training for Robotics** In order to learn more generalizable and actionable representations, prior methods have learned visual encoders from large-scale human video data, either via video-language contrastive learning [271] or through inpainting masked patches [424, 318]. These representations have been shown to be useful for dynamics models as well [146]. Such approaches focus on the visual complexity of the world but do not encode any behavior information. Some works have incorporated low-level actions from human videos into the learning loop [239, 313, 17, 369], but these are fixed for a specific morphology and use a direct mapping to the robot. In contrast, our approach is able to learn a world model from human videos, incorporating action information, and works in multiple settings.
5.3 Background and Preliminaries

World Models  These are used to learn a compact state space for control given high-dimensional observations like images. The learned states preserve temporal information, which enables effective prediction and planning [134, 353, 352]. In this work, we use the model structure and training procedure from Dreamer [138, 137, 140], which has the following components:

- **encoder:** $e_t = \text{enc}_\phi(x_t)$
- **posterior:** $p(s_t|s_{t-1}, a_{t-1}, e_t)$
- **dynamics:** $p(s_t|s_{t-1}, a_{t-1})$
- **decoders:** $p(x_t|s_t), p(r_t|s_t)$

Here $x_t, a_t, r_t$ denote the observation, action, and reward at time $t$, and $s_t$ denotes the learned state space. Note that all these components are parameterized using neural networks. The model is trained by optimizing the ELBO as described in Dreamer, where the learned features are trained to reconstruct images and rewards and are regularized with a dynamics prior. The reward head decoder is not trained if $r_t$ is not provided. For more details, we refer the readers to [140].

Hand-Object Interactions from Human Videos  In this work, leverage human videos to learn world models. Throughout the chapter, we will refer to a set of visual affordances. These visual affordances comprise of the hand trajectory $h_t$ in image space (normalized to a 0-1 range), and object locations ($o_t$). We obtain human
hand-object information \((h_t, a_t)\) for each frame using the 100 Days of Hands \([362]\) detector model, trained on many hours of youtube videos. These can then be used to identify where on the object the hand makes contact \(p^o\), and we sample the hand position from a later frame in the video to obtain \(p^{p|o}\). Here \(p^o\) and \(p^{p|o}\) denote the grasp and post-grasp pixel respectively and specify the visual affordance space.

### 5.4 World Models from Human Videos

#### 5.4.1 Visual Affordances as Actions

One of the key challenges is defining what the actions should be from human videos, most of which just contain image observations. Action information is essential for world models since they are required to learn dynamics and make predictions about the future. Furthermore, we need to define actions in a manner that is transferable from the human video domain to robot deployment settings. Following previous work that studies human-to-robot transfer for manipulation \([23, 364, 50, 425, 381, 369, 367, 359, 439]\), we use the human hand motion in the videos to inform the action space. This is because we are focused on performing manipulation tasks, and how humans interact with objects using their hands contains useful information that can be transferred to robot end-effectors.

**Structured Actions from Videos** We note that the videos of humans interacting with objects often consist of the hand moving to a point on the object, performing a grasp, and then manipulating the object. After obtaining the grasp pixel \(p^o\) and post-grasp pixels \(p^{p|o}\), using computer vision techniques similar to \([123, 216, 265]\) from the video clip, we use these to train \(G_\phi\), which distills these labels into a neural network model conditioned on the first frame of the video clip. This model thus learns affordances associated with objects in the scene, by modeling how humans interact with them. This follows the affordances described in \([24]\), but our work can also be combined with other affordance-learning approaches.

**Transfer to Robot Scene** When dealing with 2D images, there is an inherent ambiguity regarding depth, which is required to map to a 3D point. To overcome this, we utilize depth camera observations to obtain the depth \(d_t^o\) at the image-space point \(p_t^o\), and also sample the post-grasp depth \(d_t^{p|o}\) within some range of the environment surface. This can then be projected into 3D coordinates in the robot frame, using hand-eye calibration, and the robot can attempt to grasp and manipulate objects by moving its gripper to these locations. The affordance action at time \(t\) can thus be expressed as \(u_t = [p_t, d_t]\), where \(d_t\) is the depth corresponding to pixel \(p_t\).

**Hybrid Action Space** While visual affordances help structure the action space to increase the likelihood of useful manipulation and allow us to learn from human video, they impose restrictions on the full space of end-effector motion. Hence, we adopt a hybrid action space that has the option to execute both the aforementioned
Visual affordance, as well as arbitrary end-effector Cartesian actions. We append a mode index to denote which type of action should be executed. This enables the robot to benefit both from the structured pixel-space visual affordance actions and the pre-training data in mode \((m) = 0\), and make adjustments using arbitrary end-effector delta actions in mode 1. An action can be described by the following:

\[
a_t = [m_t, \theta_t, u_t, \Delta y_t]
\]  

(5.1)

Here \(m_t\) denotes the mode, \(\theta_t\) is the rotation of the gripper, \(u_t\) is the image-space action \((u_t = [p_t, d_t], \text{where } p_t \text{ are pixel coordinates in the image and } d_t \text{ is depth})\), and \(\Delta y_t\) is the Cartesian end-effector action. At a particular timestep, only one out of the image action and Cartesian actions can be executed. If \(m_t = 0\), this corresponds to the affordance mode, and so \(p_t\) is executed. If \(m_t = 1\), then the robot is operating in the Cartesian control mode, and \(\Delta y_t\) is used. Due to our hybrid action space, we can seamlessly switch between training with the visual affordance and Cartesian end-effector action spaces. This allows the robot to leverage the structure from human video and also make adjustments if required using Cartesian actions which are useful for fine-grain control.

**Algorithm 3 Human Video Data Training**

**Require**: Human Video Dataset \(\mathcal{D}\)

- **initialize**: World model \(\mathcal{W}\), Affordance model \(\mathcal{G}\)
- Process \(\mathcal{D}\) into video clips \(C^0, \ldots, C^T\)
- Obtain grasp \(p^g\) and post grasp \(p^{pg}\) pixels for each \(C^k\)
- Create actions \(a_t\) using eq. 5.1, with mode \(m_t = 0\), and randomly sampling depth \(d_t\) and rotation \(\theta_t\)
- Train \(\mathcal{G}_\phi(a^g, a^{pg} | I^0_k)\), where \(I^0_k\) is the first frame of \(C^k\)
- Train \(\mathcal{W}\) on trajectory sequences \(\{(I^k_0, a^g, I^k_1, a^{pg}, I^k_2)\}\)

**return** \(\mathcal{W}, \mathcal{G}\)
Table 5.1: Success rates of SWIM and baselines on six different manipulation tasks, over 25 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cabinet</th>
<th>Veg</th>
<th>Knife</th>
<th>Drawer</th>
<th>Dishwasher</th>
<th>Can</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No world model:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-Affordance</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-Pix</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No human-centric affordance-based actions:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBRL-single [140]</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBRL-Pix-single</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No pre-training from human videos:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBRL-Affordance-single</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBRL-Affordance-joint</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIM</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIM-single</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.2 Structured Affordance-based World Models for Robotics

The overall approach is outlined in Alg. 4. We now describe each of the three phases - 1) World model pre-training on human videos, 2) Unsupervised finetuning with robot data, and 3) Robot deployment to perform a task given a goal image.

Training from Passive Human Videos We first use a large set of human videos, obtained from Epic-Kitchens [73] to both train the world model $\mathcal{W}$, and obtain the visual affordance model $G_\phi$. This dataset includes around 50k egocentric videos of people performing various manipulation tasks in kitchens. We first process this dataset into a set of short video clips (around 3 seconds). After obtaining the grasp pixel $p^g$ and post-grasp pixels $p^{pg}$ from the video clip, we convert them to our action space (specified in eq. 5.1), and train $G_\phi$, as previously described in section 5.4.1.

For video clip $k$, let $I_t^k$ denote an image frame from the clip at time $t$. We collect images $I_t^k$ and $I_{t_2}^k$, where $t_1$ is the time of the grasp, and $t_2$ is when the hand is at $p^{pg}$. $\mathcal{W}$ is then trained on the trajectory sequences:

$$\{I_0^k, a^g I_{t_1}^k, a^{pg} I_{t_2}^k\}$$

This procedure is outlined in Alg. 3. As described in section 5.4.1, there are two modes for the actions - either in pixel space or end-effector space. In order to train on human videos, we consistently set $m_t = 0$ and thus use the image space actions. Since image depth and robot rotation information are not present in the video, we randomly sample values for these components. We include visualizations of the world model predictions on the passive data in Figure 5.5, and see that the model is able to capture the structure of the data.
Algorithm 4 Overview of SWIM

Get $W, \mathcal{G} =$ Human Video Data **Pre-Training** (Alg. 3)

**Finetuning:** Query $\mathcal{G}$ for $N_0$ iterations to collect robot dataset $\mathcal{R}_D$ to train $W$.

**Task Deployment:** (Given goal $I_g$)
- Rank trajs in $\mathcal{R}_D$ using $I_g$. Fit GMM $g$.
- for traj 1:K do
  - Query $N$ proposals from $\mathcal{G}$, $\{a^g, a^{pg}\}_{1..N}$
  - Query $M$ proposals from $g$
  - Select best proposal using CEM through $W$
  - Execute on the robot to reach $I_g$
end for

**Finetuning with Robot Data**

To use the world model $W$ for control, we need to collect some in-domain robot data for finetuning. We do so by running the visual affordance model $\mathcal{G}$ to collect a robot dataset $\mathcal{R}_D$, which is then used to train $W$. We emphasize that this step does not require any supervision in the form of task rewards or goals. Hence, we can collect data from diverse tasks in the finetuning step. We see in Fig. 5.8 that SWIM enables the world model to pick up on the salient features of the robot environment very quickly as compared to models that do not use pre-training on human videos.

**Task Deployment**

After the world model has been fine-tuned on robot domain data, it can be used to perform tasks specified through goal images. The procedure for doing so is outlined in the Task Deployment section in Alg. 4. We collect two sets of action proposals. The first set is obtained by querying the visual affordance model $\mathcal{G}$ on the scene. We also want to leverage our knowledge of trajectories in $\mathcal{R}_D$ that reach states close to the goal. For this, we create a second set of proposals by fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model to the top trajectories in $\mathcal{R}_D$ and sampling from it. We then use the world model to optimize for an action sequence using the standard CEM approach [341], where the initial set of plans is set to be the combined set of action proposals. Ranking the trajectories in $\mathcal{R}_D$ and running CEM requires rewards, and we can obtain this by measuring the distance to the goal in the world model feature space:

$$r_t = \text{cosine}(f_W(I_g), f_t)$$

where $f_t$ is the world model feature, and $f_W$ is the learned feature space of the model. For ranking trajectories in $\mathcal{R}_D$, $f_t = f_W(I_k)$ for image $k$ in the dataset. For planning, $f_t$ corresponds to the predicted feature state. In our experiments, we use cosine distance to goal in the feature space from [271] to provide reward for model-free baselines, since they do not have a model, and so we also add this term to our reward by training a reward prediction head to get feature space [271] distance to goal.
from \( f_t \). In our experiments we run an ablation where we use only the world model feature space, and find that performance for our approach is about the same.

## 5.5 Experimental Setup

### 5.5.1 Environments

Our real-world system consists of two different robots, evaluated over six tasks. Firstly, we use the Franka Emika arm, with end-effector control. This robot acts in a play kitchen environment with multiple tasks that mimic a real kitchen. Specifically, the robot needs to open a cabinet, pick up one of two toy vegetables from the counter and lift a knife from a holder. Note that the knife task is very challenging as it requires fine-grained control from the robot. In order to test SWIM in the wild we also deploy it on a mobile manipulator, the Stretch RE-1 from Hello-Robot. This is a collaborative robot designed with an axis-aligned set of joints and has suction cups as fingertips. We run this robot in real-world kitchens to perform different tasks, including opening a dishwasher, pulling out a drawer, and opening a garbage can. The garbage can task is challenging as the area for the robot to grasp onto is quite small. We show images of the environments in Figure 5.4.

### 5.5.2 Baselines and Ablations

In order to compare different aspects of SWIM, we run an extensive of baselines and ablations. All world-model-based approaches directly use code from Dreamer [140].

- **MBRL-Affordance:** An important contribution of SWIM is pre-training on human videos. This baseline is similar to SWIM but does not use any human video pre-training, allowing us to test our hypothesis that using human video is important for learning a generalizable world model.

- **MBRL-Pix:** Secondly, we would like to test how much the affordance action space helps the robot. This approach uses the same world model control procedure as SWIM, but does not sample actions using the visual affordance, \( \mathcal{G}_\psi \). Instead grasp and post grasp locations are randomly sampled from an image crop around the object.

- **MBRL:** This baseline further removes structure from the action space, and only uses cartesian end-effector actions, without any pixel-space structure, thus \( m_t = 1 \) (described in section 5.4.1) for every timestep \( t \). In order to help with sample efficiency, we use a simple heuristic to bootstrap this baseline: we initialize the robot each episode near the center of the detected object, using Detic [453], a state-of-the-art object detector.
Figure 5.6: Comparison of SWIM and MBRL-Affordance for both the single task and jointly trained model. We see a large drop in success when removing pre-training on human videos, especially when dealing with diverse robot tasks.

- **BC-Affordance:** We would like to test if using world models is critical to performance, or if a simple behavior cloning approach can be effective. This baseline employs a filtered-behavior cloning [293, 299] strategy, in which the top trajectories based on reward (in our case distance to goal) are selected. Since there is no learned world model, we use distance in the feature space from the R3M model [271]. After selecting the top trajectories, we fit a gaussian mixture model and sample from it to obtain actions. These are in the same visual affordance action space used by our approach.

- **BC-Pix:** Uses behavior cloning in the same way as BC-Affordance. The only difference is the action space - this approach randomly samples locations and does not use $G_\psi$ to obtain actions.

### 5.5.3 Implementation details

**Human Video Data Pre-training** In order to pre-train the world model on human videos, we use the Epic-Kitchens [73] dataset. The dataset is divided into many small clips of humans performing semantic actions. We use the 100 Days of Hands [362] detector to find when an object has been grasped and find post grasp waypoints. Around 55K such clips are used to train the world model. Since we do not have depth or 3D information available, we randomly sample $\theta_t$ and the depth component of the image space action $p_t$.

**Affordance Model** We show some qualitative examples of the affordances of the human-affordance model ($G_\psi$) we use in Figure 5.4. This model has a UNet style encoder-decoder architecture, with a ResNet18 [154] encoder. The final output of
Figure 5.7: Continuous improvement (a-b): We see that SWIM continues to improve, achieving high success. (c) Ablating the need for external feature space goal distance at test time.

the model is $h_t$ and $g_t$, where $g_t$ is a set of keypoints obtained from a spatial softmax over the network’s heatmap outputs, representing the grasp point, and $h_t$ is the post-grasp trajectory of the detected hand.

**World Model** We use the world model from [140]. However, in order to handle high-dimensional image inputs we employ NVAE [405] as a stronger visual encoder. While not necessary to train the reward model $q_r$ when finetuning, we empirically found that it added stability to the filtering setup a test time. We leave distilling the latent features into a neural distance function as future work.

**Robot Deployment Setup** To capture videos and images we use an Intel Realsense D415, to get RGBD images. For each task we collect either 25 or 50 iterations of randomly sampled actions (in human-affordance, random image or Cartesian space), which takes about 30 minutes, finetuning the model on collected data. We obtain feature distance w.r.t. to image goals using the ResNet18 encoder from [272]. We sample around 2K action proposals and use the output of $W_{\phi}$ to prune these. The model outputs are then evaluated (25 times). A human measures success based on a pre-defined metric (i.e. the cabinet should be fully open, etc).

### 5.6 Results

In our experiments we ask the following questions (i) Can we train a single world model jointly with data coming from diverse tasks? (ii) Does training the world model on human video data help performance? (iii) How important is our structured action space, based on human visual affordances? (iv) Are world models beneficial for learning manipulation with a handful of samples? (v) Can our approach continually improve performance with iterative finetuning?

We present a detailed quantitative analysis of various approaches in Table 5.1. We see that across environment settings and robots SWIM achieves an average success rate of about 80% when using joint models (trained separately for Franka and Hello robot tasks). We also observe strong performance when SWIM is trained on individual
tasks, getting an average success of 75%, compared to the next best approaches which only get around 40% success.
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Figure 5.8: Image reconstruction using world model features in early training stages for SWIM and MBRL-Affordance (which has no pre-training), showing that SWIM can effectively transfer representations from human videos. Note that for our experiments we use models trained to convergence.

**Joint World Model** A big benefit of SWIM is that it can deal with different sources of data. SWIM-single employs a model trained individually for each task. We see that overall the performance improves when sharing data, from the last two rows of Table 5.1. This is likely because there are some similarities across tasks that the model is able to capture. We find this encouraging and hope to scale to more tasks in the future. Further, we see that for the best baseline, MBRL-Affordance-single, using all the data jointly to train the world model leads to a major drop in performance (from 44% to 19%). We show this visually in the bar chart in Figure 5.6, where the effect of pre-training a model on human videos is amplified when dealing with all of the data from all the tasks. This shows that when dealing with a large set of tasks and diverse data, it is crucial to incorporate human-video pre-training for better performance and generalization. Hence we do not run joint world model experiments for MBRL and MBRL-Pix since the performance is already quite low (around 10 - 20%) when the model is trained just on single task data.

**Human Video Pre-Training** As noted in the previous section, pre-training on human videos is critical to being able to effectively train joint world models on multi-task data, as seen in Figure 5.6. For MBRL-Affordance we saw that in many cases the model collapses quickly to a sub-optimal control solution when trained on multiple tasks jointly. To investigate this further, we visualize the image reconstructions from $W$ within the first minute of training and find that the outputs of SWIM were already very realistic, as compared to those of MBRL-Affordance. This can be seen
in Figure 5.8, where the outputs of MBRL-Affordance are very pixelated while those of SWIM already capture important aspects of the ground truth, indicating the usefulness of pre-training on human videos.

**Human-Affordance Action Space** How does the choice of action space affect performance? For this we compare the (single task) model based and BC approaches separately. Comparing MBRL-single and MBRL-Affordance-single in Table 5.1, we can see that there is a clear benefit in using structured action spaces, with over 5X the success compared to cartesian end effector actions. This fits our hypothesis, as it is very difficult for methods that use low-level actions to find successes in a relatively small number of interaction trajectories. The few successes that MBRL-single does see are due to the initialization of the robot close to the object using Detic. Furthermore, we note that this benefit is not simply because the affordance actions are in image space. In both the filtered-BC and world model case, the success rate with the affordance action space is roughly double than that of acting in pixel space, where target locations are sampled from a random crop around the object. This shows that picking the right action space and acting in a meaningful way to collect data can bootstrap learning and lead to efficient control.

**Role of World Model** How important is using a world model, and can we achieve good performance by just using the affordance action space? From Table 5.1, we see that the average performance of BC-Affordance is not too far behind that of MBRL-Affordance-single. However, without a world model, the controller cannot leverage multi-task data, both for the pre-training stage to use human videos and for learning the shared structure across multiple robot domains by training a joint world model. Due to these critical reasons discussed previously, SWIM outperforms the best filtered-BC approach by more than a factor of 2.

**Continual Improvement** Next, we investigate if SWIM can keep improving using the data that it collects when planning for the task. Since the world model can learn from all the data, we want to test if it can improve its proficiency on the task. Thus, after evaluating $W$ once, we retrain on the newly collected data (as well as the old data), and re-evaluate the model. We present the learning curves in Figure 5.7. We see that SWIM is able to effectively improve performance, and achieves success of over 90%, which is far better than the performance of BC-Affordance even after continual training. This is an encouraging sign that SWIM can scale well since it can keep improving its performance with more data to continually learn. In the future, we hope to not only continually finetune, but also add new tasks and settings.

**Reward Model** In Figure 5.7 c) we examine the effect of removing the reward prediction module on planning and find that only using distance in world model feature space is fairly competitive with using both the feature distance and predicted reward. We hypothesize that for the veggies task, it was harder to estimate reward accurately because the free objects tend to move around a lot during training, thus it might take more samples to learn consistent features.
5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present SWIM, a simple and efficient way to perform many different complex robotics tasks with just a handful of trials. We aim to build a single model that can learn many tasks, as it holds the promise of being able to continuously learn and improve. We turn to a scalable source of useful data: human videos, from which we can model useful interactions. In order to overcome the morphology gap between robot and human videos, we create a structured action space based on human-centric affordances. This allows SWIM to pre-train a world model on human videos, after which it is fine-tuned using robot data collected in an unsupervised manner. The world model can then be deployed to solve manipulation tasks in the real world. The total robot interaction samples for the system can be collected in just 30 minutes. Videos of SWIM can be found at https://human-world-model.github.io. While SWIM provides a scalable solution and shows encouraging results, some limitations are in the types of actions and tasks that can be performed, as they currently only include quasi-static setups.
Chapter 6

Actionable Representations Via Affordances

6.1 Motivation

A truly generalist robotic agent will need to acquire diverse manipulation skills (ranging from block stacking to pouring) that work with novel objects and are robust to realistic environmental disturbances (e.g., lighting changes, small camera shifts). Due to the scale of this challenge, the field has trended towards learning these agents directly from data [204, 304] (i.e., robot trajectories), which is either collected by expert demonstrators or (via Reinforcement Learning [394]) autonomously by the agent itself. Unfortunately, there are innumerable objects/environments, so roboticists cannot tractably collect enough real-world demonstration data and/or design a simulator that captures all this diversity.

One promising solution for this “data challenge” is for the robot to learn a suitable representation from out-of-domain data that can be transferred into the robotics domain. For example, prior work [271, 318, 235] trained self-supervised image encoders on large scale datasets of human videos (e.g., Ego4D [126]), using standard reconstruction objectives and contrastive learning [277] objectives – e.g., Masked Auto-Encoders [150] (MAE) and Temporal Contrastive Networks [357] (TCN) re-
Figure 6.2: HRP fine-tunes a pre-trained encoder to predict three classes of human affordance labels via L2 regression. Specifically, the network must predict future contact points, human hand poses, and the target object given an input frame from the video stream. These affordance labels are mined autonomously from a human video dataset [126] using off-the-shelf vision detectors [362]. Representations produced by HRP are then fine-tuned to solve downstream manipulation tasks via behavior cloning.

respectively – developed by the broader learning community. After pre-training, these representations are used to initialize downstream imitation learning [350] algorithms. This formula is extremely flexible, and can substantially reduce the amount of robot data required for policy learning. However, the representations are often only effective when using specific camera views and robot setups. Furthermore, independent evaluations [84, 42] recently showed that these representations cannot improve (on average) over the most obvious baseline – a self-supervised ImageNet representation [150, 91]!

This result is surprising since robotic trajectories and human video sequences share so much common structure: both modalities contain an agent (e.g., human or robot) using their end-effector (e.g., human hand, robot gripper) to manipulate objects in its environment. Ideally, representation trained on this data would learn useful object attributes (e.g., where to grasp a mug), and spatial relationships between the end-effector and things in the environment. We hypothesize that such “actionable representations” would be much more useful (than ImageNet) for downstream robotic tasks, and that traditional, self-supervised learning objectives are unable to extract the relevant information from human video data. Our key insight is to leverage both agent (human hand motion) and environment-centric (contact and object level information) commonalities across human data.

This chapter proposes Human affordances for Robotic Pre-training (HRP), a semi-supervised pipeline to learn effective robotic representations from human video. HRP works in two stages: first, it extracts hand-object “affordance” information – i.e., which objects in the scene are graspable and how the robot should approach them – from human videos using off-the-shelf tracking models [362, 337]. These
affordances are then distilled into a pre-existing representation network (e.g., ImageNet MAE [150]), before the policy fine-tuning stage. This paradigm allows us to inject useful information into the vision encoder, while preserving the flexibility of self-supervised pre-training – i.e., all labels are automatically generated and the network can be easily slotted into downstream robotic policies/controllers via fine-tuning. To summarize, we enable actionable representations by predicting hand-object interactions and hand motion from human video dataset images (see Fig. 6.1). Our investigations and experiments reveal:

1. HRP substantially improves downstream robot performance, when applied to 6 pre-existing representations (including ImageNet [91, 150], VC-1 [235], and DINO [48]). These conclusions are backed by over 3000 robot trials, and replicate across 3 camera views, 3 distinct robotic setups, and 5 manipulation tasks.

2. Our ablation study reveals that our three affordance objectives (hand, object, and contact-based loss terms) are all critical for effective representation learning.

3. We find that HRP outperforms the base off-the-shelf computer vision models that we used to extract affordances.

4. We study HRP’s OOD performance and find that it boosts robustness to distractor objects.

5. Our best representation, which increases performance by 20% over State-of-the-Art, will be fully open-sourced, along with all code and data.

6.2 Related Work

Representation Learning in Robotics: End-to-end policy learning offers a scalable formula for acquiring robotic representations: instead of hand-designing object detectors or image features, a visual encoder is directly optimized to solve a downstream robotic task [204]. Numerous works applied this idea to diverse tasks including bin-picking [170, 206, 304], in-the-wild grasping [130, 385], insertion [85, 204], pick-place [37], and (non-manipulation tasks like) self-driving [32, 306, 52]. Furthermore, secondary learning objectives – e.g., dynamics modeling [141, 418], observation reconstruction [269], inverse modeling [83], etc. – can be easily added to improve data efficiency. While this paradigm can be effective, learning purely from robot data requires an expensive data collection effort (e.g., using an arm farm [206, 170], large-scale tele-operation [37], or multi-institution data collection [82, 65]), which is infeasible for (most) task settings.
To increase data efficiency, prior work applied self-supervised representation learning algorithms on out-of-domain datasets (like Ego4D [126]), and then fine-tuned the resulting representations to solve downstream tasks with a small amount of robot data – e.g., via behavior cloning on a ≤ 50 expert demonstrations [271, 235, 318], directly using them as a cost/distance function to infer robot actions [232, 411], or directly pre-training robot policies from extracted human actions. [369, 239, 173]. While this transfer learning paradigm can certainly be effective, it is unclear if these robotic representations [235, 271, 318] actually provide a substantial boost over pre-existing vision baselines [84, 42], like ImageNet MAE [150] or DINO [48]. One potential issue is that roboticists often use the same exact pre-training methods from the vision community, but merely apply them to a different data mix (e.g., VC-1 [235] applies MAE [150] to Ego4D [126]). Thus, the resulting representations are never forced to key in on actionable information in the scene. We propose a simple formula for injecting this information into a vision encoder, using a mix of hand and object affordance losses, which empirically boost performance on robotic tasks by 25%.

**Affordances from Humans:** HRP is heavily inspired by the *affordance learning* literature in computer vision [119, 118]. These works use human data as a probe to learn environmental cues (i.e., affordances) that tell us how humans might interact with different objects. These include physical [100, 26, 131, 459, 149, 451, 260] and/or semantic [340, 346] scene properties, or forecast future poses [186, 334, 115, 160, 156, 410, 4, 195, 409, 126, 114, 245, 120] Affordances can also be learned at object or part levels [460, 112, 123, 265, 216, 433]. Usually such approaches leverage human video datasets [126, 73, 81, 74] or use manually annotated interaction data [219, 77, 362]. In addition to these cues, robotic affordances must consider how to move before and after interaction [24, 172]. A simple, scalable way to capture this information is by detecting these cues from human hand poses in monocular video streams [412, 172, 337, 226], which show robots reaching for and manipulating diverse, target objects. Our method combines these three approaches to create a human affordance dataset automatically from human video streams. The labels generated during this process are distilled into a representation and used to improve downstream robotics task performance.
6.3 Preliminaries

6.3.1 Visual Representation Learning

Our goal is to learn a visual encoder network \( f_\theta \) that takes an input image \( I \) and processes it into a low-dimensional vector \( f_\theta(I) \in \mathbb{R}^d \). This resulting “embedding vector” would ideally encode important scene details for robotic policy learning – like the number and type of objects in a scene and their relationship to the robot end-effector. In this chapter, \( f_\theta \) is a transformer network (specifically ViT-B [445], with patch size 16 and \( d = 768 \)) parameterized with network weights \( \theta \). But to be clear, all our methods are network architecture agnostic.

**Self-Supervised Learning:** The computer vision community has broadly adopted self-supervised representation learning algorithms that can pre-train network weights without using any task-specific supervision. This can be accomplished using a generative learning objective [95], which trains \( f_\theta \) alongside a decoder network \( D \) that reconstructs the original input image input from the representation. Another common approach is contrastive learning [277, 152], which optimizes \( f_\theta \) to maximize the mutual information between the encoding and the input image (i.e., place “similar” images closer in embedding space). In practice, these methods can learn highly useful features for downstream vision tasks [150, 152], but struggle to key in on actionable features required for robot learning [84, 42]. Our goal is to inject these features into an existing self-supervised network, with an affordance-driven fine-tuning stage.

6.3.2 Extracting Affordance Labels from Human Data

Before we can do any fine-tuning, we must first curate a suitable human affordance dataset \( D_H \). Thankfully this task can be done automatically using off-the-shelf vision modules, applied to a set of 150K human-object interaction videos from Ego4D (originally sampled by R3M [271]). Each video \( V \) contains image frames \( V = \{ I_1, \ldots, I_T \} \) that depict human hands performing tasks and moving around in the scene. From these images, we obtain contact locations, future hand poses, and active object labels (examples in Fig. 6.3) that capture various agent-centric properties (how to move and interact) and environment centric properties (where to interact) at multiple scales, i.e., contact-level and object-level. The following sections detail how each of these labels were generated.

**Contact Locations:** To extract contact locations for an image \( I_t \) (with no object contact), we find the frame \( I_j; j > t \) where contact with a given object will begin, using a hand-object interaction detection model [362]. Then, we use \( I_j \) to find the active object \( O_j \) and the hand mask \( M_j \). The points intersecting \( M_j \) and \( O_j \) (acquired via skin segmentation) are our contact affordances \( C_j \).
for motion between $I_t$ and $I_j$, we compute the homography matrix between the frames and project those points forward. This is done using standard SIFT feature tracking [452]: $C_t = H_{j,t}C_j$. In other words, the contact locations denote where in $I_t$ the human will contact in the future. Note that there could be a different number of points for each contact scenario, which is non-ideal for learning. Thus, we fit a Gaussian Mixture Model with $k = 5$ modes on $C_t$ to make a uniform contact descriptor – defined as the means $c_i$ of the mixture model.

**Future Hand Poses:** This affordance label captures how the human moves next (e.g., to complete a task or reach an object), as the video $V$ progresses. Given a current frame $I_t$, we detect the human’s 2d wrist position ($h_{t+k}$) in a future frame $I_{t+k}$, where usually $k = 30$ (empirically determined). This is done using the Frank Mocap [337] hand detector. To correctly account for the human’s motion, these wrist points are back-projected (again using the camera homography matrix) to $I_t$ to create the final “future wrist label,” $h_t = H_{t+k}h_{t+k}$.

**Active Object Labels:** In a similar manner to the contact location extraction, we run a hand-object interaction detection model [362] on $V$ to find the image where contact began $I_c$. The same detector is used to find the four bounding box coordinates of the object that is being interacted with, which we refer to as the “active object.” These coordinates $b_c$ are then projected to every other frame $I_t$, using the homography matrix (see above). This results in an active bounding box $b_t$ for each image in $V$.

### 6.4 Introducing HRP

We now present HRP, a simple and effective representation learning approach that injects actionable priors into a self-supervised network, $f_\theta$, using an automatically generated human affordance dataset, $\mathcal{D}_H$ (see above for definitions and dataset mining approach). HRP is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, and the following sections describe its implementation in detail.

#### 6.4.1 Learning Actionable Representations

The initial network $f_\theta$ is fine-tuned using batches sampled from the human dataset: $(I_t, c_t, h_t, b_t) \sim \mathcal{D}_H$, where $c_t, h_t, b_t$ are contact, hand, and object affordances corresponding to image $I_t$ (see Sec. 6.3.2 for definitions). Some frames may not include all 3 affordances, so we include 3 mask variables – $m_t^{(c)}, m_t^{(h)}, m_t^{(b)}$ – so the missing values can be ignored during training. We add 3 small affordance modules – $p_{c_t}, p_{h_t}, p_{b_t}$ – on top of $f_\theta$ that are trained to regress the respective affordances for $I_t$. This results in the following three loss functions:

$$L_{ct} = \|c_t - p_c(f_\theta(I_t))\|_2$$ (6.1)
Figure 6.4: Our experiments consider 5 unique manipulation tasks, ranging from classic block-stacking to a multi-stage toasting scenario. These tasks are implemented on 3 unique robot setups, including a high Degree-of-Freedom dexterous hand (right). The 3 camera views shown – front, ego, and side views (for xArm/dexterous hand) – are the same views ingested by the policy during test-time. Note that 3 of the tasks consider 2 unique camera views in order to test for robustness!

The full loss is:

\[ L = m^c t \lambda t c t L + m^h \lambda h a n d L_{\text{hand}} + m^b \lambda b o j L_{\text{obj}} \]  

Where the \( \lambda \)'s are hyper-parameters that control the relative weight of each affordance loss. We empirically found \( \lambda_{\text{obj}} = 0.05, \lambda_{\text{ct}} = 0.005, \lambda_{\text{hand}} = 0.5 \) to be optimal for downstream performance (see Appendix E).

6.4.2 Implementation Details

Our affordance dataset (\( D_H \)) is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the pre-training image dataset initially used by the baseline representation (e.g., ImageNet has 1M frames v.s. our 150K). To preserve the useful features learned from the larger pre-training distribution, we keep most of the parameters in \( \theta \) fixed during HRP fine-tuning. Specifically, we only fine-tune the baseline network’s normalization layers and leave the rest fixed. In the case of our ViT-B this amounts to fine-tuning only the LayerNorm parameters \( \gamma \) and \( \beta \):

\[ \text{LayerNorm}(x) = \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma} \gamma + \beta \]  

These parameters are fine-tuned to minimize \( L \) using standard back-propagation and the ADAM [178] optimizer.
6.5 Experimental Details

Our contributions are validated using a simple empirical formula: first, HRP is applied to each baseline model (listed below). Then, (following standard practice [271, 235, 84]) the resulting representation is fine-tuned into a manipulation policy using behavior cloning. Details for each stage are provided below, and the HRP is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

**Baseline Representations:** We chose 6 representative, SOTA baselines from both the vision and robotics communities:

1. **ImageNet MAE** was pre-trained by applying the Masked Auto-Encoders [150] (MAE) algorithm to the ImageNet-1M dataset [91]. It achieved SOTA performance across a suite of vision tasks, and is the first self-supervised representation to beat supervised pre-training.

2. **Ego4D MAE** was trained by applying the MAE algorithm to a set of 1M frames sampled from the Ego4D dataset [126]. For consistency with prior work, we use the same 1M frame-set sampled by the R3M authors [271].

3. **CLIP [316]** is a SOTA representation for internet data. It was learned by applying contrastive learning [277] to a large set natural language – image pairs crawled from internet captions.

4. **DINO [48]** was trained using a self-distillation algorithm that encourages the network to learn local-to-global image correspondences. DINO’s emergent segmentation capabilities could be well suited for robotics, and it has already shown SOTA performance in sim [42].

5. **MVP [318]** was trained by applying MAEs to a mix of in-the-wild datasets (100 DoH [362], Ego4D [126], etc.). The authors showed strong performance on various manipulation tasks.

6. **VC-1 [235]** was trained in a similar fashion to MVP, but used a larger dataset mix. It showed strong performance on visual navigation tasks.

Note that each baseline is parameterized with the same ViT-B encoder w/ patch size 16 (see Sec. 6.3.2), to ensure apples-to-apples comparisons.

**Policy Learning:** Each representation is evaluated on downstream robotic manipulation tasks, by fine-tuning it into a policy ($\pi$) using Behavior Cloning [306, 348, 339]. Note that $\pi$ must predict the expert action ($a_t$ – robot motor command) given the observation ($o_t$ – input image and robot state): $a_t \sim \pi(\cdot | o_t)$. And $\pi$ is learned using a set of 50 expert demonstrations $D = \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_{50}\}$, where each demonstration $\tau_i = [(o_0, a_0), \ldots, (o_T, a_T)]$ is a trajectory of expert observation-action tuples. In our
Figure 6.5: We apply HRP to 6 different baseline representations and plot performance on average across *toasting*, *pouring*, and *stacking* tasks, across two distinct views. We find that HRP representations consistently and substantially outperform SOTA baselines.

In our case, $\pi$ is parameterized by a small 2-layer MLP ($p$) placed atop the pre-trained encoder $p(f(o_t))$ that predicts a Gaussian Mixture policy distribution w/ 5 modes. Both the policy network and visual encoder are optimized end-to-end (using ADAM [178] w/ $lr = 0.0001$ for 50K steps) to maximize the log-likelihood of expert actions: $\max_{p,f} log(\pi(a_t|p(f(o_t))))$. During test time actions are sampled from this distribution and executed on the robot: $a_t \sim \pi(\cdot|p(f(o_t)))$. This is a standard evaluation formula that closely follows best practice from prior robotic representation learning work [241, 84].

**Real World Tasks:** We fine-tune policies for each representation on the 5 diverse tasks listed below, which are implemented on 3 unique robotic setups, including a dexterous hand (illustrated in Fig. 6.4). 50 expert fine-tuning demonstrations were collected for each task via expert tele-operation. Note that the stacking, pouring, and toasting tasks were evaluated twice using different camera views to test robustness!

- **Stacking:** The stacking task requires the robot to pick up the red block and place it on the green block. During test time both blocks’ starting positions are randomized to novel locations (not seen in training). A trial is marked as successful if the robot correctly picks and stacks the red block, and half successful if the red block is unstably placed on the green block. This task is implemented on a Franka robot, and used both an Ego and Front camera viewpoint.

- **Pouring:** The pouring task requires the robot to pick up the cup and pour the material (5 candies) into the target bowl. During test time we use novel cups and bowls and place each in new test locations. This task’s success metric is
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the fraction of candies successfully poured (e.g., \( \frac{2}{5} \) candies poured \( \rightarrow 0.4 \) success). This task was also implemented on the Franka using Ego and Front cameras.

- **Toasting:** The toasting task requires the robot to pick up a target object, place it in the toaster oven, and shut the toaster. This is a challenging, multi-stage task. During test time the object type, and object/toaster positions are both varied. A test trial is marked as successful if the whole task is completed, and 0.5 successful if the robot only successfully places the object. This is the final task implemented on Franka w/ Ego and Front camera views.

- **Pot on Stove:** The stove task requires picking up a piece of meat or carrot from a plate and placing it within a pot on a stove. During test time, novel “food” objects are used and the location is randomized. A trial is marked as successful if the food is correctly placed in the pot. This task is implemented on a xArm and uses the side camera view.

- **Hand Lift Cup** This task requires a dexterous hand to reach, grasp, and lift up a deformable red solo cup. The hand’s high dimensional action space (\( \mathcal{R}^{20} \)) makes this task especially challenging. A trial is marked successful if the cup is stably grasped and picked. This task is implemented on a custom dexterous hand using a side camera view.

### 6.6 Results

Our experiments are designed to answer the following:

1. **Can HRP improve the performance of the pre-trained baseline networks (listed above)?** Does the effect hold across different camera views and/or new robots? (see Sec. 6.6.1)

2. **Our affordance labels are generated using off-the-shelf vision modules – does distilling their affordance outputs into a representation (via HRP) work better than simply using those networks as encoders?** (see Sec. 6.6.2)

3. **How important are each of the three affordance losses for HRP’s final performance?** (see Sec. 6.6.3)

4. **Is it effective to only fine-tune the LayerNorms and leave the other weights fixed?** (see Sec. 6.6.3)

5. **Can we qualitatively analyze how HRP improve representations?** (see Sec. 6.6.4)

Note that all experiments were conducted on real robot hardware, and the models were all tested back-to-back (i.e., using proper A/B evaluation) using 50+ trials per model to guarantee statistical significance (std. err. listed on all tables/figures).
### Table 6.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Teacher ResNet</th>
<th>HRP Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Front Cam</td>
<td>w/ Ego4D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toasting</td>
<td>35% ± 15%</td>
<td>83% ± 9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouring</td>
<td>34% ± 13%</td>
<td>60% ± 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacking</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>77% ± 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>35% ± 10%</td>
<td>73% ± 6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: This table compares 3 representations trained w/ HRP against the teacher ResNet [362] that generated our human affordance dataset (see Sec. 6.3.2). We find that the ResNet teacher under-performs even the worst HRP representation (fine-tuned from CLIP), even after excluding the stacking task, which it failed on.

### 6.6.1 Improving Representations w/ HRP

To begin, we evaluate the 6 baseline representations (detailed in Sec. 6.5) on the *toasting*, *pouring*, and *stacking* tasks using the *front camera view*. Then, we apply HRP to each of these baselines, and evaluate those 6 new models on the same tasks. Average success rates across all 3 tasks are presented in Fig. 6.5 (left), and the full table is in the Appendix. First, this experiment demonstrates that ImageNet MAE is still highly competitive on real-world manipulation tasks, when compared to other self-supervised representations from the vision [126, 48], machine learning [316], and robotics communities [424, 235]. Second, we show that HRP uniformly boosts performance on downstream robotics tasks – i.e., baseline + HRP > baseline for every baseline representation considered! Thus, we conclude that the affordance information injected by our method is highly useful for robot learning, and (for now) cannot be learned in a purely self-supervised manner.

**Second Camera View:** A common critique is that robotic representations perform very differently when the camera view (even slightly) changes. To address this issue, we replicated the first experiment using a radically different *ego view*, where the camera is placed over the robot’s shoulder (i.e., on its “head”). While perhaps a more realistic view, it is significantly more challenging due to the increased robot-object occlusion. Average success rates are presented in Fig. 6.5 (right), and a per-task breakdown is in Appendix C. Note that our findings replicate almost exactly from the front camera view. The ImageNet MAE representation is still competitive with the other baselines, and applying HRP uniformly improves the baseline performance. In addition, we find that HRP injects a higher level of robustness to camera view shifts, when compared to the baselines. For example, we find that ImageNet + HRP performs the same on the ego and front camera, even though the ImageNet baseline clearly prefers the front cam. This general effect holds (to varying degrees) across all six baselines!

**Scaling to More Robots:** Finally, we verify that HRP representations can provide
Figure 6.6: (a) applies an ablated HRP method (full fine-tuning) to the 6 baseline representations and compares their average performance v.s. standard HRP representations on the toasting, pouring, and stacking tasks (front cam). We find that LayerNorm only fine-tuning is almost always superior. In (b), we drop each of the 3 losses in HRP, and compare the ablated method’s average performance against full HRP representations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ego4D</th>
<th>ImageNet</th>
<th>Pot on Stove</th>
<th>Hand Lift Cup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/ HRP</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>w/ HRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% ± 17%</td>
<td>40% ± 16%</td>
<td>60% ± 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% ± 17%</td>
<td>40% ± 16%</td>
<td>50% ± 17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: We present results of Ego4D + HRP and ImageNet + HRP, as well as the respective baselines on the x-Arm (Pot on Stove) and a dexterous hand task (Lift Cup). We see that HRP can even boost performance in multiple morphologies, including a high-degree of freedom dexterous hand [368].

benefits on other robotic hardware setups. Specifically, we compare Ego4D + HRP and ImageNet + HRP versus the respective baselines on the Pot on Stove (xARM) and Hand Lift Cup (dexterous hand) tasks. Results are presented in Table 6.2. Note that HRP representations provide a consistent and significant performance during policy learning on these radically different robot setups, which both also use a unique side camera view. This gives us further confidence in HRP’s view robustness, and demonstrates that these representations are not tied to specific hardware setups, and can scale to complex morphologies like dexterous hands.

6.6.2 Distillation w/ HRP is Improves Over Label Networks

It is clear that applying HRP to self-supervised representations results in a consistent boost. However, the hand, object, and contact affordance labels for HRP themselves come from neural networks (see Sec. 6.3.2) – specifically we use the ResNet-101 [154] detector from 100DoH [362] as a label generator for our active object and contact
affordance. The hand affordance we use comes from FrankMocap [337], which uses 100DoH [362] as a base model. Thus, does distilling labels from this detector via HRP actually provide a benefit over simply using the 100DoH model itself as a pre-trained representation? To test this question, we fine-tune policies on the toasting, pouring, and stacking (front cam) tasks and compare them against HRP applied to ImageNet, Ego4D, and (the weakest model) CLIP (see Table 6.1). In all cases, our representation handily beats the 100DoH policy. So while the affordance labels can dramatically boost policy learning (via HRP), the source/teacher models are not at all competitive on robotics tasks.

6.6.3 What Design Decisions are Important?

The following section ablates the key components of HRP to evaluate their relative importance. First, we apply HRP to each of the 6 baseline representations again, but this time none of the weights are kept fixed (see Sec. 6.4.2). These representations are fine-tuned on the toasting, stacking, and pouring tasks (front cam), and compared against the original HRP representations in Fig. 6.6. Note that fine-tuning all the layers results in a substantial performance hit on average, and this trend is consistent regardless of the base representation! Thus, we conclude fine-tuning only the layer norms when applying HRP is the correct decision.

Next, we ablate each of the affordance losses in Eq. 6.4, by applying HRP three times: once with \( \lambda_{ct} = 0 \), then with \( \lambda_{hand} = 0 \), and finally \( \lambda_{obj} = 0 \). This process is repeated using 3 different base models; ImageNet, Ego4D, and VC-1. This creates 9 ablated models (3 losses \( \times \) 3 initializations) that are compared versus the full HRP models on the toasting, pouring, and stacking tasks. The average results are presented in Fig. 6.6, and the full, per-task breakdown is presented in the Appendix. We find that removing the object (Eq. 6.3) and hand (Eq. 6.2) losses uniformly results in significant performance degradation. Meanwhile, the contact loss (Eq. 6.1) only provides a significant boost for the Ego4D base model but does not affect the others. Thus, we conclude that object and hand losses are critical for our method, while the contact loss is more marginal.

6.6.4 OOD Analysis

We evaluate the performance of HRP and baseline approaches in OOD settings, by adding extraneous “distractor” objects (an orange carrot and a light green bowl) in the stacking task. The robot must successfully ignore the distractor and complete the task. Results are presented in Table 6.3. We found that both ImageNet + HRP and ImageNet had the same level of robustness to distractors. Meanwhile, Ego4D’s performance dropped substantially, while Ego4D + HRP remained robust. Our hypothesis is that human data by itself does not contain enough information to allow for OOD tasks. However, using HRP allows for more focus on task-relevant features, even when the representation is trained on less diverse data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialization</th>
<th>w/ HRP</th>
<th>MAE Initialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ego4D</td>
<td>40% ± 15%</td>
<td>15% ± 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>40% ± 15%</td>
<td>40% ± 15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: This table compares Ego4D + HRP and ImageNet + HRP representations against their respective baselines on a stacking w/ distractors. We find that HRP helps in these settings, especially for Ego4D.

6.7 Conclusion

In this work, we investigate human affordances as a strong prior for training visual representations. Our insight is that the best representations for control contain actionable information. We thus present HRP, in which we extract contact points, hand poses and activate objects from human videos, and use these affordances for fine-tuning representations. HRP improves base model performance drastically, for five different, downstream behavior cloning tasks, across three robot morphologies and three camera views. All components of our approach, including LayerNorm tuning, our three affordances, and our distillation process (from affordance labels to representations) are important for the model’s success. One key limitation of this approach is that it has only been tested on imitation settings. In the future, we hope to not only scale this approach to many more tasks and robot morphologies, but also incorporate HRP in other robot learning paradigms such as reinforcement learning or model based control.
Chapter 7

Learning Dexterity from Internet Videos

7.1 Motivation

The long-standing dream of many roboticists is to see robots autonomously perform diverse tasks in diverse environments. To build a robot that can operate anywhere, many methods rely on successful robotic interaction data to train on. However, deploying inexperienced, real-world robots to collect experience may require constant supervision which is infeasible. This poses a chicken-and-egg problem for robot learning because to collect experience safely, the robot already needs to be experienced. How do we get around this deadlock?

Fortunately, there is plenty of real-world human interaction videos on the internet. This data can potentially help bootstrap robot learning by side-stepping the data collection-training loop. This insight of leveraging human videos to aid robotics is not new and has seen immense attention from the community at large [127, 73, 125]. However, most of the prior work tends to use human data as a mechanism for pretraining just the visual representation [302, 356, 271, 424, 269], much like how deep learning has been used as a pretraining tool in related areas of computer vision [153, 60] and natural language processing [39, 93]. Although pretraining visual representations can aid in efficiency, we believe that a large part of the inefficiency stems from very large action spaces. For continuous control, learning this is exponential in the number of actions and timesteps, and even more difficult for high degree-of-freedom robots (shown in Figure 7.1). Dexterous hands are one such class of high degree of freedom robots that have the possibility to provide great contact for the grasping and manipulation of different objects. Their similarity to human hands makes learning from human video advantageous.

In this work, we study how to go beyond using internet human videos merely as a source of visual pretraining (i.e. visual priors), and leverage the information of how humans move their limbs to guide train robots on how they should move (i.e.
Figure 7.1: We re-target human videos as an action prior, use pretrained embeddings as a visual prior, and use Neural Dynamical Policies (NDPs) [25] as a physical prior to complete many different tasks on a robotic hand.

**action priors**). However, guiding robot motions using human videos requires understanding the scene in 3D, figuring out human intent, and transferring from human to robot embodiment. First, 3D human estimation works decently well in general human videos which we can leverage to gather 3D understanding. Second, there have been large-scale datasets that break down the human intent via crowdsourcing labels [73, 127]. Finally, to handle the embodiment transfer, we use human hand to robot hand retargeting as an energy function to pretrain the robot action policy. Our key insight is to combine these visual and action priors from human videos with a prior on how robot should move in the world [25, 22] (i.e., **physical prior**, using a second order dynamical system) to obtain dexterous robot policies that can act in the real world. We call this approach, VideoDex. To enhance real-world performance, we mix the experience obtained from massive internet data with a few in-domain demonstrations.

In summary, VideoDex is a robot learning algorithm that incorporates visual, action, and physical priors into a single open-loop policy by learning from passive videos contained in human activity datasets from the internet. VideoDex then only needs to adapt to real world tasks using a few in-domain examples. We find that VideoDex outperforms many state-of-the-art robot learning methods on seven different real-world manipulation tasks on a high DOF multi-fingered robotic arm-hand system as well as on a 1-DOF gripper robotic arm system.

### 7.2 Related Work

**Learning for Dexterity** Reinforcement learning (RL) with an engineered reward function can show dexterous simulation results [170, 203] but requires lots of data, especially in high DOF dexterous manipulation. This requires simulators [403, 236], which cannot model physics properly, making real-world transfer difficult. Behavior cloning is an approach [307, 33] that can work safely. DIME [18] involves using nearest neighbor matching of image representations with demonstrations to determine actions. Qin et al. [312] (2022) teleoperate and learn policies in simulation,

Learning from Videos and Large-Scale Datasets There are many curated datasets from internet human videos, for example, FreiHand [461] for hand poses, 100 Days of Hands [362] for hand-object interactions, Something-Something [125] for semantically similar interactions, Human3.6M [159] and the CMU Mocap Database [2] for Human pose estimation. Epic Kitchens [73], ActivityNet datasets [103], or YouCook [81] are action-driven datasets we focus on for dexterous manipulation.

Learning Action from Videos Detecting humans, estimating poses of different body parts, or understanding the dynamics and interactions related to human motion is a commonly studied problem. One can model human hands using the MANO [336] model and the human body using SMPL, SMPL-X [224, 291] models. There are many efforts in human pose estimation such as [412, 172, 337]. We focus on FrankMocap [337] for our project as it is robust for online videos. Traditionally, teleoperation approaches have employed hand markers with gloves for motion capture [142] or VR settings [194]. Without gloves, Li et. al. [208] used depth images and a paired human-robot dataset for teleoperation, and Handa et. al. [145] designed a system that mimics the functional intent of the human operator to perform object manipulation tasks.

Robot Learning by Watching Humans Recent works have leveraged human datasets to learn cost functions [364, 50, 23], learn action correspondences [351] both in a paired [367] and unpaired manner [381]. This data can also be used to extract explicit actions by leveraging structure in the collection (such as reacher-grabber tools [435]) or prediction of future hand and object locations [200], as well as key-point detectors [79]. This can also be used to build representations for robot learning [271, 283]. R3M [271] trains on the Ego4D [127] dataset using a temporal alignment loss between language labels and video frames. We build on top of previous efforts in this area, where we combine visual representations trained on human activity data, with action driven representations.

7.3 Background

7.3.1 Neural Dynamic Policies
Neural Dynamic Policies (NDPs) [25, 22, 85], produce smooth and safe open-loop trajectories. When using them as a network backbone, they can be rolled out to trajectories of arbitrary lengths which enables the use of varying-length human videos. NDPs can be described with the Dynamic Movement Primitive equation [158, 311, 349, 287]:

\[
\ddot{y} = \alpha(\beta(g - y) - \dot{y}) + f_w(x, g),
\]  

(7.1)
where $y$ is the coordinate frame of the robot, $g$ is the desired goal in the given coordinate frame, $f_w$ is a radial basis forcing function, $x$ is a time variable, and $\alpha, \beta$ are global constants. NDPs use the robot state, scene, and a NN to output the goal $g$ and shape parameters $w$ of the forcing function $f_w$.

### 7.3.2 Learning from Watching Humans

Recently, Shaw et al. [380] introduced Robotic Telekinesis, a pipeline that teleoperates the Allegro Hand [1] using a single RGB camera. Leveraging work in monocular human hand and body pose estimation [337], hand and body modeling [336, 224, 291], and human internet data, Robotic Telekinesis real-time re-targets the human hand and body to the robot hand and arm. Due to its efficiency and ease of use, we leverage Shaw et al. [380]’s approach for demonstration collection.

We borrow the human hand to robot hand retargeting method from Robotic Telekinesis [380] that manually defines key vectors $v_h^i$ and $v_r^i$ between palms and fingertips on both the human and robot hand. They build an energy function $E_\pi$ which minimizes the distance between human hand poses $(\beta_h, \theta_h)$ and robot hand poses $q_i$. $c_i$ is a scale parameter. Therefore, the energy function is defined as:

$$E_\pi( (\beta_h, \theta_h), q_i ) = \sum_{i=1}^{10} ||v_h^i - (c_i \cdot v_r^i)||_2^2$$

(7.2)

Shaw et al. [380] train an MLP $H_R(.)$ to implicitly minimize this energy function in 7.2, conditioned on knowing human poses $(\beta, \theta)$. For more details, we refer the readers to Shaw et al. [380].

### 7.4 Learning Dexterity from Human Videos

We learn general-purpose manipulation by utilizing large-scale human hand action data as prior robot experience. We leverage not only visual priors of the scene’s appearance but also leverage important aspects of the human hand’s motion, intent, and interaction. To do this, we re-target the human video data to trajectories from the
robot’s embodiment and point of view. By pretraining policies with these human hand trajectories, we learn action priors on how the robot should behave. However, it’s notoriously difficult to leverage these noisy human video detections. Therefore, we must also employ a policy with physical priors to learn smooth and robust policies that do not overfit to noise. We explain insights and our method used to leverage action priors in the sections below.

7.4.1 Visual Priors from Human Activity Data

Many previous works [271, 424, 269] have tackled visual priors and representations for robot learning. These networks often encode some form of semantic visual priors into the pretrained network from human video internet datasets. We use the encoder from Nair et al. [271] as a useful visual initialization for our policy. Nair et al. [271] is trained on a visual-language alignment as well as a temporal consistency loss. Our network takes human video frames and processes them using the publicly released ResNet18 [154] encoder, $E_\phi$ from R3M [271]. The output of this network is our visual representation for learning.

7.4.2 Action Priors from Human Activity Data

While visual pretraining aids in semantic understanding, human data contains a lot more information about how to interact with the world. VideoDex uses action information to pretrain an action prior, a network initialization that encodes information about the typical actions for a particular task.

However, training robot policies on human actions are difficult, as there is a large embodiment gap between humans and robots as described in Handa et al. [145] and Shaw et al. [380] Thus, we must re-target the motion of the human to the robot embodiment to use it in training. This problem is solved using three main components. First, we detect human hands in videos. Second, we project hand poses $H$ to robot finger joints $H_r$. Finally, we convert human wrist pose $P$ to robot arm pose $P_r$. $H_r$ and $P_r$ define the trajectory of the human in the robot’s frame, from which we can extract actions to pretrain our policy network with the action prior. See Figure 7.4 for a summary of the stages.

Action and Hand Detections

First, we must detect the right actions the human is completing. To expedite development, we use the action annotations from the EpicKitchens dataset [73] but an action detection network such as [67] can be used. Now, we must detect the hand. VideoDex first computes a crop $c$ around the operator’s hand using OpenPose [46] and the result is passed to FrankMocap [337] to obtain hand shape ($\beta$) and pose parameters ($\theta$) of the 3D MANO model [336]. These parameters are passed through a low pass filter and subsequently used in re-targeting to the robot.

Re-targeting Wrist Pose

In this section, we show how to compute the transformation that describes the wrist pose in the robot frame denoted as $M_{Wrist}$. First, to calculate $M_{Wrist}^{C_t}$, where $C_t$ is the camera frame at timestep $t$ we leverage the
Figure 7.3: To use internet videos as pseudo-robot experience, we re-target human hand
detections from the 3D MANO model [336] to 16 DoF robotic hand (LEAP) embodiment
and we retarget the wrist from the moving camera to the xArm6 [3] embodiment. Videos
at https://video-dex.github.io

Perspective-n-point algorithm [107]. This takes 2D keypoint outputs \((u_i, v_i)\) by the
hand detection model and 3D keypoints from the hand model \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\) and com-
putes \(M^{Wrist}_t\). To accurately obtain camera intrinsics for PnP, COLMAP is used
[354].

In human egocentric video datasets, the position of the camera is not fixed and we
must compensate for this movement. Specifically, we compute the transformation
between the camera pose in the first frame \(C_1\) and all other frames in the trajectory, \(C_t\).
We call this transform \(M^{C_t}_{C_1}\). To estimate this, we run monocular SLAM, specifically
ORBSLAM3 [45].

Computing wrist poses in the first camera coordinate frame is important but this is
still not in the robot frame because the robot is always upright. To be able to transform
the human trajectory in the robot’s frame, we must find the vector that is parallel to
gravity in the camera’s frame, \(\alpha_p\). Thus recover object segmentations for surfaces
that are parallel to the floor such as tables, floors, counters, and similar synonyms
using a state-of-the-art object detector (Detic [454]). Then an estimated depth map
from RGB frames only using Adabins [30] is computed. This way, the method does
not rely on the long-term contiguity of a video like most SLAM approaches. We
then use depth map portions that correspond to the relevant objects and calculate a
surface normal vector. We estimate \(\alpha_p\) using this normal vector and the following
equations:

\[
pitch = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{x_{Acc}}{\sqrt{y_{Acc}^2 + z_{Acc}^2}}\right) \tag{7.3}
\]

\[
roll = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{y_{Acc}}{\sqrt{x_{Acc}^2 + z_{Acc}^2}}\right) \tag{7.4}
\]

Detailed ablations on the parameterization of the initial pitch of the predicted trajec-
tory (\(\alpha\)) are provided in Section 7.6. In SLAM, we also remove the dependency on
gyroscope data by assuming that the scaling factor is 1.0. This is acceptable because
the trajectory is rescaled to the robot frame later. Therefore, this wrist re-targeting
approach uses only 2D images from human videos.
Since the robot has workspace limits, and we would also like to center the starting pose of the robot, we heuristically compute $T^{\text{World}}_{\text{Robot}}$ which rescales and rotates the human trajectory in the world frame $\tau^{\text{wrist}}_W$ into the robot trajectory $\tau^{\text{wrist}}_R$. The final function to obtain $M^{\text{Wrist}}_{\text{Robot}}$ can be described as:

$$M^{\text{Wrist}}_{\text{Robot}} = T^{\text{World}}_{\text{Robot}} \cdot M^{C_1}_{\text{World}} \cdot M^{C_1}_C \cdot M^{\text{wrist}}_{C_1} \quad (7.5)$$

**Algorithm 5** Procedure for VideoDex

**Require:** Human videos $V^H_{1:K}$ (length $T$), policy $\pi_\theta$, demonstrations $D_{1:N}$. Human detection $f_{\text{human}} [337]$.

**for** $k = 1...K$ **do**

**for** $t = 1...T$ **do**

- Pose parameters $\theta_t, \beta_t = f_{\text{human}}(I_t)$
- Get wrist pose $w_t$ from 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5,
- Hand pose $h_t = H(\theta_t, \beta_t)$

**end for**

- Store all $h_t, w_t$ into robot trajectory $\tau^k_R$
- $\hat{\tau}^k_R = \pi(\tau^k_t, h^k_t, w^k_t)$
- Optimize $L_\theta = ||\tau^k_R - \hat{\tau}^k_R||_1$

**end for**

- Store policy weights $\theta_n$ to initialize $\pi_\theta$

**while** not converged **do**

**for** $n = 1...N$ **do**

- $\tau_n, I^n_{1:T} = D_n$
- $\hat{\tau}_n = \pi(\tau^n_t, h^n_t, w^n_t)$
- Optimize $L_\theta = ||\tau_n - \hat{\tau}_n||_1$

**end for**

**end while**

**Re-targeting Hand Pose** Human hands are also in a different embodiment compared to that of robot hands, like our 16 DOF LEAP Hand [370]. Similarly, to Shaw et al. [380], we use $H(\cdot)$ to map hand poses to robot hand poses. Given human detected pose $x_h$, we obtain $x_r = H(x_h)$ using a similar re-targeting network to Shaw et al. [380], and get human hand trajectories: $\tau^\text{hand}_R$ in the robot’s embodiment. We use $\tau_R$ to denote the combined hand and wrist trajectories: $\tau^\text{hand}_R, \tau^\text{wrist}_R$. See Figure 7.3 for a visualization.

### 7.4.3 Learning with Human Videos

We must design an open-loop policy $\pi$ that learns first from the re-targeted human trajectories (the action prior) and then from real robot trajectories collected in tele-operation. Naively, training a neural network policy on $\tau_R$ will lead to overfitting to noisy hand detections. To circumvent this, we first use visual priors from the visual ResNet-based [154] encoder provided by Nair et al. [271], $E_\theta$. Then, we
To use human videos as an action prior for training policies, we re-target them to the robot embodiment. The detected human fingers are converted to the robot fingers using a learned energy function. The wrist is re-targeted using the detections and camera trajectory and transformed to the robot arm.

We introduce a physical prior to the network, the physically-inspired Neural Dynamic Policies [25, 22].

We construct \( \pi \) with the following setup. We first process the first scene image \( I \) with the visual encoder \( E_\phi \). Then the extracted features \( E_\phi(I) \) are used to condition an NDP for the wrist and hand separately, \( f_{\text{wrist}} \) and \( f_{\text{hand}} \). Concretely, each NDP operates by processing the input features with a small MLP which outputs \( w, g \) which are the trajectory shape and goal parameters. The forward integrator of the NDP outputs an open-loop trajectory for the hand and the wrist, \( \hat{\tau}_R \). We use the following loss function:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \sum_k \text{Loss}_{L1}(\tau_R - [f_{\text{hand}}(E_\phi(I_k)), f_{\text{wrist}}(E_\phi(I_k))])
\]

**Training Methodology:** We use between 500-3000 video clips of humans completing the same task category as the robot will from the Epic Kitchens dataset [73]. For example, in pick, there are close to 3000 video clips of humans picking items. These are retargeted to the robot domain and used to pretrain the network with the human action prior of the pick task. Then, the final policy \( \pi \) is trained on a few teleoperated demonstrations of pick on the real robot. The full training takes about 10 hours on a single 2080Ti GPU. More training details can be found in the appendix and in Algorithm 5. Our network consists of the R3M [271] initialized ResNet-18 [154]. We process these features with a 3-layer MLP with a hidden layer size of 512, which are then processed by 2 NDP [25] networks.

### 7.5 Experimental Setup

We perform thorough real world experiments on manipulation tasks, specifically many tasks that require dexterity. See our webpage for result videos. We aim to answer the following questions. (1) Is VideoDex able to perform general purpose
open-loop manipulation? (2) How much does the action prior of VideoDex help? (3) How much does the physical prior of the NDPs in VideoDex help? (4) What important design choices are there (visual priors, physical priors, or training setup)?

**Task Setup** We pretrain action priors on retargeted Epic Kitchens data for seven robot tasks. Then, we collect about 120-175 demonstrations for each of these tasks on our setup to train the policy. In pick, the goal is to pickup an object. In rotate, the agent grasps and rotates the object in place. In cover and uncover, the goal is to cover or uncover a pan/plate with a soft cloth object. Push involves flicking/poking an object with the fingers. In place, the robot has to pick up an object and place it into a plate, pan or pot. In open we open three different drawers. Our testing procedure consists of unseen locations and objects. While robot hands can provide great dexterity, we also investigate whether 2-finger grippers can benefit from action priors. The internet data is converted to where the closed human hand is a closed 2-finger gripper, and the open human hand is an open 2-finger gripper. We collect separate demonstrations on the real-robot using the 2-finger gripper from xArm [3]. Separate action priors are trained for the 16 DoF LEAP Hand and the 2-finger gripper.
Table 7.1: We present the results of train objects and test objects for Videodex and baselines as described above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pick train</th>
<th>Rotate train</th>
<th>Open train</th>
<th>Cover train</th>
<th>Uncover train</th>
<th>Place train</th>
<th>Push train</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC-NDP</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-Open</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-RNN</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Results

First, we evaluate the need for initialization with the action priors obtained from the human internet videos. $\theta_h$. The baseline without internet pre-training is called BC-NDP. It uses the same physical prior and visual network initialization, without the initialization from $\theta_h$. We also compare the effect of the action prior on 2-finger gripper policies. Second, we compare against two standard open-loop behavior cloning approaches introduced in recent benchmarks [85]. BC-open uses a 2 layer MLP instead of the NDP network. BC-RNN, uses an RNN to pre-process the visual features and then a two-stream, 2 layer MLP for wrist and hand trajectories. We try an offline RL ablation CQL [193], where we use the demonstrations as a sparse reward. We train a behavior cloning policy with the action prior from human videos without the physical prior of the NDP. We call this VideoDex-BC-Open. We ablate the type of visual representation and prior use by trying an initialization using the VGG16 network [377] (VideoDex-VGG) and the MVP network [424, 150] (VideoDex-MVP) based representation trained for robot learning. We ablate the need for a two stream policy, instead training a single NDP for both hand and wrist. (VideoDex-Single)

To see if VideoDex works with fewer demonstrations (around 50 demonstrations, 5-7 per variant only), we train a policy called VideoDex-Constrained.

We analyze the results of our experiments and the guiding questions discussed in Section 7.5. We present the results of our findings as a 0-1 success rate in Table 7.1 and the result of the ablations we ran on the place task in Table 7.4.

Effect of Action Priors We firstly compare VideoDex against methods that do not employ an action prior trained on human data, as explained in Section 7.5. For almost all of the tasks, VideoDex either outperforms baselines or has a similar performance, especially for held out objects/instances. We believe that one of the key aspects of VideoDex generalizing to test objects is the action prior pretraining on human videos. This can be seen in Figure 7.6. Without ever training on the robot demonstrations, the trajectories initialized using the action prior pretrained network $\theta_h$ (left) are much closer to the ground truth trajectories of a network that is initialized using only a visual prior such as the encoder from Nair et al. [271] (right). From the results, we see that VideoDex-BC-Open with action priors (Table 7.4) outperforms BC-Open. Having a physical prior added (BC-NDP) tends to help, but it is not the case for every task.
We suspect that some tasks require smoother behavior than others. Additionally, in Table 7.4, our offline RL baseline, CQL [193] does not perform as well as the rest of the approaches, even under-performing the Behavior Cloning setup. Qualitatively, we see a much less smooth and less safe execution with this method, thus we only perform it on one task (place). Note that we use the same visual prior for this as well.

Hand vs 2-Finger Gripper We compare whether the action priors from VideoDex also help in the more general 1-DOF gripper setting. In Table 7.2, we find that in the 1-DOF setting, VideoDex still improves performance on these tasks. This is because the priors from human internet videos still encode typical wrist trajectory behaviors as well as when the gripper should close for each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Pick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-DOF BC-Open [85]</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-DOF VideoDex</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: 1-DOF xArm gripper performance using Videodex [3].

Initial Pose Computation Comparison We compare three different ways to estimate \( \alpha_p \), or \( M_{C1} \), the vector that points parallel to gravity. These methods contrast with VideoDex which uses the surface normal of objects that are typically parallel with the floor to calculate the direction of gravity. VideoDex-Fixed, assumes that \( \alpha_p = [0,0] \). This is reasonable as we are not relying on robots to exactly mimic the human but get a general action prior. VideoDex-Random, randomizes \( \alpha_p \) in the range of 15-45 degrees, which is the typical egocentric camera angle. VideoDex-IMU uses the internal image stabilization sensor data to estimate the upright vector. None of these approaches use gyroscope data in SLAM, as we assume that the scaling factor is 1.0. In Table 7.3, we present the results of these experiments. The performance degrades when randomizing or setting \( M_{C1} \) to a fixed value, in all three of the tasks, but it is still comparable to or better than our baselines that do not use any human action data. A possible explanation for the fact that VideoDex-Surface performed better than our VideoDex-IMU is that the sensor data may be noisy and estimating surface normals from visual features is more robust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Cover</th>
<th>Uncover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-Fixed</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-Random</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-IMU</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Ablations that compare the different ways of calculating the initial pitch of the camera with respect to gravity, on test objects. This enables us to transform human trajectories.

Effect of Physical Priors and Architectural Choices We compare different types of physical priors in Table 7.1 and in Table 7.4. In general (BC-NDP) tends to outperform baselines without a physical prior, except for BC-RNN in a couple of tasks. BC-RNN performs less aggressive behavior, which allowed it to efficiently grasp more objects. In Table 7.4 it's shown that an important physical prior is to treat the wrist and the hand in a more disentangled manner, as the performance for VideoDex-Single tends
to drop compared to BC-NDP and VideoDex-BC-Open (Behavior Cloning with our action prior pretraining). The two stream architecture aids in learning, as it allows the policy to disentangle the actions of the wrist and the hand. This is important as the same grasp might be used for picking objects in many different locations, and similarly, it is possible to localize many objects and perform completely different types of interactions.

**Generalization with Less Data**  We limit VideoDex to a maximum of 5 and 10 teleoperated demonstrations per variant (we have 12-15 variants in our setup). As shown in Table 7.1, even with 5 instances per variant, we still see a 30% success rate for unseen objects. Empirically, the policies generally go to the right area but are not able to grasp objects properly. With less robot experience, VideoDex outperforms which demonstrates that action priors also boosts sample efficiency.

**Effect of Visual Priors**  We compared using our approach with MVP (VideoDex-MVP) [424] and VGG (VideoDex-VGG) [377] and their performance was below VideoDex using Nair et al. [271]. This is likely because both encoders are much larger than the ResNet18 [154] we use and require a lot more training time than feasible on human videos. However, VideoDex-MVP still performs better than VideoDex-VGG, which indicates that using a visual prior trained on human data does in fact help, as Xiao et al. [424] trained the representation in self-supervised fashion on videos and use the embeddings to perform robotics tasks in simulation. We see in Table 7.1, that while visual priors are important, action priors are more impactful.

**Choice of Robotic Hand**  In our experiments, we also tried using the Allegro Hand [1]. We found that the Allegro had higher inaccuracy in control and more hardware failures as compared to LEAP Hand. LEAP Hand outperformed the Allegro Hand 7 – 12% on average in all experiments, thus we use it for our setup [370].

### 7.7 Conclusion

Although we see strong results on the held-out objects, VideoDex has several limitations and scope for future work. First, we focus on curated human video datasets, such as EpicKitchens [73], but only use these as a convenience to expedite our process. It is possible to filter internet videos of humans according to tasks using action detectors and then process them with VideoDex. We also use camera data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baselines:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-NDP [22]</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-Open [85]</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-RNN [85]</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQL [193]</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Physical Prior:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-BC-Open</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-Single</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual Prior Ablation:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-VGG</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-MVP</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constrained Data:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-Const-5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex-Const-10</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoDex (ours)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: We present the results of the ablations discussed in Section 7.5. These are all performed on the place task.
in VideoDex but show that with a heuristic driven approach it is possible to obtain similar or better results. Second, we rely on off-the-shelf human hand detection modules that very often have erroneous 6D pose detections, especially when the hand is interacting with objects. Third, the action priors rely on the arm trajectory as well as the hand trajectory retargeting which must be recomputed for each different set of robot parameters and embodiment. Finally, our method of behavior cloning in the real world is currently open-loop, so it cannot react to changes in the environment. This is because closed-loop behavior cloning is difficult to keep safe in the real world. Similarly, when running closed-loop RL it is difficult to guarantee the safety of the system.
Part IV

Action Priors for Robotics
Chapter 8

Neural Dynamic Policies

8.1 Motivation

Consider the tasks such as pouring liquid or scooping beans as shown in Figure 8.1. These tasks are dynamic in nature, i.e., they require the robot to continuously apply the right forces and accelerations to act in a reactive manner to changes in the environment. Unlike quasi-static tasks, e.g. pushing or 2D grasping, where it can take arbitrarily long in between each action, the robot needs to reason at the whole trajectory level to execute a swift motion to perform dynamic tasks. For instance, if the robot scoops the beans too slowly they will fall back into the bowl, or if scooped too quickly the beans will be thrown out of the bowl. A common way to address this trajectory-level reasoning is to encode robot movements using nonlinear dynamical systems, like the ones that govern the flow of heat or the movement of planets. This idea is encapsulated by a family of methods known as Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) [349, 158], which can compactly represent basic building block trajectories that are then stitched together to perform complex tasks. DMPs restrict the space of permissible robot movements by constraining the robot’s goal and trajectory shape to obey a parametric nonlinear differential equation, consistent with the robot’s kinematics and dynamics. This allows DMPs to effectively reason in the space of entire trajectories, rather than at the level of individual actions. Consequently, these approaches have led to impressive demos such as pancake flipping [187], dart throwing [183] or playing table tennis [261]. However, this class of approaches
suffers from two drawbacks – (a) Generalization: Because of the constraints they impose on trajectories, DMPs do not have the power to represent general movements, and limit the controller to small variations in the initial or goal states. (b) Image-Observations: DMPs have mostly been built on estimating state vectors and struggle with high-dimension input, such as raw images. These shortcomings are in contrast to the flexibility allowed by deep learning methods in terms of generalization to unseen scenarios and scalability to high-dimensional image inputs [203, 303, 234, 170]. However, most of the real robot results using deep learning methods are still limited to pick and place-style quasi-static tasks, as compared to the dynamic tasks achieved by DMP-based methods.

Our goal is to address the following question: can we build generalizable robot policies for dynamic tasks by combining the ability of DMPs to reason in the space of trajectory distributions, with the ability of modern deep robot learning methods to learn from unstructured image data? We address this problem in our work, Bahl et al. [25], by embedding the structure of dynamical systems into deep neural network-based policies such that the agent can directly learn in the space of physically plausible trajectory distributions. Our key insight is to reparameterize the action space in a deep policy network with nonlinear differential equations corresponding to a dynamical system and train it end-to-end over time in either reinforcement learning or imitation learning setups. However, this is quite challenging to accomplish, since naively predicting a full arbitrary dynamical system directly from the input, trades one hard problem for another. Instead, we want to prescribe some structure such that the dynamical system itself manifests as a layer in the deep policy that is both, amenable to take arbitrary outputs of previous layers as inputs, and is also fully differentiable to allow for gradients to backpropagate. We address these challenges through our approach, Neural Dynamic Policies (NDPs) [25]. Specifically, NDPs allow embedding desired dynamical structure as a layer in deep networks. The parameters of the dynamical system are then predicted as outputs of the preceding layers in the architecture conditioned on the input. The ‘deep’ part of the policy then only needs to reason in the lower-dimensional space of building a dynamical system that then lets the overall policy easily reason in the space of trajectories. In this chapter, we employ the aforementioned DMPs as the structure for the dynamical system and show its differentiability, although they only serve as a design choice and can possibly be swapped for a different differentiable dynamical structure, such as RMPs [327].

However, it is hard for single dynamical systems to generalize to unseen state configurations, which is needed if we would like to operate a robot in the wild. Consider the examples in Figure 8.1 where we see a large diversity in the location and pose of objects. Depending on the initial state of the robot and the location of the containers, the joint trajectories will need to be diverse enough in terms of reachability and dynamics, to successfully perform the task of pouring or scooping. Hence, a direct attempt to fit a single policy to all these trajectories poses a big practical challenge.
in optimization which is further aggravated when the input is a high-dimensional image – which we argue is the case in most interesting real-world robotic problems. Our solution is to harness the individual strengths of both dynamical systems for movement representations and deep network policies. Instead of directly fitting a single policy on diverse scenarios, we fit dynamical system-based policies first in local regions of the task space and then distill them together into a global one. Our system consists of a library of local NDPS [25] and a single global NDP. Each local NDP exploits the strengths of DMPs: (a) overfit to operate in small regions of the task space and ensure task success at all times; (b) operate on privileged low-level state information as input. The global NDP is meant to operate on the entire space and only receives raw sensory data as input, e.g., raw images. This global policy is trained to not only maximize task performance but also to imitate the behavior of the local policies. The key here is that both local and global policies have different objectives: local policies place importance on task success in their local regions, and the global policy places importance on learning from images in a generalizable manner. Owing to this local-to-global structure, we call our framework Hierarchical Neural Dynamic Policies (H-NDPs).

Training H-NDPs for real-world robot learning comes with a practical challenge: there is no guarantee that the local trajectories distilled by the global NDP will indeed be successful when tried even on the same local locations as training unless it is completely overfitting in which case it will not generalize to new locations. Instead of hoping it to just work, we perform multiple iterations of this local-to-global procedure by re-training local NDPS by solving local tasks while being faithful to the global NDPS and then distilling the refined local ones into a new global NDP until convergence, as shown in Figure 8.2. Such an iterative process is standard practice in general [205, 41, 344] to prevent the distilled network from diverging. However, the added advantage of H-NDPs is that the embedded dynamical system enhances both safety, convergence, and overall performance, as we show in the results section later. One of the major contributions is an exhaustive experimental evaluation of H-NDPs and several other baselines on real-world tasks of writing, scooping, and pouring with a robot. Our real-world experiments are conducted in realistic settings with raw high-dimensional images as inputs, with large variations in object positions and goal locations, involving several hundred hours of robot interaction. Finally, we also evaluate complex simulated tasks like throwing, catching, and picking. We show that H-NDPs achieve state-of-the-art performance across all the tasks in reinforcement as well as imitation learning settings.

8.2 Related Work

Robot Learning for Dynamic Tasks Previous works have proposed and used Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) [349, 158, 311] for robot control [258, 300, 187].
Work has been done in representing dynamical systems, both as extensions of DMPs [66, 44, 404], and beyond DMPs by employing kernels [157] and designing Riemannian metrics [327]. Learning methods have been used to incorporate environment sensory information into the forcing function of DMPs [392, 320]. DMPs have also been prime candidates to represent primitives when learning hierarchical policies, given the range of motions DMPs can be used for in robotics [75, 389, 185, 288]. Parametrization of DMPs using gaussian processes has also been proposed to facilitate generalization [404, 297]. Recently, deep learning has also been used to map images to DMPs [281] and to learn DMPs in latent feature space [56]. However most of these works require pre-trained DMPs via expert demonstrations or are only evaluated in the supervised setting. Furthermore, either a single DMP is used to represent the whole trajectory or the demonstration is manually segmented to learn a different DMP for each segment. More recent work [25, 281, 327, 56], including our work Neural Dynamical Policies (NDPs) [25], has shown DMPs or dynamical systems such as RMPs can be incorporated in a differentiable, end-to-end deep learning setting, which is an attribute that H-NDPs leverage. In contrast to previous differentiable, end-to-end approaches that embed DMPs, our previous work (NDPs [25]) outputs a new dynamical system for each timestep to fit diverse trajectory behaviours across time. Since we embed dynamical structure into the deep network, NDPs can flexibly be incorporated not just in visual imitation but also in deep reinforcement learning setups, in an end-to-end manner.

Reparameterized Policy and Action Spaces A broader area of work that makes use of action reparameterization is the study of Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL). Works in the options framework [21, 396] attempt to learn an overarching policy that controls usage of lower-level policies or primitives. Lower-level policies are usually pre-trained therefore require supervision and knowledge of the task beforehand, limiting the generalizability of such methods. For example, Daniel et al.[75, 284] incorporate DMPs into option-based RL policies, using a pre-trained DMPs as the high level actions. This setup requires re-learning DMPs for different types of tasks and does not allow the same policy to generalize, since it needs to have access to an extremely large number of DMPs. Action spaces can also be reparameterized in terms of pre-determined PD controller [438] or learned impedance controller parameters [244]. While this helps for policies to adapt to contact rich behaviors, it does not change the trajectories taken by the robot. This often leads to high dimensionality, and thus a decrease sample efficiency. In addition, Whitney et al. [418] learn an action embedding based on passive data, however, this does not take environment dynamics or explicit control structure into account.

Structure in Policy Learning Various methods in the field of control and robotics have employed physical knowledge, dynamical systems, optimization, and more general task/environment dynamics to create structured learning. Works such as [68, 129] propose networks constrained through physical properties such as Hamiltonian
co-ordinates or Lagrangian Dynamics. However, the scope of these works is limited to toy examples such as a point mass, and are often used for supervised learning. Similarly, other works \([325, 328, 294, 274]\) all employ dynamical systems to model demonstrations, and do not tackle generalization or learning beyond imitation. Fully differentiable optimization problems have also been incorporated as layers inside a deep learning setup \([10, 58, 11]\). While they share the underlying idea of embedding structure in deep networks such that some aspects of this structure can be learned end-to-end, they have not been explored in tackling complex robotic control tasks. Furthermore, it is common in RL setups to incorporate planning based on a system model \([87, 88, 63, 20, 89]\). However, this is usually learned from experience or from attempts to predict the effects of actions on the environment (forward and inverse models), and often tends to fail for complex dynamic tasks.

**Hierarchical Frameworks for robot learning** While DMPs have been used in previous works for building hierarchical policies \([75, 389, 185, 288]\), these have mostly been constrained to discrete primitives \([75, 288]\) and relatively simple settings from a perception standpoint. Previous works have also attempted to share knowledge between DMPs; for example Ruckert et al. \([343]\) leverages shared basis functions for controlling multidimensional systems. To our knowledge, our work is the first to use a hierarchical local-to-global structure using DMPs.

Hierarchical frameworks are popular for deep imitation learning setups. One prominent example is Guided Policy Search (GPS \([205, 203]\)) which uses a bottom-up approach by learning “expert” local controllers from state observations and then distill them into a image-based policy. While H-NDPs uses a similar bottom-up framework, we employ the structure of dynamical systems within our policy architecture, allowing us to perform more dynamic tasks than GPS. Furthermore, our local controllers are learnt from a few \((10 – 15)\) demonstrations, which are a lot easier to obtain than assuming fully observable environment and hand-engineering required for GPS.

Hierarchical learning has also long been explored in the context of RL from both top-down \([408]\) as well as bottom-up \([388, 262]\) perspective. Ghosh et al. \([117]\) and Teh et al. \([399]\) propose a hierarchical local-to-global framework to perform more complex, diverse tasks. Ghosh et al. \([117]\) takes advantage of local RL policies trained via policy gradients and a global policy which imitates the former. The local-to-global interactions between neural networks can lead to suboptimal behavior, especially for more difficult dynamic tasks. On the other hand, the local-to-global interactions taking place within H-NDPs are in a much more structured space (the space of physically plausible trajectories), leading to a stronger performance by H-NDPs.
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Figure 8.2: We train local Neural Dynamic Policies (NDPs) \( \pi_i^{(i)} \) on each region \( i \) of the task space, from state observations. A global NDP \( \pi_g \) (usually taking in image input \( I_t \)) learns to imitate the local experts. We use the global NDP to retrain local NDPs which keeps the NDPs from diverging. These local-to-global interactions happen in an iterative manner. NDPs make a good candidate for capturing such local-to-global interactions due to their shared structure and the fact that they operate over a smooth trajectory space.

8.3 Modeling Trajectories with Dynamical Systems

Consider a robotic arm exhibiting a certain behavior to accomplish some task. Given a choice of coordinate system, such as either joint-angles or end-effector position, let the state of the robot be \( y \), velocity \( ˙y \) and acceleration \( ̈y \). In mechanics, Euler-Lagrange equations are used to derive the equations of motion as a general second order dynamical system that perfectly captures this behavior [386, Chapter 6]. It is common in classical robotics to represent movement behaviors with such a dynamical system. Specifically, we follow the second order differential equation structure imposed by Dynamic Movement Primitives [158, 349, 287]. Given a desired goal state \( g \), the behavior is represented as:

\[
  ̈y = \alpha(\beta(g - y) - ˙y) + f(x),
\]

where \( \alpha, \beta \) are global parameters that allow critical damping of the system and smooth convergence to the goal state. \( f \) is a non-linear forcing function which captures the shape of trajectory and operates over \( x \) which serves to replace time dependency across trajectories, giving us the ability to model time invariant tasks, e.g., rhythmic motions. \( x \) evolves through the first-order linear system:

\[
  ˙x = -a_xx
\]

The specifics of \( f \) are usually design choices. We use a sum of weighted Gaussian radial basis functions [158] shown below:

\[
  f(x, g) = \sum \psi_i w_i x(g - y_i), \quad \psi_i = e^{-h_i(x-c_i)^2}
\]
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where $i$ indexes over $n$ which is the number of basis functions. Coefficients $c_i = e^{-i\alpha x}$ are the horizontal shifts of each basis function, and $h_i = \frac{p}{c_i}$ are the width of each of each basis function. The weights on each of the basis functions $w_i$ parameterize the forcing function $f$. This set of nonlinear differential equations induces a smooth trajectory distribution that acts as an attractor towards a desired goal (see Figure 8.1, right). We now discuss how to combine this dynamical structure with deep neural network based policies in an end-to-end differentiable manner.

8.4 Neural Dynamic Policies (NDPs)

In our work, Bahl et al. [25], we condense actions into a space of trajectories, parameterized by a dynamical system, while keeping all the advantages of a deep learning based setup. We present a type of policy network, called Neural Dynamic Policies (NDPs) that given an input, image or state, can produce parameters for an embedded dynamical structure, which reasons in trajectory space but outputs raw actions to be executed. Let the unstructured input to robot be $s$, (an image or any other sensory input), and the action executed by the robot be $a$. We describe how we can incorporate a dynamical system as a differentiable layer in the policy network, and how NDPs can be utilized to learn complex agent behaviors in both imitation and reinforcement learning settings.

8.4.1 Neural Network Layer Parameterized by a Dynamical System

Throughout this chapter, we employ the dynamical system described by the second order DMP equation (8.1). There are two key parameters that define what behavior will be described by the dynamical system presented in Section 8.3: basis function weights $w = \{w_1, \ldots, w_i, \ldots, w_n\}$ and goal $g$. NDPs employ a neural network $\Phi$ which takes an unstructured input $s^1$ and predicts the parameters $w, g$ of the dynamical system. These predicted $w, g$ are then used to solve the second order differential equation (8.1) to obtain system states $\{y, \dot{y}, \ddot{y}\}$. Depending on the difference between the choice of robot’s coordinate system for $y$ and desired action $a$, we may need an inverse controller $\Omega(.)$ to convert $y$ to $a$, i.e., $a = \Omega(y, \dot{y}, \ddot{y})$. For instance, if $y$ is in joint angle space and $a$ is a torque, then $\Omega(.)$ is the robot’s inverse dynamics controller, and if $y$ and $a$ both are in joint angle space then $\Omega(.)$ is the identity function.

NDPs are defined as

$$\pi(a \mid s; \theta) \triangleq \Omega(\text{DE}(\Phi(s; \theta))) \quad (8.4)$$

Where $\text{DE}(w, g) \to \{y, \dot{y}, \ddot{y}\}$ denotes solution of the differential equation (8.1). The forward pass of $\pi(a \mid s)$ involves solving the dynamical system and backpropagation requires it to be differentiable. We now show how we differentiate through the dynamical system to train the parameters $\theta$ of NDPs.

---

1 robot’s state $y$ is not to be confused with environment observation $s$ which contains world as well as robot state (and often velocity). $s$ could be given by either an image or true state of the environment.
8.4.2 Training NDPs by Differentiating through the Dynamical System

To train NDPs, estimated policy gradients must flow from $a$, through the parameters of the dynamical system $w$ and $g$, to the network $\Phi(s; \theta)$. At any time $t$, given the previous state of robot $y_{t-1}$ and velocity $\dot{y}_{t-1}$ the output of the DMP in Equation (8.1) is given by the acceleration

$$\ddot{y}_t = \alpha(\beta(g - y_{t-1}) - \dot{y}_{t-1}) + f(x_t, g)$$

(8.5)

Through Euler integration, we can find the next velocity and position after a small time interval $dt$

$$\dot{y}_t = \dot{y}_{t-1} + \ddot{y}_{t-1}dt, \quad y_t = y_{t-1} + \dot{y}_{t-1}dt$$

(8.6)

In practice, this integration is implemented in $m$ discrete steps. To perform a forward pass, we unroll the integrator for $m$ iterations starting from initial $\dot{y}_0, \ddot{y}_0$. We can either apply all the $m$ intermediate robot states $y$ as actions on the robot using inverse controller $\Omega(\cdot)$, or equally sub-sample them into $k \in \{1, m\}$ actions in between, where $k$ is the NDP rollout length. This frequency of sampling could allow robot operation at a much higher frequency (.5-5KHz) than the environment (usually 100Hz). The sampling frequency need not be same at training and inference. We learn at a much higher frequency (100-200Hz) and downsample at inference due to physical constraints to 30-50Hz.

Now we can compute gradients of the trajectory from the DMP with respect to $w$ and $g$ using Equations (8.3)-(8.6) as follows:

$$\frac{\partial f(x_t, g)}{\partial w_i} = \sum_j \psi_j (g - y_0)x_t, \quad \frac{\partial f(x_t, g)}{\partial g} = \sum_j \psi_j w_i x_t$$

(8.7)

Using this, a recursive relationship follows between, (similarly to the one derived by Pahic et al. [281]) $\frac{\partial y_t}{\partial w_i}, \frac{\partial y_t}{\partial g}$ and the preceding derivatives of $w_i, g$ with respect to $y_{t-1}, y_{t-2}, \dot{y}_{t-1}$ and $\ddot{y}_{t-2}$.

We now discuss how NDPs can be leveraged to train policies for imitation learning and reinforcement learning setups.

8.4.3 Training NDPs for Imitation (Supervised) Learning

Training NDPs in imitation learning setup is rather straightforward. Given a sequence of input $\{s, s', \ldots\}$, NDP $\pi(s; \theta)$ outputs a sequence of actions $a, a' \ldots$. In our experiments, $s$ is a high dimensional image input. Let the demonstrated action sequence be $\tau_{\text{target}}$, we just take a loss between the predicted sequence as follows:

$$L_{\text{imitation}} = \sum_s || \pi(s) - \tau_{\text{target}}(s) ||^2$$

(8.8)

The gradients of this loss are backpropagated as described in Section 3.2 to train the parameters $\theta$. 
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8.4.4 Training NDPs for Reinforcement Learning

Algorithm 6 Training NDPs for RL

Require: Policy $\pi$, $k$ NDP rollout length, $\Omega$ low-level inverse controller

for $1, 2, \ldots$ episodes do
  for $t = 0, k, \ldots$, until end of episode do
    $w, g = \Phi(s_t)$
    Robot $y_t, \dot{y}_t$ from $s_t$ (pos, vel)
    for $m = 1, \ldots, M$ (integration steps) do
      Estimate $\dot{x}_m$ via (8.2) and update $x_m$
      Estimate $\dot{y}_{t+m}, \dot{y}_{t+m}, y_{t+m}$ (8.5), (8.6)
      $a = \Omega(y_{t+m}, y_{t+m-1})$
      Apply action $a$ to get $s'$
      Store transition $(s, a, s', r)$
    end for
  end for
  Compute Policy gradient $\nabla_{\theta} J$
  $\theta \leftarrow \theta + \eta \nabla_{\theta} J$
end for

We now show how an NDP can be used as a policy, $\pi$ in the RL setting. As discussed in Section 8.4.2, NDP samples $k$ actions for the agent to execute in the environment given input observation $s$. One could use any underlying RL algorithm to optimize the expected future returns. For this, we use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [355] and treat $a$ independently when computing the policy gradient for each step of the NDP rollout and backprop via a reinforce objective.

There are two choices for value function critic $V^\pi(s)$: either predict a single common value function for all the actions in the $k$-step rollout or predict different critic values for each step in the NDP rollout sequence. We found that the latter works better in practice. We call this a multi-action critic architecture and predict $k$ different estimates of value using $k$-heads on top of the critic network. Later, in the experiments we perform ablations over the choice of $k$. Algorithm 6 provides a summary of our method for training NDPs.

8.5 Hierarchical Neural Dynamical Policies (H-NDPs)

Consider the real world task of scooping from a bowl. The robot has to both plan a trajectory that will allow it to do the scooping motion properly, and understand any potential randomness, for instance if the bowl changes locations. A single policy likely will have a lot of trouble with this. We address such challenges by presenting Hierarchical Neural Dynamic Policies (H-NDPs). H-NDPs use a local-to-global
Algorithm 7 Training H-NDPs

Require: NDP Policy randomly initialized global policy $\pi_g(I)$, taking image $I$ as input, with weights $\theta_g$, $M$ local regions $R_i$, for each region $i$ a local NDP $\pi_i(I)$ (taking state $s_t$) as input, and corresponding NN weights $\theta_i$, initialize empty $D$

for 1, 2, ... iterations do
    for $i = 1...m$ do
        Run policy $\pi_i(I)$ on environment $R_i$ for $H$ steps
        Collect trajectory $F(\phi(s; \theta_i))$ and store into $D$
        Compute $L_{\text{local}} = L_i(\theta_i) + \alpha_i D_{KL}(\pi_i || \pi_g)$
        $\theta_i \leftarrow \theta_i - \eta \nabla_{\theta_i} L_{\text{local}}$ (until convergence)
    end for
    Compute $L_{\text{BC}} = \sum_{i=1}^M \| F(\phi(s; \theta_g)) - F(\phi(s; \theta_i)) \|_2$
    Compute loss $L_{\text{global}} = L_{\text{BC}} + L_g(\theta_g)$
    $\theta_g \leftarrow \theta_g - \eta \nabla_{\theta_g} L_{\text{global}}$ (until convergence)
end for

learning scheme which makes it much easier for the agent to learn how to handle diversity in the task and deal with raw image inputs. We leverage structure provided by NDPs [25] for policy learning, allowing our hierarchical policies to operate in a shared space, and thus leads to smoother trajectories and more sample efficient learning. In this section, we describe how this setup works, both in the reinforcement and imitation learning settings.

8.5.1 Hierarchical Neural Dynamical Policies

We break down policy learning for a given task into two components: local controllers which operate from exact state observations, and a global policy which learns from raw sensory observations, for example robot poses and images. Both policies are NDP; the policy networks have an embedded dynamical system as a layer. Directly optimizing the global policy for the full task can be difficult, since dynamical systems can easily overfit to a single trajectory. Let $\pi$ be an NDP and let $\phi(s; \theta)$ be the deep network inside the NDP, parameterized by weights $\theta$. $\phi(s; \theta)$ outputs the DMP parameters which are used by the forward integrator $F$ to solve the differential equation described in Equation 8.1. $\tau$, the output of $\pi(s \mid s)$, is $F(\phi(s; \theta))$.

We divide the task space into $M$ different regions. We train local NDPs $\pi_i$ on each region $i$ ($R_i$) of the task space. For example, for a task like scooping, each bowl location would be its own region, and we would train a single NDP to solve the task for that specific bowl location. For the rest of this section, let the local policy $\pi_i$ be parameterized by network weights by $\theta_i$. For task $i$, we will compute loss on the NDP output, $L_i(\theta_i)$ and optimize with respect to $\theta_i$. This loss can be any
differentiable loss based on the policy output. In the next two sections, we will describe what \( L_i \) is in the case of RL and imitation learning.

Once the local policies are trained, the global NDP \( \pi_g \) parameterized by network weights \( \theta_g \), learns to imitate the local policies. This makes it easier for the global policy to understand the difference between high level task details and low level task optimization. The global NDP conditioned on the current observation, \( s_t \), learns to clone the behavior of the local NDPs in using the loss: \( L_{BC} = \sum_i \| F(\phi(s_t; \theta_g)) - F(\phi(s_t; \theta_l^{(i)})) \|^2 \). There is no guarantee, however, that a single iteration of behavior cloning will work. In practice, an iterative process is standard. Therefore, we fine-tune \( \pi_g \) on the loss function for the full task (union of all task regions \( R_i \)), \( L_g(\theta_g) \). This a hand-designed (or a simple binary) signal coming from the task, similar to a reward in RL. In summary, the overall global NDP training loss is:

\[
L_{\text{global}} = L_{BC} + L_g(\theta_g) \tag{8.9}
\]

We would like to minimize the amount of human supervision, thus we do not want to create more task spaces but need more data to train the policy. One possibility is to retrain the local NDPs and collect more data, However this could easily lead to divergence. Thus we use the NDP \( \pi_g \) to reduce divergence by adding \( \alpha_i D_{KL}(\pi_l^{(i)} || \pi_g) \) to the local NDP task loss \( L_i(\theta_l^{(i)}) \). \( \alpha_i \) is a hyperparameter for the weight of this extra loss term. We collect more data from the local experts and repeat the above steps until convergence. We call this process iterative refinement. This structure allows the local experts to adjust their outputs based on what is easier for the global policy to learn. NDPs make a good candidate for such a learning scheme due to their shared structure and the fact that they both operate over a smooth trajectory space, leading to much more efficient learning. Hence, the overall loss for the \( i \)th local NDPs is:

\[
L_{\text{local}} = L_i(\theta_l^{(i)}) + \alpha_i D_{KL}(\pi_l^{(i)} || \pi_g) \tag{8.10}
\]

We provide a detailed description of H-NDPs in Algorithm 7. The general idea of local-to-global learning has been widely studied in machine learning for generalization in complex domains [390, 41, 344]. For robot learning in particular, local-to-global structure has been exploited by for imitation learning by Levine et al. [205] and for RL by Ghosh et al. [117, 399]. In contrast to the black-box policy networks used in these works, our main contribution is to embed the structure of a nonlinear dynamical system within the network. NDPs make the interactions between global and local policies a lot more efficient, since both operate in the same DMP parameter space. This allows generalization to new configurations for dynamic tasks, a strong advantage of our method. We now discuss how to apply H-NDPs to both imitation and RL settings in the following subsections.
8.5.2 H-NDPs for Imitation Learning

In the imitation learning setting, we train the global NDP ($\pi_g$) via visual inputs and the local NDPs ($\pi_l(i)$) are trained via supervised learning to imitate kinesthetic demonstrations. We start with a single demonstration for each $R_i$. Let this demonstration be $\tau_{\text{demo}}^{(i)}$. Therefore the local NDP loss (described in Equation 8.10) for the IL case:

$$L_i(\theta_l(i)) = || F(\phi(s_l(s_t; \theta_l(i))) - \tau_{\text{demo}}^{(i)} ||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.11)

For simplicity, both local and global NDPs are set to be Gaussian with a fixed variance. The KL-divergence in the extra loss term to the local NDP loss (described in Equation 8.10), $D_{KL}(\pi_l(i) \parallel \pi_g)$ therefore simply becomes:

$$\alpha_i \parallel F(\phi(s_l(s_t; \theta_l(i))) - F(\phi(s_l(s_t; \theta_g))) ||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.12)

Here, let $s_l(s_t)$ be the observation received by the agent while performing task $i$. Naively using a constant $\alpha$ might make the local NDPs worse. For instance, at the beginning of training, the global NDP may not be successful for every task region. Instead, we deploy the trained global policy to collect $F(\phi(s_l(s_t; \theta_g)))$, a trajectory for every local region $i$. We set $\alpha_i = 1$ only if $F(\phi(s_l(s_t; \theta_g)))$ is judged successful by a human. Otherwise, we set it to 0. This does require the same person to judge the full iteration, in order to avoid inconsistencies. In the future, we hope to have an automatic process for this. Note that we use the KL penalty between trajectories, but these could be directly in the space of the NDP parameter distributions, as they are lower dimensional. Finally, $L_g(\theta_g)$, the loss function for the global NDP is simply the imitation learning loss on the original demonstrations:

$$L_g(\theta_g) = \sum_i || F(\phi(s_l(s_t; \theta_g))) - \tau_{\text{demo}}^{(i)} ||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.13)

8.5.3 H-NDPs for Reinforcement Learning

In the RL framework, the objective is to learn a policy $\pi(a_t | s_t)$ that maximizes the sum of expected rewards $R_t = \mathbb{E}T_{t=1}^T \gamma^i R(s_i, a_i, s_{i+1})$. It can be difficult for RL policies to work in highly dynamic environments, especially when there is a high amount of stochasticity or variation in the task.

In the RL setting, similarly to the imitation learning setting, we split the task into $i$ regions. Each local NDP is an RL policy and we use $L_i = J_i$, where $J_i$ is the surrogate policy gradient loss from an off-the-shelf policy optimization algorithm. Specifically, we use the loss from Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO [355]), and update the parameters of $\pi_l(i)$ with respect to $\nabla J_i$. Similarly, $\pi_g$ is optimized via PPO on the loss $L_g = J_g$. To avoid divergence of the global NDP, we compute the KL divergence from the global NDP to each local NDP, as in Equation 8.10, and add to the local
NDP training loss, $\mathcal{L}_i$. Since we use Gaussian policies with learned variance, then we have that: $D_{KL}(\pi_l^{(i)} \parallel \pi_g) = \log \frac{\sigma_g}{\sigma_i} + \frac{\sigma_i^2 + (\mu_i - \mu_g)^2}{2\sigma_g^2} - \frac{1}{2}$. Here the output of $\pi_l^{(i)}$ is $\mathcal{N}(\mu_i, \sigma_i^2)$ and that of $\pi_g$ is $\mathcal{N}(\mu_g, \sigma_g^2)$. In practice, we found that setting $\alpha_i$ to either 0 or a very low value worked much better. An explanation for this phenomenon is that NDPs already contain more structure via the embedded dynamical system and hence do not need a KL-divergence constraint. The DMP parameter space these policies are in is already a lot more meaningful than the general neural network space.

### 8.5.4 Advantages of H-NDPs for Real-World Robotics

Due to their search over a physically smooth space, H-NDPs provide safer and more efficient learning. This can be a benefit in the real world, where hardware setups can be brittle and exploration can be dangerous. In fact, in Figure 8.3 we show the trajectory for multiple joints of sampled demonstrations and the output of the corresponding fitted local NDP, which learns a much smoother version of the demonstration. Secondly, since H-NDPs operate at a trajectory level, the policy $\pi$ is only used every $k$ steps. Hence fewer forward passes need to be taken by the policy network. With large networks and computationally expensive hardware (such as robot controllers and cameras), more forward passes can actually be an impediment to the learning algorithm, as it cannot execute the task at a high enough frequency. Additionally, we can also sample trajectories at arbitrary lengths, and can therefore output a more compact trajectory if needed.
8.6 Experimental and Implementation Setup

8.6.1 Real Robot Tasks Setup

For all the real world tasks (scooping, pouring and writing), we use visual inputs for the global NDP and state inputs for the local NDP. We use a Franka Panda 7 DoF robot, controlled by joint angle control. We use the robot control code from Zhang et al. [447]. We run the controller at about 50 Hz for both local and global policies. We are in fact bottlenecked by the frequency of the image capture and processing software. Note that a neural network policy which needs image inputs every timestep would be significantly slower (5-10Hz). An H-NDP predicts one trajectory of $k$ steps, thus needs only one forward pass per $k$ steps allowing for a 50Hz controller. In all of our experiments, we use $k = 350$. To mimic real world conditions, we vary goal locations and intentionally change the scene a little bit (slightly shift the robot, camera or the object in the robots hand). For ease of use, we utilize the same initial robot joint positions. In each of the real world tasks, a human decides whether a trial is successful or failed. More details of each task can be found in the Appendix material.

8.6.2 Simulated Tasks Setup

We also perform simulation experiments on dynamic tasks, inspired from tasks performed by Ghosh et al. [117]. The simulated robot is a 6 DoF Kinova Jaco, which we control in joint angle space. All tasks are simulated in the MuJoCo [403] framework. Throwing involves first grabbing then throwing a cube inside a target box. To add diversity to the task, we vary the location of the goal box. These
constitute different regions of the task space. For picking, the goal is to grasp a cube and lift it as highly possible. Here the diversity comes from varying the starting position of the block. Finally, we perform the task of catching a ball being launched in the air. The goal is for the robot to catch the ball and keep it in its hand till the end of the episode. Here, we randomize the starting location of the ball. Images of these tasks can be seen in Figure 8.5.

8.6.3 Policy Architecture and Network Pretraining

In the RL setting, we use the same architecture as Bahl et al. [25] (2 hidden layers of 100 neurons). In the imitation learning setting, we use a very small fully connected neural network (one hidden layer with 40 neurons) for our local policies, and a similar Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture to that of GPS [203]. We also use a spatial softmax layer [203], which for each channel $c f_{cx} = \sum_{ij} s_{cij}x_{ij}$ and $f_{cy} = \sum_{ij} s_{cij}y_{ij}$, where $i,j$ are pixel coordinates, and $s_{cij}$ is the spatial softmax function for pixel $a_{cij}$. We then concatenate robot joint poses to this network, and pass them through two fully connected layers and output desired joint angles.

In order to provide the global policy with basic visual features, we pretrain the network to predict object pose data (this form of pretraining is common in robotics, e.g. in Levine et al. [203]). For our scooping and pouring task, we provide a similar form of pretraining, although with approximate poses. We do not use any AR markers for estimation. Instead, we sample and move the robot to a position, place the object there, and capture a training image. This naturally leads to imprecision in the training data, but is more realistic. For the digit writing task, we pretrain on an MNIST-like classification task, where we use a few digits written on a board by a human.

8.7 Results: H-NDPs for Imitation Learning

We evaluate H-NDPs on three real world tasks for imitation learning from images: Digit Writing, Scooping and Pouring. Videos can be found at https://shikharbahl.github.io/hierarchical-ndps/. One of the main focus of this work is thorough
scientific evaluation in the real world itself. This experimentation involved hundreds of hours of interaction that took several weeks on hardware to complete the real-world evaluation shown in Table 8.1 and Figure 8.7. We clearly separate training and testing scenarios for each of the tasks and describe them in the following subsections as well as in the appendix.

The goal of this empirical study is to answer following scientific questions across all the tasks:

- How much does the structure of dynamical systems contribute to the performance of H-NDPs?
- How much does iterative refinement of global policy contribute to the performance of H-NDPs?
- How much does the local-to-global structure contribute to the performance of H-NDPs?

We attempt to answer these questions by running baseline methods. Firstly, to understand the importance of dynamical systems in H-NDPs, we run comparisons against a method that uses iterative refinement as well as well as a local-to-global structure,
Table 8.1: Final results on the three real world tasks. We average the test success rate normalized to $[0 \rightarrow 1]$ over 10 trials on held-out testing images/locations. We compare against vanilla NDP [25], vanilla NN imitation, and we replace NDPs in our method with vanilla neural networks (a similar method to GPS [203]). We can see that our method outperforms all the baselines substantially.

but with fully connected neural network layers instead of embedded dynamical systems. This method is our implementation of GPS [203]. For every other baseline, we also design a version of that baseline with only fully connected layers, calling it vanilla NN. Secondly, to address the question of the effect of iterative refinement, we train H-NDPs and GPS for only one iteration. To have a fair comparison, we train these baselines with 5x more demonstrations so as to provide effectively the same amount of data. However, note that these baselines have same number of interactions but have 5x more supervision because H-NDPs does not need more expert demonstrations after the first iteration. Finally, we test the importance of the local-to-global structure by introducing baselines that do not use it. NDP is the global policy that just learns from demonstrations, which is very similar to the method from Bahl et al. [25]. Vanilla NN is the fully connected counterpart of NDP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Demos</th>
<th>#Iter</th>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Scooping</th>
<th>Pouring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No local-to-global structure:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla NN</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No local-to-global structure with 5x Demos:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla NN</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local-to-global but no iterative refinement:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-NDPs (ours)</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Both local-to-global and iterative refinement:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-NDPs (ours)</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.7.1 Task 1: Digit Writing on the Whiteboard from Image Input

The goal in this task is for the robot to draw a digit on a whiteboard, given an image of the digit (ranging from 0 to 9). A dry-erase marker is attached to the robot hand. We collect 10 kinesthetic demonstrations (one for each digit 0-9) for training. We keep 10 digit images held-out which are not shown to the robot during training on which we compute the “test” success. We pretrain the global policy network using the procedure discussed in Section 8.6.3.

Role of Dynamical System Structure: In Table 8.1, we can see that H-NDPs achieve the highest test success rate, 80%. Our approach outperforms the GPS baseline by
Figure 8.7: Success rate for the three real-world tasks across iterations. Note that more iterations of the H-NDP method in fact does help in learning, both in the train and test (held-out/unseen) scenarios.

a large margin. We show a sample of the test results in Figure 8.6. The picture on the left is what the robot sees at test time, and the one the right is the final output. Compared to all the other methods, H-NDPs have the smoothest and most accurate result. Figure 8.6c shows a much smoother output by our method compared to that of GPS (Figure 8.6e). The major difference between the implementation of the two approaches is that GPS uses fully connected layers instead of dynamical-system based layers. Interestingly, when comparing all other baselines (no local-to-global structure, no iterative refinement, etc) the dynamical system based methods (in Table 8.1 these are H-NDPs and NDP) all outperform their fully connected counterparts. This clearly indicates that the role of dynamical system-based structure is crucial for writing.

**Role of Iterative Refinement:** We can see that in Table 8.1 that performance of H-NDPs drops without iterative refinement (with 5x more supervision performance still drops to about 50%). From Figure 8.7b, it is clear that our method benefits from iterative refinement, as the test and train success rates increase. Interestingly, at test time our method was able to capture the “4” digit better than at training time. Despite a drop in performance, H-NDPs without iterative refinement still outperforms almost all other baselines.

**Role of Local-to-Global:** H-NDPs clearly outperform methods that do not employ a local-to-global structure (i.e. we set the KL penalty to 0). Both the NDP and Vanilla NN baselines perform significantly worse. This is true for methods that use 1x the demos as H-NDPs as well 5x. In fact, methods that use 1x the demos tended to fit to one demonstration and ignore the rest; i.e. Vanilla NN only output 8’s for all ten digits.

### 8.7.2 Task 2: Scooping from Image Input

In the scooping task, the robot has a spoon attached to its effector and its goal is to scoop almonds from a bowl. We vary the bowl locations, and the robot must infer from only from raw images where it should scoop. We have 18 distinct locations
on the table for training and 10 distinct locations kept held-out for testing, shown in Figure 1 in the Appendix. We collect kinesthetic demonstrations on training locations. We provide the pretraining discussed in Section 8.6.3. Figure 8.4 shows a picture of this setup.

**Role of Dynamical System Structure:** Similarly to the writing task, it is clear from Table 8.1 that H-NDPs drastically outperforms all baselines without dynamical system-based structure (GPS, vanilla NN, etc). In fact, all such baselines ended up executing the mean trajectory. For example, wherever the bowl would be placed, the networks would output the same trajectory towards the center of table. This clearly shows that trajectory level prediction is hard for traditional networks, and that dynamical systems are important for this task.

**Role of Iterative Refinement:** In Figure 8.7a, we see that both training and test success rates for H-NDPs go up as we perform more iterations of refinement. For H-NDPs, iterative refinement doubles the performance. However, even without iterative refinement, H-NDPs still obtains a 30% success rate, the highest of the baselines.

**Role of Local-to-Global:** We can see that H-NDPs obtains a higher success rate at test time than any of the baselines that do not use the local-to-global structure (1x and 5x demos both). The performance gain from 5x to 1x demonstrations is not very high. This indicates just adding more data is not as important as the global-to-local framework. While H-NDP’s success rate is 60%, even in case of failure it would go close to the bowl but not actually scoop any almonds out.

### 8.7.3 Task 3: Pouring from Image Input

We perform experiments on a real world visual pouring task. The robot starts with a cup of almonds in its gripper, and must pour the almonds into a target cup, without any falling out. Just like scooping, the global policy must act from camera input only, and the target cup moves around to different locations. We collect kinesthetic demonstrations for 16 training locations and keep 10 held-out locations for testing as
in the case of scooping, shown in the Appendix (Figure 1). Pretraining is discussed in Section 8.6.3 and the task setup in Figure 8.4.

**Role of Dynamical System Structure:** This task is inherently more difficult than the others, possibly due to the size of the cups and a lot more accuracy is needed for a successful pour. H-NDPs, however, still outperforms every other baseline, including GPS (30% vs 20%). During testing we observed that in the failed trials robot would go close to the cup but miss it marginally. On the other hand, GPS completely missed the target most of the time. The other vanilla NN baselines which do not perform iterative refinement would actually produce infeasible and dangerous behavior. This shows that dynamical system is important for the pouring task.

**Role of Iterative Refinement:** In Table 8.1, we can see that all of the baselines without iterative refinement have 0 success. On the other hand, Figure 8.7c shows that H-NDPs also starts with a 0% success rate, but improves via iterative refinement. Additionally, most of the baselines produced the same trajectory for every input. This shows that iterative refinement is very helpful, especially in more challenging tasks.

**Role of Local-to-Global:** All the methods that do not use the local-to-global framework have a success rate of 0%. Both methods that do use the local-to-global structure (as well as iterative refinement), H-NDPs and GPS, are the only ones that achieve any success. Therefore, local-to-global structure is in fact important for the pouring task.

### 8.8 Results: H-NDPs for Reinforcement Learning

In the RL setting, we compare our method against several competing methods. We firstly test a similar method to Ghosh et al. [117] which we call PPO-DnC. This is very similar to the original method, however it uses PPO as a base algorithm, so that it can be compared apples-to-apples with H-NDP. In another baseline, we run the NDP algorithm [25], equivalent to training the global NDP only. Additionally, we run our base RL algorithm, vanilla PPO [355] as a comparison as well. To have a fair comparison, we also consider the baselines used by Bahl et al. [25], in fact using their provided code. We compare against the multi-action PPO from Bahl et al. [25], Variable Impedance Control in End-Effector Space (VICES) [244] and Dynamics-Aware Embeddings (DYN-E) [418]. The latter two methods provide alternative parameterizations for action space: in VICES [244] the policy directly outputs parameters for a PID controller, and in DYN-E [418] an action-based encoder is learnt from environment interaction.

We can see in the RL results in Figure 8.8. We present the result of 3 random seeds run on the same codebase. We plot the success rate versus the number of environment steps taken. H-NDP, our method, outperforms all the baselines discussed above.
either in terms of sample efficiency or absolute performance. This difference is especially stark for the catching task (Figure 8.8b), since the randomness is the starting position of the ball, and even a small perturbation can have a large effect on the trajectory. H-NDPs are able to capture this high level variation quite well, while the baselines cannot. In the other two tasks, shown in Figure 8.8c and Figure 8.8a, H-NDPs are still more sample efficient and have a better final performance, even though the baselines get a relatively higher performance compared to that of catching. This is likely due to the fact that randomness in throwing and picking isn’t as drastic as catching. However, overall, we can clearly see that H-NDPs provide a strong performance boost, likely due to the embedded dynamical system which allows for smooth trajectories and efficient distillation of knowledge.
Chapter 9

PlayFusion: Language Conditioned Skills

9.1 Motivation

Humans reuse past experience via a broad repertoire of skills learned through experience that allows us to quickly solve new tasks and adapt across environments. For example, if one knows how to operate and load a dishwasher, many of the skills (e.g., opening the articulated door, adjusting the rack, putting objects in) will transfer seamlessly. How to learn such skills for robots and from what kind is a long-standing research question. Robotic skill abstraction has been studied as a way to transfer knowledge between environments and tasks \[397, 400, 301\]. It has been common to use primitives as actions in the options framework \[21, 396\], which are often hand-engineered \[75, 389, 185, 288, 71, 273\] or learned via imitation \[296, 22, 295\]. These allow for much more sample-efficient control but require knowledge of the task and need to be tuned for new settings. On the other hand, there have been efforts to automatically discover skills using latent variable models \[102, 365, 251, 363, 181, 418, 227, 132\]. While they can work in any setting, such models are often extremely data-hungry and have difficulty scaling to the real world due to the data quality at hand.

As a result, real-world paradigms are based on imitation or offline reinforcement learning (RL) but both these require several assumptions about the datasets. In imitation learning, human teleoperators must perform tasks near-perfectly, reset the robot to some initial state, perform the task near-perfectly again, and repeat several times. In offline RL, data is assumed to contain reward labels, which is impractical in many real-world setups where reward engineering is cumbersome. In contrast, it is much easier to collect uncurated data from human teleoperators if they are instructed only to explore, resulting in play data \[227, 132, 69\]. Learning from play (LfP) has emerged as a viable alternative to traditional data collection methods for behavior generation. It offers several advantages: (1) it is efficient because large
datasets of play can be collected without the need for setting up and executing perfect demonstrations, and (2) the data collected is rich and diverse because it contains a broad distribution of behavior ranging from completions of complex tasks to random meandering around the environment. An important quality of such data is that it is grounded with some semantic goal that the “player” is aiming to achieve. We believe a simple abstraction for this is language instructions, which can describe almost any play trajectory.

A major challenge in learning from play is that the data is highly multimodal, i.e., there are many different ways to achieve a specific goal, and given a sample from the play data, there are many different goals that could have generated it. One popular way to handle highly multimodal data is by modeling the full distribution via generative models. In recent years, there has been remarkable progress in large generative models [324, 323, 335, 39], especially in the class of diffusion models [155, 415], which have been shown to generate high-resolution images – a property well suited for vision-based robotic control. In fact, diffusion models have shown to be effective in capturing complex, continuous actions [166, 8, 415, 147, 61] in the context of robotics. However, these diffusion model-based approaches have not been empirically shown yet to work on unstructured data. We argue that the ability of diffusion models to fully capture complex data paired with their potential for text-driven generation can make them good candidates to learn from language-annotated play data.

One additional consideration is that in reality, humans only deal with a few skills. Almost every task manipulation task involves some grasping and some post-grasp movement. We believe that learning discrete skills will not only make the whole process more efficient but will also allow interpolation between skills and generalizations to new tasks. To address this, we propose PlayFusion, a diffusion model...
which can learn from language-annotated play data via discrete bottlenecks. We maintain the multimodal properties of our current system while allowing for a more discrete representation of skills. Empirically, we show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on six different environments: three challenging real-world manipulation settings as well as the CALVIN [247], Franka Kitchen [132], and Ravens [442, 371] simulation benchmarks.

9.2 Related Work

Goal and Language Conditioned Skill Learning One method of specifying the task is via goal-conditioned learning, often by using the actual achieved last state as the goal [169, 12, 116, 121]. There is also recent work on using rewards to condition robot behavior [55], but this requires a reward-labeled dataset, which makes stronger assumptions than play data. Furthermore, there is a large body of work on language-conditioned learning [228, 371, 165, 7, 270, 246, 373], which specifies the task through language instructions. Instead of conditioning the policy on fully labeled and curated data, we take advantage of unstructured play data which is annotated with language in hindsight.

Learning from Play Unlike demonstrations, play data is not assumed to be optimal for any specific task as it is collected by human teleoperators who are instructed only to explore. Play-LMP and MCIL [227, 229] generate behaviors by learning motor primitives from play data using a VAE [179, 333]. RIL [132] is a hierarchical imitation learning approach and C-BeT [69] generates behaviors using a transformer-based policy and leverages action discretization to handle multimodality. LAD [446] incorporates diffusion for learning from play, but keeps several components of VAE-based approaches for encoding latent plans; we forgo those elements completely.

Behavior Modeling with Generative Models A promising architecture for behavior modeling with generative models is the diffusion probabilistic model [155, 360, 138, 137]. Diffuser [166], Decision Diffuser [8], Diffusion-QL [415] and IDQL [147] apply diffusion models to the offline reinforcement learning (RL) problem. In real-world robotic applications, Diffusion Policy [61] demonstrated strong results in visuomotor policy learning from demonstrations. Different from these works, we learn from play data containing semantic labels instead of offline RL datasets or expert demonstrations. Some approaches [70, 217] incorporate diffusion in robotics but not for generating low-level actions.

Discrete control A key challenge in robot learning is the exponentially large, continuous action space. Option or skill-based learning is appealing as it can circumvent this problem and allow the agent to learn in a structured, countable action space [375, 376, 254, 27]. Learned action discretization [360, 69] has allowed approaches to scale to complex tasks. C-BeT [69] applies real-world robotic control
with transformers [55, 167, 421] to the goal-conditioned setting; [280] train a dynamics model over discrete latent states. We leverage the discrete properties of VQ-VAEs and their natural connection to language-labeled skills.

9.3 Background

Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPMs) DDPMs [155] model the output generation process as a denoising process, which is often referred to as Stochastic Langevin Dynamics. To generate the output, the DDPM starts by sampling \( x^K \) from a Gaussian noise distribution. It then performs a series of denoising iterations, totaling \( K \) iterations, to generate a sequence of intermediate outputs, \( x^K, x^{K-1}, \ldots, x^0 \). This iterative process continues until a noise-free output \( x^0 \) is produced. The denoising process is governed by the following equation:

\[
x^{k-1} = \alpha(x^k - \gamma \epsilon^\theta(x^k, k) + N(0, \sigma^2 I))
\]  

(9.1)

Here, \( \epsilon^\theta \) represents the noise prediction network with a learnable parameter \( \theta \), and \( N(0, \sigma^2 I) \) denotes the Gaussian noise added at each iteration. This equation is used to generate intermediate outputs with gradually decreasing noise levels until a noise-free output is obtained. To train the DDPM, the process begins by randomly selecting \( x^0 \) from the training dataset. For each selected sample, a denoising iteration \( k \) is randomly chosen, and a noise \( \epsilon^k \) is sampled with the appropriate variance for the selected iteration. The noise prediction network is then trained to predict the noise by minimizing:

\[
\mathcal{L} = ||\epsilon^k - \epsilon^\theta(x^0 + \epsilon^k, k)||^2
\]  

(9.2)
**Discrete Representations**  We utilize VQ-VAE [406] inspired models in PlayFusion as they can provide a way to discretize the skill space. Given an input $x$, a VQ-VAE trains an encoder $E$ to predict latent $E(x) = z$ and maintains a codebook of discrete latent codes $e$. The VQ layer selects $j$ as $\text{arg min}_i ||z - e_i||$, finding the closest code to the embedding, which is used to reconstruct $x$. The training loss is

$$L_{\text{VQVAE}} = L_{\text{recon}}(x, D(e_j)) + ||z - sg(e_j)||_2 + ||sg(z) - e_j||_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.3)

where $D$ is the VQ-VAE decoder. The reconstruction loss is augmented with a quantization loss, bringing chosen codebook embedding vectors $e_j$ toward the encoder outputs in order to train the codebook, as well a loss to encourage the encoder to "commit" to one of the embeddings.

**Learning from Play Data (LfP)**  In the LfP setting, we are given a dataset $\{(s, a)\} \in S \times A$. There are no assumptions about tasks performed in these sequences or the optimality of the data collection method. Similar to the formulation of [69], the goal is to learn a policy $\pi = S \times S \rightarrow A$ where the input is the current state $s_t$ and goal $g = s_T$. In some cases, (including ours), the goals are instead described via language annotations.

### 9.4 PlayFusion: Discrete Diffusion for Language-Annotated Play

Humans do not think about low-level control when performing everyday tasks. Our understanding of skills like door opening or picking up objects has already been grounded in countless prior experiences, and we can comfortably perform these in new settings. Skills are acquired through our prior experiences – successes, failures, and everything in between. PlayFusion focuses on learning these skills through language-annotated play data.

However, learning from play data is still difficult as continuous control skills are not easy to identify due to several challenges: (1) data can come from multiple modalities as there are many actions that the robot could have taken at any point, (2) we want the model to acquire a vocabulary of meaningful skills and (3) we want to generalize beyond the training data and have the model transfer skills to new settings. To address the challenges, we leverage recent advances in diffusion-model large-scale text-to-image generation. Such models [61, 166, 415] can inherently model multimodality via their iterative denoising process. To effectively transfer skills to new settings, we propose a modified diffusion model with the ability to discretize learned behavior from language-annotated data. Figure 9.2 shows an overview of our method.
9.4.1 Language Conditioned Play Data

Our setup consists of language conditioned play data \( D_{\text{play}} = \{(s_t^{(i)}, a_t^{(i)})\}_{i=1}^N \): long sequences of robot behavior data containing many kinds of behaviors, collected by human operators instructed to perform interesting tasks. In this setting, we assume that there is some optimality to the data, i.e. \( a_t \sim \mathcal{F}(s_t, z_g) \), where \( z_g \) is a latent variable that models the intention of the operator. We thus leverage language labels to estimate \( z_g \). Given a sequence \( \tau = \{s_i, a_i\}_{i=k}^t \), \( \tau \) is labeled with an instruction \( l \) which is passed into a language model \( [330], g_{\text{lang}} \), and we refer to the embedding as \( z_l \) throughout the chapter. One can also use goal images, but we might not have access to these at test time. While our method can use any \( z_g \) as conditioning, assume that the play data has access to language annotations \( l \). Our policy \( \pi(a_t|s_t, z_l) \) contains a few simple components. We use a ResNet[154]-based visual encoder \( \phi_v \) to encode \( s_t \) (a sequence of images) and an MLP based language encoder \( \phi_l \) to downproject the language embedding \( z_l \). The policy uses \( g = [\phi_l(z_l), \phi_v(s_t)] \) as conditioning to the action decoder \( f_{\text{act}} \). Previous approaches \([227, 247]\) use latent variable models to deal with multimodality. We find that modelling \( f_{\text{act}} \) as a diffusion process enables us to circumvent this.

9.4.2 Multi-modal Behavior Generation via Diffusion

With \( f_{\text{act}} \), we aim to predict robot actions given the current state, using a DDPM to approximate the conditional distribution \( P(a_t|s_t) \). In our setting, we additionally condition on the goal \( g \). Formally, we train the model to generate robot actions \( a_t \)
conditioned on goal $g$ and current state $s_t$, so we modify Equations 9.1 and 9.6 to obtain:

$$a_{t-1}^k = \alpha (a_{t}^k - \gamma \epsilon_{\theta}(g, s_t, a_{t}^k, k) + N(0, \sigma^2 I))$$ (9.4)

$$\mathcal{L} = ||\epsilon^k - \epsilon_{\theta}(g, s_t, a_{t}^0 + \epsilon^k, k)||_2$$ (9.5)

We use the notation above for simplicity, but in practice, we predict a sequence of $T_a$ future actions $a_t, \cdots, a_{t+T_a}$ instead of only the most immediate action, a technique known as action chunking. This is done in some recent works [61, 450] and is shown to improve temporal consistency.

### 9.4.3 Discrete Diffusion for Control

Moreover, humans often break down tasks into smaller skills, which are often repeatable. In fact, most tasks can be achieved with a relatively small set. On the other hand, both the latent goals that we learn as well as the action diffusion process are continuous. Making sure learnt skills are discrete can not only allow for better performance but also better generalization to new settings. However, naively enforcing discretization can lead to suboptimal behavior. We want to ensure that conditioned on a latent goal, $g$, action predictions from $f_{\text{act}}$ are both multimodal and yet only represent a few modes. Thus, we propose a discrete bottleneck instead.

For the action generation process to represent a useful skill space, we want to enforce discreteness where the actions interact with latent goal. PlayFusion adds a vector quantization bottleneck in the diffusion process, specifically in the network $\epsilon_{\theta}(x) = \epsilon_{\theta}(g, s_t, a_{t}^0 + \epsilon^k, k)$. $\epsilon_{\theta}$ is U-Net which fuses the language conditioning into the action denoising. We modify the U-Net architecture with a codebook of discrete latent codes $e_u$, a discrete bottleneck for the diffusion model. Given an input $x$ the U-Net encoder produces a latent $\psi(x)$, which is passed into the decoder to produce $\epsilon_{\theta}(x) = \gamma(x)$. This bottleneck layer selects $j$ as $\arg\min_i ||\psi_i(x) - e_i||$, finding the closest code to the embedding, which is used to reconstruct $x$. To account for this, we augment the training procedure with the quantization and commitment losses, similar to VQ-VAE.

**Generalization via discrete language conditioning** Consider an agent that has learnt skills formed from the atomic units $A$, $B$, $C$ and $C$, of the form $A + B$, $B + C$ and $C + D$. To truly extend its capabilities beyond the initial training data, the agent must learn to interpolate and extrapolate from these existing skills, being able to perform tasks like $A + D$ that it hasn’t explicitly been trained on. Given that the action generation in the diffusion process is already quantized, our hypothesis is that a discrete goal space will be synergistic and allow the policy to compose skills better. Thus, we maintain a codebook of discrete latent codes $e_l$ for the language embeddings output by the language goal network $\phi_l(z_l)$, selecting $e_{l,j}$ which is closest to $\phi_l(z_l)$. The full loss function that we use to train PlayFusion is as follows:
\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{PlayFusion}} = \| \epsilon^k - \epsilon_0 + \epsilon^k, k \|_2 + \beta_1 \| \text{sg}(\psi(x) - e_{u,j}) \|_2 + \beta_1 \| \psi(x) - \text{sg}(e_{u,j}) \|_2 \]

\[ + \beta_2 \| \text{sg}(\phi_l(z_l)) - e_{l,j} \|_2 + \beta_2 \| \phi_l(z_l) - \text{sg}(e_{l,j}) \|_2 \]

(9.6)

where \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are coefficients to determine the tradeoff between covering a diversity of possible behaviors and encouraging behaviors belonging to similar skills to be brought close to each other.

**Sampling from PlayFusion**  Given a novel language instruction at test time \( z' \), we obtain the quantized encoding \( \phi_l(z') \), combining it with the visual encoding to get conditioning \( g' \). We sample a set of actions \( a_{t:t+k} \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1) \), pass them through the discrete denoising process in Equation 9.4.

### 9.5 Experiments

In this section, we investigate PlayFusion and its ability to scale to complex tasks, as well as generalization to new settings. We ask the following questions: (1) Can PlayFusion allow for learning complex manipulation tasks from language annotated play data? (2) Can our method perform efficiently in the real-world setup beyond the simulated environment? (3) How well can PlayFusion generalize to out of distribution settings? (4) Can PlayFusion in fact learn discrete skills? (5) How do various design choices, such as quantization, language conditioning, etc., affect PlayFusion? We aim to answer these through experiments in three different simulation and real world settings.

**Environmental Setup**  We test our approach across a wide variety of environments in both simulations as well as the real world. For simulation, we evaluate three benchmarks: (a) CALVIN [247], (b) Franka Kitchen [132], and (c) Language-Conditioned Ravens [442, 371]. For the real-world setup, we create three different environments: cooking, dining table and sink, shown in Figure 9.3. More details of the environment setup are in the supplementary.

**Baselines**  We handle task conditioning in the same way for our method as well as all baselines, using the same visual and language encoders. We compare our method with the following baselines: (a) Learning Motor Primitives from Play (Play-LMP): Play-LMP [227] generates behaviors by learning motor primitives from play data using a VAE, which encodes action sequences into latents and then decodes them into actions. (b) Conditional Behavior Transformer (C-BeT): C-BeT [69] generates
behaviors using a transformer-based policy and leverages action discretization to handle multimodality. (c) Goal-Conditioned Behavior Cloning (GCBC): GCBC [227, 94] is conditional behavior cloning.

### 9.5.1 Results in Simulation and Real World

**PlayFusion in simulation** Table 9.1 shows success rates for PlayFusion, Play-LMP, C-BeT, and GCBC on the simulation benchmarks. On both CALVIN setups, we outperform the baselines by a wide margin, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our method in large-scale language-conditioned policy learning from complex, multimodal play data. The baselines perform comparatively better on the Franka Kitchen environments, where the training datasets are smaller and the data covers a more narrow behavior distribution and the benefit of handling multimodality is smaller; however, PlayFusion still outperforms or matches all baselines. PlayFusion also achieves significantly higher success rate than the baselines on Ravens (see appendix for per-task results), which is not as large-scale as CALVIN but covers a large portion of the state space due to the diversity of instructions.

**Long horizon tasks** Using the Long Horizon CALVIN evaluation suite, we test the ability of agents to stitch together different tasks, with transitioning between tasks being particularly difficult. One such long horizon chain might be “turn on the led” → “open drawer” → "push the blue block" → "pick up the blue block" → "place in slider". We roll-out 128 different long horizon chains containing five instructions each and record the number of instructions successfully completed. As shown in Table 9.2, we find that PlayFusion significantly outperforms the baselines in both CALVIN A and CALVIN B. The difficulty.

### Table 9.1: Success rates for PlayFusion and the baselines on simulation and real-world settings. PlayFusion consistently outperforms all of the baselines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CALVIN A</th>
<th>CALVIN B</th>
<th>Kitchen A</th>
<th>Kitchen B</th>
<th>Ravens</th>
<th>Dining Table</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Sink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-BeT</td>
<td>26.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>23.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>45.6 ± 2.3</td>
<td>24.4 ± 2.3</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play-LMP</td>
<td>19.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>22.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.9 ± 1.5</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCBC</td>
<td>23.2 ± 2.0</td>
<td>30.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td>15.5 ± 4.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>45.2 ± 1.2</td>
<td>58.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>47.5 ± 2.0</td>
<td>27.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Av. Seq Len</th>
<th>No. of Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Av. Seq Len</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 9.2: Average sequence length on Long Horizon CALVIN and success rate for the n-th instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CALVIN A</th>
<th>CALVIN B</th>
<th>Kitchen A</th>
<th>Kitchen B</th>
<th>Ravens</th>
<th>Dining Table</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Sink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-BeT</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play-LMP</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCBC</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (A)</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (B)</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sion process gracefully handles the multimodality of not only each individual task in the chain but also of the highly varied data the agent has seen of transitions between tasks.

**Generalization in the real world** Table 9.1 shows results for PlayFusion and the baselines in our real world evaluation setups. These setups are particularly challenging for two reasons: (1) inherent challenges with real-world robotics such as noisier data and constantly changing environment conditions such as lighting, and (2) they are designed to test skill-level compositional generalization. Specifically, the agents are required to compose skills $A + B$ and $C + D$ into $A + D$; for example, they might be trained on “pick up the carrot and place it in the pan” and “pick up the bread and put it in the toaster” and must generalize to “pick up the carrot and put it in the toaster”. Our method significantly outperforms the baselines in these settings, showcasing the ability of the diffusion model in modeling complex distributions and the emergence of learned skills via the discrete bottleneck. Video results are at https://play-fusion.github.io.

### 9.5.2 Analysis of Discrete Representations

#### Learning discrete skills

Table 9.3 studies the impact of our discrete bottlenecks (for Ravens results, see the appendix). The success rate is, on average, worsened with the removal of either the U-Net discretization and the language embedding discretization. We also qualitatively study whether semantically similar skills are actually mapped to similar areas of the latent space and should therefore be brought together by the discrete bottleneck. In Figure 9.4, we show that skills involving similar locations (e.g., pan) or objects (e.g., carrot) are encoded into similar embeddings. In Figure 9.4, we show the embeddings of different trajectories. The top two rows share the first skill (which is to remove the lid from the pan) and place an object in the pan. The bottom two rows share the second skill (grasping the carrot). Embeddings that contain the same skill have a similar pattern, which further indicates that the latent skill space being learned is somewhat discretized.

#### Balancing the discrete bottlenecks

In Table 9.4, we study the effects of different $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ values on CALVIN A performance, i.e., the relative weightings for the additional terms in the loss function corresponding to the U-Net discretization and language embedding discretization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>CALVIN A</th>
<th>CALVIN B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>45.2 ± 1.2</td>
<td>58.7 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No U-Net discretiz.</td>
<td>45.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>55.1 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No lang discretiz.</td>
<td>40.3 ± 1.6</td>
<td>54.1 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.3: Effect of discrete bottlenecks.
We find that $\beta_1 = \beta_2 = 0.5$ results in the best performance. In general, equally weighing the four additional losses (two for U-Net and two for language) leads to improved performance over imbalanced weightings. $\beta_1 = \beta_2 = 0.5$ is also better than $\beta_1 = \beta_2 = 1$, indicating that over-incentivizing discretization can be detrimental to diffusion model learning. Further analyses can be found in the appendix.

### 9.5.3 Ablations of Design Choices

#### Effect of language model
Although our method is orthogonal to the language model used, we test its sensitivity to this. As shown in Table 9.4, we find that common models such as MiniLM [330], Distilroberta [218], MPNet [384], and BERT [93] have similar performance, showing that PlayFusion is mostly robust to this design choice. We hypothesize that the discrete bottleneck applied to the language embeddings helps to achieve this robustness. CLIP [315] embeddings result in much lower success rates, most likely due the fact that Internet images may not contain similar “play data” instructions.

#### Effect of conditioning
Table 9.4 studies various different possibilities for conditioning the diffusion model generations on language and vision in CALVIN A. When working with diffusion models there are multiple different ways we can approach how to feed it goals, images of the scene etc. We found that PlayFusion is mostly robust to this, with global conditioning providing benefits for smaller models (such as those in the real world). We also attempted to condition the diffusion model noise on the goal but found that this negatively impacted performance. For the visual conditioning, we studied the effect of initializing the image encoder with large-scale pre-trained models [272]), finding that it does not help, and PlayFusion can learn the visual encoder end-to-end from scratch. For data scaling curves and more analyses on design choices, see the appendix.

### 9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a novel approach for learning a multi-task robotic control policy using a denoising diffusion process on trajectories, conditioned on language instructions. Our method exploits the effectiveness of diffusion models in handling multimodality and introduces two discrete bottlenecks in the diffusion model in order to incentivize the model to learn semantically meaningful skills. PlayFusion does require the collection of teleoperated play data paired with after-the-fact language annotations, which still require human effort despite being already
less expensive and time-consuming to collect than demonstrations. It would be interesting to label the play data with a captioning model or other autonomous method. Furthermore, there is room for improvement in our performance on our real-world setups. Additionally, our real-world experiments could be expanded to even more complex household settings such as study rooms, bedrooms, and living rooms. Overall, our approach can significantly enhance the ability of robots to operate autonomously in complex and dynamic environments, making them more useful in a wide range of applications.
In this thesis, we discussed how to deploy robots in the wild, specifically in the context of manipulation. The main bottleneck for this has been the lack of data available. Our proposed solution is to use humans as a proxy for robots, in order to break out of the chicken-and-egg cycle. The work presented in this thesis has addressed several key challenges in enabling scaling robots to more dynamic, real-world scenarios. In Chapter 2, we focus on bridging the embodiment gap between humans and robots. We show that robots can learn by watching a single human video of humans doing multiple tasks. In Chapters 3 and 4, we aim to learn from offline, internet-scale human videos, instead of a single video showing the task. We find that the best prior for manipulation to extract from these are visual affordances. We show that we can scale these affordances to many different tasks and robot learning setups. In Chapter 5, we operationalize affordances for training general-purpose policies, across many different tasks. We do so by building a structured world model that works with both human and robot data. We move to a more flexible setting of policy pretraining in Chapter 7 and show that we can train dexterous policies with explicit human actions. Finally, in order to enable faster deployment in the real world, we are able to address the exponentially large and continuous action space in continuous control by incorporating physical priors within policies (Chapter 8) or via skill learning (Chapter 9).

10.0.1 Discussion and Future Work

There are many challenging and interesting problems ahead in robotics, as well as many open questions. While it is possible to leverage human data to compensate for the lack of robot data, to be able to deploy robots effectively we must enable them to learn by themselves, continuously, in new settings. This way the robot must be able to find new tasks, as well as ask for help when it is stuck. For tackling many
real-world challenges, it must also have a more physical understanding. This section outlines some of the open questions and future work to address these.

**Can we do every task with human data?** An important question will be to answer is what is the eventual role human data will play in training large-scale, deployable models and policies for robotics. Is human data just a way to pre-train models, or can we extract data granular enough to enable any task? The current hypothesis is that human videos and internet-scale data will allow for generalization to new environments, and potentially some task-level generalization, but to actually learn low-level actions and control, interaction data is needed. For example, to do the most agile or dynamic tasks, human data may not help, as current approaches cannot extract this type of action information. Thus, we must develop approaches that can seamlessly integrate data from many sources, both offline and online. For example, models must be able to handle actions from human videos, and unstructured internet data such as text or YouTube videos. Additionally, such models must be able to integrate robot data, both from the real world and simulators, to truly enable all tasks.

**Is exploration important?** A lot of work, including some presented in this thesis, has focused on exploration. However, with the scale that human and robot data in conjunction allow us, is it possible to cover all possible scenarios? There may be certain combinations of tasks that are not possible for humans or the people collecting robot data – which is why eventually the robot will need to improve and explore to discover new settings. Oftentimes, it is difficult to even define the task. Even though action and behavior priors from human videos can help, exploration methods, including our previous work [269, 309, 267], can be inefficient. Even if exploration is bootstrapped from human videos, for example in our previous work [249, 23, 250], the robot must be able to find new things, practice when it sees them, and possibly adapt. When faced with a difficult task, humans usually look for answers in the largest dataset available: the internet. When in a difficult position, a robot should also be able to search the internet for possible solutions. To achieve this, the robot will need to (1) try to discover new goals by searching the internet or other databases, (2) learn how to break a difficult task down into important sub-parts, (3) learn to practice with such goals and (4) ask for help when it is stuck – all in an iterative manner.

**How can we learn about the physics of the world?** For many important tasks, knowledge of touch and forces is crucial, especially for settings that require high precision (for example assembly). This type of information is difficult to obtain for human videos and is traditionally acquired via interaction, usually with the help of sensors: force-torque, tactile, audio, etc. This type of data is not abundant on the internet, thus it might be difficult to use the approaches presented in this thesis.
Additionally, data across different sensors might vary drastically: for example, tactile sensors give widely different levels of granularity of information. A solution to this challenge might be to build a centralized repository of different sensors on the same human and robot data and use that to train predictive models, which can either hopefully serve as foundations or be used to get some coarse labels. There is enough information in videos to be able to be able to draw at least coarse visual correspondences to other modalities. Even if the above dataset and models exist, it is also unclear how to exactly incorporate this physical information into current policy learning approaches.

**Are current deep learning methods sufficient for robotics?** Advances in deep learning have been crucial in move learning-based robotics. We are closer than ever to the longstanding dream of having robots autonomously do many daily tasks for us. However, many of the optimization methods and networks we use were in fact not designed with robotics in mind. Embodied agents and tasks are very different from computer vision or natural language setups. Thus, is it possible to incorporate inductive biases into the networks that encode certain agent-centric properties – for example information about objects, physics, or dynamics of different robots? Some of the work in this thesis (Chapter 8) has incorporated the structure of dynamical systems within policies. It is important to design both policies and optimization methods which heavily consider these various physical concepts. This would allow robotic agents to handle the complexity of new tasks, and to generalize better. These agents could potentially share knowledge across many tasks. Efforts have been made to make networks aware of objects, 3D scenes, or transformations [457, 327, 441, 212]. However, it is difficult to scale these approaches to multiple tasks. An alternative approach would be to analyze existing networks and understand what physical properties exist within them, which could give us a better understanding on what inductive biases are important.

**Can we design better affordances?** Consider the complex task of cleaning a kitchen with a mop. This demands an intricate understanding of the mop’s materials, the deformability of the mop head when pressure is applied, how the water will spread across various surfaces, and the specific motions that will produce a clean surface. Moreover, a mop is not restricted to the task of cleaning floors: for instance, it could be used to dust industrial equipment, move items, or clean ceilings/walls. The visual affordances presented in [24, 250] (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) cannot capture tasks with complex motions, such as mopping, or writing on whiteboard. Additionally, settings with multiple action modalities are difficult to express in the visual affordance setup [24] in Chapter 3. Can we utilize passive human datasets to learn such a multi-functional and multi-sensory foundational model for robotics? Fortunately, human video datasets are usually accompanied by different levels of granularity of semantic information and actions: “cooking pasta” or “taking pasta out of box”, “pouring
"water into a bowl", and "stirring pasta". This information, combined with state-of-the-art action extraction approaches that leverage large-scale physically grounding datasets [90] can allow for more robust and accurate action extraction. The ideal affordance model can both leverage underlying intent and high-level semantics and the specific kinematics of the agent in the human data. Given any scene and a task description at test-time, the goal is to be able to predict the desired contacts in 3D and the exact trajectory that has to be followed by a robot arm. Instead of a strong prior, that requires practice to achieve the task [23, 248, 250, 24], this model should be zero-shot.

**Final Thoughts**  Overall, there is potential for many exciting advances to be made in robot learning, especially when it comes to deploying in the wild. Over the years, many advances in learning-based methods (in computer vision, deep learning, NLP, RL, etc) have given us the tools to work with. Generalization to new tasks and settings has always been the goal. While learning new tasks is difficult, with all of the learning tools at our disposal, doing one task extremely well, in every setting, is within reach, especially with the right type of initialization (i.e., human data), action formulation (affordances for example), and practice or improvement scheme.
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